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Inclusiveness
Integrity
Excellence
Creativity
Person Centred

Our Mission

Our Vision

Our Values

Caring for Rural Communities

Hesse is dedicated to providing 
and facilitating access to best 
practice health, aged and 
community based services that strive 
for rural wellbeing.

Minister for Health; Minister for Ambulance Services: The Hon. Jill Hennessy MP
Minister for Families and Children; Minister for Youth Affairs: The Hon. Jenny Mikakos MP
Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing; Minister for Mental Health: The Hon. Martin Foley MP 
Auditor: Auditor General Victoria
Bankers: Winchelsea & District Community Bank Branch of Bendigo Bank
Solicitors: Birdsey, Dedman & Bartlett

Hesse Rural Health (Hesse) is a public health service, operating under the Health Services 
Act 1988 and governed by a volunteer Board of Management who are appointed by the Victorian 
State Minister for Health. Hesse provides innovative rural health care including acute, aged and 
community based services across parts of the municipalities of Colac Otway, Golden Plains and 
the Surf Coast Shires.

Hesse operates in partnership with the Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing Home Society Inc., a 
not-for-profit entity whose charter it is to plan, provide and develop rural aged care services for 
the local community.
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ORGANISATIONAL REPORT

At Hesse Rural Health we specialise 
in providing health care to you, our 
rural community member, that is 
responsive, personal and innovative. 
Our exceptional year is reflected 
throughout this publication, told from 
the perspectives of residents, clients, 
carers, volunteers, staff and retiring 
board members. Their unfolding 
journeys are unique, extraordinary 
and worthy of celebration, yet share a 
commitment to rural health care. They 
account for how health care remains 
rich and vibrant in the lives of country 
people, a space where organisational 
purpose blends with community need 
to create wellbeing.

Our strength is in understanding, 
adjusting and being committed to this 
sense of purpose. Born 60 years ago 
the Winchelsea Hospital was created 
to bring care into the surrounding 
community. Today it forms a unique 
hybrid business model, Hesse Rural 
Health in partnership with the 
community owned Winchelsea Hostel 
and Nursing Home Society Inc., and 
is invested with a charter of local 
commitment. The beginning was about 
rurality, geography and isolation but the 
future is about catering for the changes 
in demographics, population growth 
and quality inspired, community led 
service development.

The creation of a learning environment 
is also at Hesse’s core of quality care. 
This year 40 staff were acknowledged 
for their completion of learning modules 
delivered by La Trobe University in 
association with Umea University, 
Sweden, and University of Oslo, 
Norway, in the project A Person Centred 
and Thriving Promoting Care Model for 
Residential Care. We are proud to be 
the Australian contributor to a collection 
of work that lifts the profile of research 
in aged care. 

We were delighted to have Nick Ryan, 
CEO of the Australian Aged Care 
Quality Agency (AACQA), as our key 
speaker at the 2016 Annual General 

Meeting. Nick attended as part of our 
combined agency effort with West 
Wimmera Health Service to pilot a 
‘joined up approach’ to accreditation 
along with the AACQA and the 
Australian Council on Healthcare 
Standards (ACHS). It was exciting to 
hear him express the need for reform at 
a Commonwealth level and champion 
the drive to make it happen. Hesse was 
later represented with all four agencies 
in Japan at the International Society for 
Quality in Healthcare conference. The 
degree of international excitement over 
an innovation that reduces compliance 
burden, although more useful and 
simplistic in its construct and application 
for Hesse, was indeed staggering.

Our leading reputation in dementia 
care resulted in an invitation to 
participate in a research initiative with 
HammondCare and the University 
of Sydney. This research project is 
designed to evaluate pain management 
and inform better clinical judgements 
for residents with dementia. For a small 
rural health agency to be involved in 
not just one, but three significant pieces 
of research is a worthy achievement. 

State government direction requires 
public sector health service boards 
to govern with a renewed emphasis 
on clinical quality review for effective 
outcomes. Hesse is a member of the 
Polwarth Partnership of rural agencies 

within the greater Colac area that 
come together to improve health care 
delivery. The first milestone has been 
the recruitment of a Director of Medical 
Services to provide medical oversight 
and clinical governance advice for 
the health service. This alliance 
forms a new way of working, and will 
increasingly share other clinical quality 
information.  

New clinical directions will require 
increasing levels of data to be collected, 
processed and reviewed both at the 
local and state level. It is hoped that 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services embraces the learnings from 
our joint accreditation initiative, noting 
that for small rural health services an 
increasing compliance burden results 
in real resource shifting away from 
direct client care.

Following extensive evaluation a 
business decision was made to 
resource Hesse’s expansion into the 
Commonwealth Government’s Home 
Care Package Program.  As an existing 
provider with proven quality and 
service success, Hesse is well placed 
to transition into consumer directed 
models of service delivery. However, in 
a competitive space it is challenging to 
achieve efficient service delivery over a 
vast rural area.

We were incredibly fortunate this year 



In December 2016 Hesse’s President 
John Carr stepped down from his role 
in anticipation of a mentoring need. 
In June 2017 the Commonwealth 
Government awarded the Medal of 
the Order of Australia (OAM) to John 
Carr for his long term commitment to 
rural health care and the community 
of Rokewood. This is a well deserved 
award and we congratulate him.

Organisational success and reflection 
is as much about where we are, 
as where we have come from. In 
January our last appointed Board Life 
Governor, Joseph Kelly, passed away. 
In his time as President of the Board 
of the Winchelsea Hospital he led the 
community drive to establish, build 
and fund an aged care facility, the 
Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing Home 
Society. A great community vision in so 
many ways.

Finally our congratulations are extended 
to the executive and staff of the service. 
It is your commitment and enthusiasm 
that is echoed throughout the stories 
of quality health care delivery and 
community connection which creates 
this exciting organisational report. 

Kathy Taylor
President
(from 01.01.2017)

John Carr, OAM
Senior Vice President
(President to 31.12.2016)

Peter Birkett
Chief Executive

ORGANISATIONAL REPORT

to receive a large bequest from the 
estate of Mr John Duff. His generosity 
will help bring forward a much awaited 
building plan for the remodelling of 
Chelsea Lodge. The Ladies Auxiliary 
and their Op Shop funding arm will also 
bring this endeavour to reality and we 
admire both their extraordinary efforts 
and of course their bank balance.

At a governance level an aim has 
been to bring additional skill sets to the 
Board. Two Board members completed 
the Australian Institute of Company 
Directors course. Two Board member 
changes occurred. In July we welcomed 
Siobhan Ni Chuinneagain as a new 
Director and  Suzanne Lewis  resigned 
due to competing commitments.

Board Director maximum terms were 
introduced this year by the State 
Government and unfortunately for 
Hesse, Keith Leigh, David Kelly and 
Paul Benton saw their appointments 
expire on 30th June. They each brought 
learnings, opinion, questions, wants 
and wisdom all reflective of the broader 
community. Great achievements 
occurred under their watch and both 
the community and Hesse Rural Health 
are indebted to them.

Organisational success is as 
much about where we are as 

it is a reflection of where we 
have come from.



STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

Achieving Excellence and Innovation

Hesse will build upon a culture of safety, quality and continuous improvement 
in the drive for service excellence and innovation.

Integrating Health and Wellbeing

Incorporating health promotion, prevention and early intervention concepts, 
standards and values into health service delivery will benefit consumers, our 
staff and the broader community.

Effective Service Promotion
To be a relevant health service to our catchment community Hesse will ensure 
that the public are aware of what the organisation can offer.

Our Community is the Key

Hesse respects the important role it plays for our rural community and 
individuals residing within it to facilitate effective participation.

Infrastructure Growth and Development
Hesse is responsive to the changing community profile and demand for 
services considering immediate, short and long term needs for infrastructure, 
growth and development.

Accessible and Relevant Health Services Throughout the Lifespan
Services provided will be available throughout the lifespan, based upon 
evidence of needs with clear and accessible pathways facilitating effective 
links to the services consumers require.

A Skilled and Engaged Workforce
Hesse understands that investing in employees and the volunteer workforce 
will ensure they remain skilled, satisfied and meaningfully engaged to deliver 
effective services enabling the organisation to remain a respected employer 
of choice.

 A Sustainable Business Culture

Our health service must sustain financial practices and strategies that are 
based upon sound, ethical and innovative business principles to ensure we 
remain viable into the future.

Partnering for Success

Hesse recognises that collaboration, shared skills and the formation of 
strategic alliances with compatible organisations and stakeholders is required 
for the organisation to be efficient, effective and successful.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Minister for Health
Hon. Jill Hennessy MP

Peter Birkett
Chief Executive Officer

Board of Directors

John Carr, OAM
Senior Vice President:
Financial Resources 
& Audit

Keith Leigh
Treasurer:
Financial Resources 
& Audit             

Kathy Taylor
President:
Financial Resources
& Audit 
BBus, GDipOHM,
MAICD

Paul Benton
Clinical Governance
& Ethics
DCR(R)(UK), GDMU

David Kelly
Junior Vice President:
Clinical Governance
& Ethics 

Suzanne Lewis
Clinical Governance
& Ethics
BHlthSc(Hons)
(to February 2017)

Naida Hutton
Financial Resources 
& Audit
BEd,GDipHRIRM,
RM, RN, GAICD

Rod Hanson
Financial Resources 
& Audit

Donald Lang
Chair, Clinical 
Governance & Ethics

Michelle Stocks
Clinical Governance
& Ethics
MAICD

Siobhan 
Ni Chuinneagain
Clinical Governance
& Ethics
PhD, HDip, BSc(Hons)

MBA, BCom, RM, RN,
ACHSM, MAICD
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OUR ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Financial
Services

Davidsons
Stephen Wight
BCom, CA, GAICD

Peter Birkett 
MBA, BCom,
RM, RN,
ACHSM, MAICD

Quality
Ethics

Finance
Audit

Manager 
Community
Services

Josie Gebert 
RM, RN

Director of Care

Annie Coles
BNurs, GDipMid, 
DipComServ(Childcare), 
GDipNurs(Fam&ChildHealth), 
MACN

Program Areas
• Residential Aged 
• Urgent Care
• Inpatient Acute
• Dementia 
• Palliative 
• Respite

Quality and OH&S Coordination

Planned Activity Groups

Environmental 

Community Services
Coordinator

Manager Acute & 
Residential Care

Catering

Nursing Portfolios
• Infection Control
• Smart Lift
• Continence
• Dementia

Allied Health
• Dietetics
• Physiotherapy
• Occupational Therapy
• Diabetes Education

Chief Executive Officer

Board of Directors

Volunteers

Leisure and Lifestyle

ACFI Coordination

Visiting Medical 
Officers
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Andrea Dunlop
MHlthSc, GDipHlthSc, 
BAppSc (OT), ACHSM

Manager Workforce
& Service Development

• Community Liaison
• Human Resources
• Service Development
• Contracts Management
• Property Management
• Complaints Resolution
• Service Promotion

• Reception
• Payroll
• Accounts
• Health Information    

Management
• Information Technology

Ancillary
• Maintenance
• Gardening

Aged Care Business 
Systems

Children’s Services
• Occasional Child Care
• Facilitated Play Group

Home Care Packages

Health Promotion

Community Nursing
• Hospital in the Home
• Post Acute Care
• District Nursing
• Domiciliary Midwifery

Volunteers

Administration
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A YEAR IN REVIEW

• Hesse co-hosts a Consumer 
Networking Event attended by 60 
people from 16 health services across 
Victoria

• John Carr, Hesse Board President 
2003 - 2016, receives a Medal of the 
Order of Australia in ‘Queen’s Birthday 
Honors’ for outstanding service to 
rural health and the Rokewood district

• Expansion of Home Care Packages 
program after Commonwealth 
Government removes cap on licenses

• Rokewood Men’s Shed building is 
extended

• Occasional childcare licenses 
increase to 18 to meet service demand 
in Rokewood

• Successful outcome in the Joint 
Accreditation Quality Project with 
Australian Council on Healthcare 
Standards (ACHS), Australian Aged 
Care Quality Agency (AACQA) and 
West Wimmera Health Service 
(WWHS)

• Nick Ryan, CEO of AACQA, 
addresses 2016 Annual General 
Meeting of Hesse Rural Health and 
the Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing 
Home Society Inc.

• Commonwealth Home Support 
Program quality review with all 
standards met

• CEO joins ACHS, AACQA and WWHS 
to present joint accreditation pilot 
project at International Society for 
Quality in Health Care Conference in 
Tokyo, October 2016

• Board reviews a proposal from Surf 
Coast Shire to transfer 5 independent 
living units to Hesse Rural Health 

• Divestment of Hesse’s share in the 
Winchelsea Medical Clinic to Health 
Financial Pty Ltd. 

• Improvement of adjusted current 
asset ratio to 0.72

• All standards met in an unannounced 
AACQA contact assessment for 
residential aged care

• $17,000 grant received from Umea 
University, Sweden, for courtyard 
redevelopment as an outcome of 
international research project on 
thriving and person centred care 

• Ambulance station announced for 
Winchelsea

• Participation in a HammondCare 
clinical research project investigating 
best practice pain management for  
aged residents with dementia

• Bequest of over $95,000 from the 
estate of the late John Duff

• Board reappoints Peter Birkett as 
Chief Executive Officer for a further 5 
year term until 2022

• Staff participate in Alzheimer’s 
Australia’s 2016 Geelong Memory 
Walk raising money for research into 
Alzheimer’s disease

• Thirteen media clips uploaded onto 
YouTube promote Hesse’s services to 
the local community

• Population health and catchment 
demographic data analysed to inform 
service planning

• Board takes a bus tour across the 
catchment to engage with all programs 
and communities

• Appointment of a new Quality 
Coordinator

• Demolition of the property at 52 Main 
Street eliminates safety hazard and 
opens up land space 

Highl ights in Another Busy Year
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Long term organisational commitment 
plays a valuable role in the success of 
small community based organisations, 
and a stand out example for Hesse 
Rural Health is Keith Leigh. For 49 
years Keith, a Director of a family 
owned primary production business, 
has diligently served on the hospital 
and subsequent rural health service 
Board of Management. 

Since the 1994 amalgamation of 
Winchelsea Hospital, Beeac Hospital 
and Leigh Community Health which 
formed Hesse Rural Health, Keith 
occupied the role of Treasurer, chaired 
the Finance, Resources and Audit 
Committee, and presided over a 
financially successful health service.  

Former President John Carr says, 
‘Keith’s structural knowledge of 
building design, links to community 
and his business ‘know how’ has 
seen him influential in the growth and 
development of the health service’.

Keith joins David Kelly and Paul 
Benton as local community members 
whose reapplications for Director roles 
on the Hesse Board of Management 
beyond 30th June were not successful. 
This comes as a result of the current 

49 Years of Contr ibut ion, P lus
Community i s Key

government’s objective to cap Director 
tenure at three-by-three year terms 
and the requirement for Boards to 
have formal qualification and regarded 
experience spread across key areas. 

David Kelly’s father was on the Board 
when Keith joined in 1968. In a YouTube 
clip David attributes his drive for rural 
health to his family legacy, explaining 
how his community involvement helps 
to keep Hesse Rural Health relevant 
and accountable. 

Paul’s clinical background in 
sonography, interest in sustainable 
energy and knowledge of international 
health care viewed through a 
commercial lens, has also led him to 
make a continuous contribution to a 
developing organisation. 

Keith says he is disappointed that the 
Minister for Health did not approve his 
reapplication, voicing concerns about 
definitions of skills based boards with 
a diminishing emphasis on community 
representation. ‘A successful board 
not only knows the correct balance 
of strategy, risk management and 
decision making, it also knows how to 
engage with the community and when 
to outsource for specialist advice.’ 

David and Paul agree and would like 
to see Board Directors judged on 
individual and collective performance. 
In the meantime they are determined 
to find other ways to remain involved to 
support the health service. 

Search for ‘Hesse Rural Health Board of Management’ on YouTube to view the media clip.
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In health care of the past, patients rarely questioned 
their treating practitioner. It is now understood that 
when consumers participate in their treatment 
individual health outcomes can be greatly improved.  

Improving health literacy and helping consumers 
better engage with their health care was a key topic 
at a Consumer Networking Forum, jointly hosted 
by Hesse Rural Health and Colac Area Health 
Consumer Advisory Committees in May.
 
The Forum aimed to educate health services and 
their Consumer Representatives on the principles 
of effective consumer engagement, participation and 
collaboration and facilitate networking opportunities and 
sharing of initiatives that support partnerships.  Approximately 
60 people attended from across the state and over 16 health 
services were represented.  

Guest speaker Nicky Barry, from the Victorian Health Issues 
Centre, encouraged services to look into their organisations’ 
unique ‘suitcases’, using shared history to build effective 
relationships with consumers. Snapshot presentations from 
a selection of Consumer Representatives from attending 
health services highlighted local consumer engagement 
initiatives and the challenges faced.  

Australian actor Alan Hopgood and cast performed an 
upbeat and emotional play, Do You Know Me, effectively 
demonstrating how aged residential services can work 
towards being more responsive by getting to know their 
residents as people. 

Auspiced by the Australian Centre for Patient and Family 

Centred Care and the Hush Foundation, the play was 
followed by an audience and panel discussion facilitated by 
Dr Catherine Crock from The Royal Children’s Hospital.  

Outstanding levels of feedback were received following 
the event, describing how the Forum assisted Consumer 
Representatives to better understand and strengthen their 
advocacy, quality and safety roles and how health services 
could listen and support consumers to speak up. 

Hesse Rural Health CEO Peter Birkett said, ‘health services 
have historically welcomed consumer feedback on their 
experience of care, but true systematic partnerships with 
consumers provide a much stronger way of developing 
quality health and aged care services, and this Networking 
Event helped everyone to better understand what this really 
means’. 

The Forum has now been firmly cemented as an annual 
regional event, building on the success of the inaugural 
consumer networking forum at Colac Area Health in 2016.

Making Consumer Exper i en c e s Count

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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As a small rural health service operating under fixed funding 
models there is seldom opportunity to expand the range 
of services offered. However in February 2017, when the 
Commonwealth Government removed the cap on the 
numbers of home care packages that registered providers 
could deliver, a growth opportunity emerged. The lifting of 
this restriction was in response to a national commitment to 
provide more at-home care for the burgeoning numbers of 
people in their older years. 

Under the Home Care Packages program the Government 
provides a subsidy for a ‘package of care’ to meet the 
individual needs of an older person so they may remain living 
independently at home for as long as possible. The program 
is delivered under a consumer directed model where the 
consumer exercises flexibility, choice and control over who 
delivers their care.

Despite the emergence of new service providers into this 
competitive market, Hesse’s reputation as a respected 
health service with a full range of nursing care and allied 

Expanding Serv i c e Del ive ry

health personnel, well developed management systems 
and experience in administering rural aged care packages 
makes the organisation an attractive choice for consumers. 
Recognising the program as an ideal feeder into Hesse’s 
existing aged residential services, the Board made a 
commitment to grow the home care program to 30 packages 
by 2019.

Program staff were recruited, the vehicle fleet expanded 
and with a portable building as an office, the program is 
now steadily gaining momentum. Ray, recipient of a Level 
2 package, has utilised his aged care subsidy to purchase 
domestic services, home modifications and mobility aids. 
When asked whether it has been beneficial to him, he 
answers emphatically, ‘Hell yes, I wouldn’t have been able to 
remain living at home without it’.

To access one of Hesse’s aged care packages go to             
www.myagedcare.gov.au and search for Hesse Rural Health. 
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Lorraine is a perfect illustration of the 
importance of rural based nursing 
services. In 2015, after a sudden 
collapse at home and admission to a 
Ballarat hospital, three large wounds 
were discovered on her lower legs, 
exacerbated by reduced circulation. 
For two years she had been trying 
unsuccessfully to manage these 
wounds on her own and had not sought 
medical help. 

Jane, District Nurse at Hesse Rural 
Health, says Lorraine’s wounds were 
serious, and it was fortunate they 
were identified when they were. ‘The 
implications of not managing wounds 
effectively can lead to life threatening 
complications such as cellulitis and 
septicaemia, with a range of other 
possible co-morbidities’.  

Lorraine’s twice weekly District Nursing 
visits for assessment, debridement, 

compression and dressings were 
delicate manoeuvres taking up to two 
hours. Correct bandaging became 
a careful balance of compression to 
improve circulation, but not so much as 
to cause further damage in a pressure 
injury. The wounds were so complex 
that Jane sought the assistance of 
regional Wound Consultant Anne 
Bryant, who became an important 
partner in the care team initially in 
person and then later using telehealth 
technology.

Lorraine is a huge supporter of using 
technology to improve access to health 
care for people living in rural and 
isolated communities. What initially 
took up to six hours out of Anne’s day, 
was able to be done via a 20 minute 
telehealth consultation, enabling her to 

stay closely involved, monitor progress 
and support Jane’s clinical work. 

This year, after a two year period of 
treatment, the wounds have finally 
healed. It was a huge relief for Lorraine 
and a great sense of satisfaction for 
Jane, who rates the clinical outcome 
as one of the highlights of her nursing 
career.  Jane is now keen to commence 
a rural wound clinic to reach out to 
others who may be in a similar position. 

Lorraine is also pleased to be finally rid 
of those ankle-to-knee bandages and is 
looking forward to shopping for a nice 
pair of summer sandals.

Using Technology to Support Rural Nurs ing Care

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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A community development initiative 
targeting food health literacy is having 
positive results for the Rokewood and 
District communities. 

Alarmed by statistics showing that 52% 
of residents in the Golden Plains Shire 
do not meet the daily recommended 
intake of fruit (2 serves) and vegetables 
(5 serves) in their diet each day, 
Hesse Rural Health Diabetes Educator 
Raelene Alexander teamed up with  
Health Promotion Officer Jen McLean 
to explore avenues for change.

Members of the weekly walking and 
exercise program at the Rokewood 
Centre became the perfect audience 
to test the four session conversational 
based program. One session explored 
the impact refined sugars, present in 
everyday processed foods, have on 
weight gain and fitness. Using ‘That 
Sugar Film’ as a stimulus, Raelene 
chose an interactive group discussion 

format to build on participants’ existing 
knowledge to support subtle changes.

Raelene said, ‘people do not like to 
be lectured to about what they eat as 
it can feel like criticism.’ She explained 
that food choices are often also driven 
by what is available, and the costs are 
higher for fresh produce in rural areas. 
Compounding the rural disadvantage 
in the Rokewood area is limited 
internet connectivity, reducing the 
avenues available to receive nutritional 
information.

Healthy Eating and Active Living is a 
shared health and wellbeing priority of 
G21, Central Highlands Primary Care 
Partnership and the Department of 
Health and Human Services. 

Jen observed that discussion 
amongst the group was rich, vibrant 

and encouraging of other avenues 
supporting healthier choices. It is in 
perfect alignment with the Centre’s 
community garden project which has 
fresh produce such as silverbeet, 
celery, carrots, tomatoes, lettuce, 
strawberries, rhubarb and herbs 
available for group members to take 
home at no cost. 

Not many health programs can report 
such a wide reach; the 15-20 regular 
attendees representing nearly ten per 
cent of the Rokewood population.  

Raelene completed the project as part 
of the Joanna Briggs Evidence Based 
Clinical Fellowship program, which 
teaches health practitioners how to 
analyse peer reviewed research and 
use this as a baseline for effective 
program development. 

Improv ing Nutr i t ional Informat ion in a Rural Community
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Pain is often associated with age related conditions that people 
experience in their older years. When treating clinicians are 
made aware of the pain, it may be effectively managed. 
However when the person is unable to communicate their 
pain levels, as can be the case with someone who has 
advanced dementia, it can lead to distress, agitation or 
challenging behaviours. 

To better understand effective pain management strategies 
for people living with dementia, Hesse Rural Health was 
invited by HammondCare to participate in the action research 
project Intervene Phase 2 – Best Practice Pain Management 
in Residential Aged Care for People Living with Dementia. 
The six person research team is led by Dr Sharon Andrews, 
Senior Consultant, Research, at the Dementia Centre, 
HammondCare.

The research project is funded by the Cognitive Decline 
Partnership Centre at the University of Sydney through the 

Managing Pain Effe c t iv e ly for Peop l e with Dementia
National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). 
It builds on the work of an earlier project identifying that 
monitoring of pain levels for people with dementia was often 
informal, did not always reflect best practice approaches, and 
often lacked multi disciplinary input.

A cross discipline approach is therefore a central element of 
Intervene Phase 2, with each of the four project sites across 
Victoria and New South Wales nominating a local project 
team with representation from a range of disciplines. Hesse’s 
Director of Care Annie Coles says, ‘Of the four project sites 
in the research, Hesse’s 11 member team has the widest 
multi disciplinary representation with nursing, personal care, 
lifestyle and two allied health professions involved. This 
provides us a great foundation to implement changes’.  

Dr Andrews facilitates monthly meetings with Hesse’s project 
team with sessions exploring current practices, enablers and 
system wide barriers to clinical practice change. The project 

also involves surveys of care staff 
and families, and clinical record 
audits.

It is anticipated that the project 
findings will inform the development 
of a transferable multi disciplinary 
pain management model 
that includes evidence based 
practices, educational resources 
and behaviour change strategies. 

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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The dementia environment 
should be a place rich in 
meaning, for people to be 
understood as themselves, 
whilst exploring new avenues 
in best practice care 
development. 
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Hesse’s allied health team expanded 
in 2017 with the appointment of 
Occupational Therapist Elli Bartlett to 
work in the acute and residential care 
programs. Elli is a welcome addition 
to the team for existing Occupational 
Therapist, Kristen, whose services 
were thinly spread across primary 
care, home care and residential aged 
care programs.

Elli completed a clinical placement 
at Hesse as a Deakin University 
undergraduate student in the former 
Occupational Wellness and Life 
Satisfaction (OWLS) Program in 2015. 
Manager Workforce and Service 
Development Andrea Dunlop recalled  
Elli as one of the stand out students. 
‘She developed an engaging media clip demystifying the 
dementia condition and explaining Werruna’s principles of 
meaningful engagement for future students.’ 

Hesse has hosted 51 students in the Deakin program, now 
called Community Based Practice Education (CBPE), who 
have designed activities and resources specifically for use 
within the Werruna dementia environment and showcased 
what the Occupational Therapy discipline has to offer.  
Andrea explains that Hesse’s participation in the program 
was a deliberate workforce recruitment strategy and for Elli 
this has paid off with an offer of employment. 

Strength and balance exercise groups, provision of mobility 
aids to support independent living, pain management 
programs, and cognitive and sensory activities are just some 
of the interventions Elli has conducted so far for Hesse’s 
residents. 

Having developed an interest in the aged sector during 
her placement, after graduation Elli worked for a private 
allied health company providing specialist services to aged 
residential facilities. However she kept an eye out for new 
available positions at Hesse. 

In 2017 Hesse hosted site visits for groups of first 
year occupational therapy students aimed to help 
them understand how their chosen discipline can be 
applied in workplace settings. Elli told the students to 
‘always put your best foot forward during placements 
as you never know what employment opportunities 
may arise’.  

Hesse has also used the Deakin CBPE Program 
as a workforce initiative to provide summer holiday 
employment to eligible students to consolidate their 
skills and gain practical experience in aged care 
settings. 

Expanding Al l i ed Hea l th Serv i c e s

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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Fun Rais ing or Fundra i s ing ?
Raising money may be a lot of 
hard work but the 32 members 
of the Winchelsea Hospital 
Auxiliary also seem to have a 
lot of laughs doing it.  

Searching bags of donations 
for a lost kitten, averting eyes 
as less inhibited customers try 
on garments, and becoming 
buried beneath a ‘landslide’ 
of generously donated goods 
have been some of the funnier 
moments.

Auxiliary representatives Carol 
and Judy had a hoot judging the 
staff’s 2016 Op Shop themed 
Christmas Party, awarding 
prizes in categories of Most 
Outrageous, Years Gone By, 
Colour Spectacular, From My 
Own Wardrobe and Looks Least Like Op Shop. The ladies 
themselves got dressed to the nines, walking the red carpet 
in the Op Shop Fashion Parade at the Winchelsea ADASS 
planned activity program.

On the business side of things, a milestone was achieved 
with the arrival of a portable building to showcase used 
furniture for sale. It was a long time coming, reliant on dry 
weather for delivery and painting of the existing shop. The 
portable provides easier access for storage, viewing and pick 
up of larger items. Auxiliary members were relieved to have 
their own shearing sheds and garages cleared of the excess 
stock. The group remain well supported by the local Lions 
Club who assist with furniture pick up and deliveries.  

Treasurer Merle Rigby announced at the 2017 Auxiliary AGM 
an $80,000 profit, an increase of $5,000 from the previous 
year, bringing the total funds raised in the six years since 
opening to $453,000.

The Auxiliary contributed $5,000 to the purchase of two 
pressure relief lounge chairs to increase comfort levels for 
less mobile residents, $2,000 towards a new BBQ for the 
Thriving Project’s courtyard redevelopment and $5,000 
towards the Grand Piano for the Bruno Lounge. 

Plenty of fun, hard work, friendships and great outcomes. 

‘Just a quick letter to say thank you to the lovely ladies that donated hand knitted 
items to the charity shop. You may not remember me but I came in on one of your, “fill a bag for $5 days,” 
bought 4 bags of kids clothes to take on a trip to Asia, one stop being Cambodia … there was a lot of poverty 
over there … I took a lot of your hand knitted baby items in my collection; they were all distributed to the 
locals who were ever so pleased … they will be well loved and well used. Thank you for being so reasonably 
priced to allow me to do this.’
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When a loved one’s care needs change and residential aged care becomes a 
consideration, it is often a stressful and emotionally challenging time for families. 
Frequently the change is prompted by a health crisis and there is little time to get 
organised. Despite government reform aimed to simplify access to information via the 
new My Aged Care website, the aged care industry is not easy to understand. 

In response, Hesse developed a five minute YouTube clip which provides a step by 
step approach to entering residential aged care and aims to remove some of the stress 
involved. The clip was filmed on site and features resident Phyllis and her daughter 
Marie touring Hesse’s residential facilities. By following their experience the clip 
provides a sense that the viewer is not alone on this journey.

YouTube is a perfect medium, as the decision to select an aged facility is often visually 
based. The engaging clip is also a promotional tool for Hesse, introducing some key 
personnel and creating a warm sense of welcome.  

Director of Care Annie Coles, who is also featured, says one of the positive aspects 
about the YouTube clip is that people don’t need to remember everything or write it 
down as they can watch it as often as they like. ‘It’s also a great way for individual family 
members to share the information they receive on their journey to select a facility, as 
this frequently falls to one member of the family who may experience the burden of that 
responsibility.’ 

Filmed by The Tribe, the clip is a companion to Hesse’s other residential aged care 
media clips available on YouTube which showcase the modern boutique facilities, 
services available, care provided and extensive garden surroundings. 

Later in 2017 Hesse will be joining with Growing Winchelsea Inc., the Winchelsea 
Star, and the Winchelsea Lions Club in a community forum presenting financial, legal, 
medical and accommodation information that people may need as they transition to 
this stage of their life.  

Making it Eas i e r to Ac c e s s
Res ident ia l Aged Care

A YEAR IN REVIEW

Search for  ‘Hesse Rural Health Accessing Residential Aged Care’ on YouTube to view the media clip 
mentioned in this article.
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Music is a powerful agent for connecting people 
through melody and lyric. Each Thursday aged 
residents from Chelsea Lodge, Hesse Lodge 
and Werruna have this opportunity through a 
very special music program.

Vocalist and musical theatre performer Jessica 
Sherman from Sing, Act and Speak belts out a 
range of tunes, many selected by the residents 
themselves, accompanied by the keyboard. 
From old war tunes like ‘It’s a long way to 
Tipperary’, to the Seekers and Slim Dusty’s  
‘Having a Beer with Duncan’, the residents are 
highly engaged, projecting their voices loudly 
and tapping along with their feet. Residents who 
are usually quite reserved sing along heartily. 

Jessica, who has a Bachelor of Music Theatre 
and is also a singing teacher, says it’s a delight to 
spend time with the residents each week. ‘I have 
learnt so many songs from their suggestions and 
we now have a repertoire of about 60 songs that 
we sing together.’ Leisure and Lifestyle Team 
Leader  Jo observes that Jessica has developed 
a lovely connection with each of the residents 
and is very thoughtful in the music she selects 
to bring the best out in everyone. ‘The smiles 
it brings to people’s faces is amazing, she is so 
engaging’, Jo says. 

Jo also explained that one of the residents with 
advanced dementia received a visit from his 
granddaughter and rather than see him miss 
the group, she and her family joined in with the 
music program as well. ‘She was so thrilled to be able to 
connect with her grandfather in this special way and to see 
him so happy and animated. She gave us a heartfelt thank 
you for allowing her that opportunity.’

It seems the power of music also extends across generational 
boundaries.

Conne c t ing Through Musi c
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There was no need for late night drives 
in Winchelsea at Christmas time to see 
the evening Christmas lights. This year 
residents of the aged facilities made 
their own displays. Coordinated by 
the Leisure and Lifestyle team, almost 
every resident bedroom door was 
decorated in tinsel, lights and colourful 
trimmings by residents, families and 
grandchildren in what became a highly 
competitive event. 

Winchelsea Primary School children 
toured the facilities, interacted with 
the residents to hear how the displays 
were created and participated in a 
competition with prizes, voting for their 
favourite display. 

At Easter time residents may have 
missed out on a visit from the Easter 
Bunny but did not miss out on their 
egg delivery. Inside their basket of 

eggs was Flapper the Chook who 
was introduced to each resident 
in turn by proud owner and trainer 
Elaine Janes. Elaine explained how 
she had rescued Flapper, an ISA 
Brown breed, off the street years 
earlier and the chook had become 
her trusty companion. The docile 
chook sat quietly on the armrests 
of chairs while examined by curious 
onlookers. She got excited once or 
twice and it became apparent why 
her name was Flapper. But she 
wasn’t in a flap for long, gesturing to 
her owner when she needed ‘outside 
relief’, and there was plenty of time 
for pats and cuddles. 

Not an Easter Bunny in 
sight!

Fest iv i t i e s , Tinse l and an Easte r Chook

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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Responding to and managing episodes of occupational violence is currently a key 
focus amongst all Victorian health services, with government estimates suggesting 
up to 95% of health care workers have experienced some level of verbal or physical 
aggression in the course of their duties. 

Hesse, too, has its share of aggressive incidents, predominantly from aged residents 
with challenging dementia conditions. At best such incidents can be unsettling for staff 
and at worst can result in injury. 

To ensure staff are better equipped to deal with potential aggressive situations Hesse 
sought the services of external consultants Holland Thomas, who specialise in a 
preventative and contextualised training response. Nearly 100 of Hesse’s employees 
have now participated in a day workshop that provided staff with a framework to 
understand antecedents of aggression and strategies to avoid and de-escalate 
situations. 

Barb Stephenson, Manager Acute & Residential Care, said the feedback from staff on 
this training has been very positive. ‘Although a very serious topic it was delivered in a 
way that was highly engaging, thought provoking and with lots of laughs. Best of all the 
program was specifically tailored to the needs of our organisation.’

A dedicated external security audit has also occurred to ensure that environmental 
systems and procedures are available to support an effective response to potential 
violence. Whilst there has been no recorded aggressive incidents occurring within 
acute or urgent care settings, the Service understands this is an area of potential risk 
due to the accessible layout and flow of the hospital environment into the residential 
space.

An application to the state’s Occupational Violence Prevention Funding Round 3 to 
address security features, including the provision of duress alarms, forms one aspect 
of Hesse’s newly drafted Occupational Violence Action Plan. 

Gett ing the Jump Start on 
Occupat ional Vio l en c e

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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Ray and Sally Atkinson have been volunteering their time 
at Hesse Rural Health for the past two years, and it seems 
they are very rarely at home. Before his ‘retirement’ Ray was 
an interstate truckie and his skills are now put to good use 
driving the Beeac Men’s Group and Winchelsea Planned 
Activity Group clients to and from their programs. He is also 
a member of the Geelong Street Rodders, the Coordinator 
of the Winchelsea Men’s Shed and has recently joined the 
Winchelsea Lions Club. 

When she is not helping out at the Planned Activity Program 
with crafts, outings or chatting to clients, you will find Sally 
either volunteering her time on reception at the Winchelsea 
Neighbourhood House or undertaking Committee of 
Management functions. 

They are not Hesse’s only husband-and-wife volunteers 
supporting service activities. David Loone attends the 
residential program, regularly driving aged residents to and 
from community based appointments, and his wife Julie 
assists the Leisure and Lifestyle team in the various activities 
on the calendar. 

Across in the Rokewood area, Margaret and Adrian Bufton 
also volunteer their time driving and Heather and Laurence 

Buttler cook for the Breakfast Club and Farm Safety Program 
barbeques. 

Planned Activity Coordinator Jeanette Welsh says they are 
all typical of the selfless and understated volunteers across 
our rural communities. ‘Without these wonderfully generous 
and positive spirited people we simply could not run such 
successful programs.’ 

Ray and Sally believe that outside conversation and making 
connections is at the heart of what keeps them healthy. ‘We 
simply enjoy being here. It’s such a positive atmosphere, with 
great people you don’t mind putting yourself out.’

Hesse Rural Health’s program and service volunteers total 
50, but this figure grows to nearly 100 if the count includes 
fundraising volunteers from the Winchelsea Hospital Auxiliary 
and Board of Management.  

Ray acknowledges, ‘without volunteers no country moves, 
but we don’t want any accolades, it’s just what we do’.

No Fuss Pleas e , It ’ s Just What We Do
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Finding the right services to meet the needs of ageing parents 
is a common dilemma for many adults as they juggle the 
demands of their own families and professional lives. After 
the unexpected death of her father, who was also her mother 
Ellie’s primary carer, Yvonne needed to identify services 
to assist. The accommodation part was straightforward, 
as Yvonne brought Ellie to live with her own family and 
commenced building a granny flat so that she could be 
nearby while also having some independence. 

More challenging was how to meet Ellie’s friendship needs 
after moving away from her existing community networks. 
As a nurse, Yvonne understood the critical importance of 
socialisation. She wanted Ellie to be supported during the 
day, while Yvonne was at work, to meet some people and 
have some fun. However, she stresses, ‘I was fussy, I wasn’t 
going to send Mum just anywhere’. Some nursing friends 
pointed her in the direction of Winchelsea ADASS, a planned 
activity day program.

Ellie fitted right in. On her first day she impressed everyone by 
joining in with the line dancing, coincidentally something she 

did when she was younger. She now enjoys all the activities, 
outings, company and home cooked meals, making a point of 
thanking the Cook each day. Ellie is collected from her home 
twice per week by bus or car and, after her day out, staff and 
volunteers see her safely back inside. 

Yvonne was delighted to have found ADASS, describing it as 
both a ‘relief’ and a ‘blessing’, and she wants more people to 
know about the program. 

‘They are an amazing group of staff who are so professional 
and make caring look so easy and fun. If they see someone 
struggling they respond in an instant. It’s not like anything I 
have seen before. Mum has made so many new friends and 
is so happy.’

Winchelsea Planned Activity Program is jointly funded by the 
Commonwealth Home Support Program and the Victorian 
HACC Program for Younger People.

From Dilemma to Del ight

A YEAR IN REVIEW



Rural people are entitled to 
have services that reflect the 
fabric of their lives while 
maintaining connections 
with their families and local 
communities.



Internat ional Lessons in Leader sh ip
Hesse Rural Health CEO Peter Birkett 
may not be an Oxford Scholar, but he 
had a rare opportunity to undertake 
some learning at the prestigious 
university this year. Taking leave from 
his CEO role in June, he undertook a 
21 day Oxford Advanced Leadership 
Management Program at the SAID 
Business School at Oxford University. 
The course explored alternative 
business models from an international 
commercial construct and appealed 
to his unique academic background 
and experience in nursing, midwifery, 
commerce and management.

Peter said, ‘As the State looks towards 
the UK to understand models of 
devolved governance I was eager to 
gain an international perspective on 
how to lead health care into the future 
using innovative  partnership models’. 

Also, after 23 years as CEO of Hesse 
Rural Health, this was an opportunity 
to be rechallenged and transform his 
thinking.
 
The three main themes of the program 
were: fostering innovation for profitable 
and sustainable business growth; 
understanding leadership style and 
influence; and performing as an 
ethically responsible corporate citizen 
to deliver the best outcome for public 
gain. Program participants from 19 
countries were represented from 
commercial, non-government, and 
public sectors from the disciplines of 
education, health, law, defence, politics, 
information technology and accounting. 

As a part of the program, Peter was 
required to workshop a selected issue 

with his group of 42 fellow learners 
who provided him with robust analysis, 
critique and advice for consideration. 
His project explored how to prepare 
rural healthcare for the impact of 
privatisation on models of service 
delivery.  

‘It was a brilliant opportunity to 
participate in and be influenced by high 
level thinking of some of the world’s 
leading academics and business 
executives.’

What surprised Peter though, was their 
appreciation of what an Australian small 
rural health service also had to offer in 
this reciprocal learning environment.

A YEAR IN REVIEW

Seeking new knowledge 
amidst 800 years
of learning.

Photo: Baz Richardson
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That curiosity and learning never stops was delightfully apparent in Beeac recently, when 
community health clients and Beeac primary school children shared an exploratory journey 
into Aboriginal culture, lifestyle and traditions.

What started as a simple presentation at the Community Health Centre from a teacher and 
his students about his year long experience living in Arnhem Land, culminated into a rich 
immersion into local Aboriginal customs for the whole community. 

With their interest sparked following the presentation, clients then attended the Beeac Primary 
School in a reciprocal visit to meet Jamie Marloo Thomas, a respected cultural leader from 
the Peek Whuurrong Gunditjmara and Gunnai communities. The group learned that Beeac 
itself is rich in Aboriginal history, with middens and burial grounds, and was named after a 
tribal leader.

In costume, Jamie both entertained and enlightened the older adults and the children with a 
brolga dance. The performance, complete with music sticks, provided a history of the native 
bird and its meaning for Aboriginal connection to the surrounding land. Inka Veltheim shared 
her doctoral fieldwork research on the commonly sighted brolgas of South West Victoria, with 
their flamboyant mating rituals and strong family values. 

Armed with all this knowledge of brolgas the children took their creativity into the township of 
Beeac, creating chalk drawings on the pavements and steps of the post office, and making 
and decorating their own life sized wire Brolga sculptures. This sparked broader community 
interest and conversation on the local native birdlife and historical Aboriginal culture.

Beeac Community Health Nurse Karen O’Loughlin says that the positive relationship that 
exists between the school and the community health program provides many opportunities 
for shared intergenerational programs such as this. ‘To see all age groups interacting to 
understand Aboriginal history and the cultural significance for the local community was a great 
way to meet the goals of social inclusion and diversity.’ 

Deepening Cultura l Under s tanding
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Generous community members considered 
Hesse Rural Health a worthy recipient of donations 
totalling $142,636 in the past year. These ranged 
in value from $5.00 to a bequest of over $95,000 
from the estate of the late John Duff. This was 
thought to have been bequeathed in the eighties 
during the period when Winchelsea Hostel and 
Nursing Home Society was being established. At 
that time community members were encouraged 
to dig deep to establish much needed aged 
residential facilities in Winchelsea. While some 
may not have been in a position to contribute at 
the time, the 2017 Duff bequest shows that the 
hospital was never forgotten. 

Other thoughtful gifts and in-kind gestures also 
do not go unrecognised. Children’s toys for 
the facilitated play group, knitted blankets for residents, a 
Christmas nativity scene and plants for the garden surrounds 
were some of the gifts received. 

Resident Charlie McDonald donated three stitched tapestries 
crafted in 1917 by his late father’s mate as they recuperated 
together at a military hospital in Edgerton, England, after 
receiving injuries during World War I. The tapestries stirred 
emotional memories for Charlie as they were hung in the 
Legion Lounge of Hesse Lodge Nursing Home where they 
joined other wartime memorabilia.

A $10,000 donation from the Bell Charitable Fund, $5,000 
from the Hospital Auxiliary and $2,000 from the Mawson 
family enabled the purchase of a grand piano which has led to 
hours of musical enjoyment for the residents. The Winchelsea 
Lions Club donated $15,000 towards the conversion of an 
unused bathroom into an aged care bedroom. 

Donations come in all shapes and sizes and are all gratefully 
received.

All Shape s and Sizes

A YEAR IN REVIEW

Donation Board

Armstrong, R
Barwon Copying Solutions
Bayly, J
Bell Charitable Fund
Born, S & D
Brayton, P
Bruno, A & M
Calleja, K
Cameron, N
Cane, M
Cations, N
Coles, S
Duff, J (bequest)
East Hotel, Colac
Eccles, K

Elliot, N
Farmer, T
Farmers Arms Hotel, Beeac
Forster, L
Grundell, S
Henderson M
Henderson, W
Hughes, T
Inverleigh Senior Citizens Club
Kelly, M
Knowles, D
Lambert, B
Lang, D & J
LeFevre, K
Mawson, N & C

McDonald, C
McMahon, J
Murfitt, I
Murfitt, L
Murrell, J
O’Loughlin, S
Orchard, E
Peake, A
Ti-Tree Hotel, Warrion
Troughton, J
Walker, K
Winchelsea Hospital Auxiliary
Winchelsea Lions Club
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“A per son-c entr ed and thr iv ing promot ing car e mode l 
for re s ident ia l aged car e ”

Hesse’s involvement in the international research project, 
A Person-Centred and Thriving Promoting Care Model 
for Residential Aged Care, led by Prof. David Edvardsson 
from La Trobe University, has continued this year with staff 
completing the eleven workshop series in May.

Over 40 personal care, nursing and allied health staff 
participated in at least one of the workshops based on 
the dimensions; to do a little extra, to develop a caring 
environment and assessing highly prioritised psychosocial 
needs. These workshops were facilitated by Project Lead, 
Qarin Lood (PhD). 

The research aims to support thriving and improve 
satisfaction within the caring environment among residents 
and their relatives, to improve job satisfaction and decrease 
stress of conscience amongst staff. Hesse was the Australian 
intervention site of the project, with others in Norway and 
Sweden. Prof. Edvardsson and Qarin Lood (PhD) attended 
the final workshop for the certificate presentation where staff 
undertook a ‘virtual’ tour of the Norwegian and Swedish 
intervention sites. 

A $17,000 grant from Umea University, Sweden, was received 
as a part of the project to implement an agreed change to 
the caring environment conducive to a more person centred 
approach. This involves a redesign of the internal courtyard 
adjacent to Chelsea Lodge to create a more useable space for 
residents, their families and staff to enjoy the outdoor spaces 
protected from the weather elements. A landscape architect 
has been engaged to assist with the courtyard development 
and conduct consultation sessions with residents and families 
for design input.  

Whilst final research findings won’t be known until late 
2018, staff have listed benefits to date including greater 
discussion about the psychosocial needs of residents, their 
choices, interests and delights in clinical handovers and a 
strengthening of collegiality in the workplace.  

This international project was also featured in the April 2017 
edition of the Australian Aged Care Quality Agency’s Quality 
Standard monthly newsletter. 
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One of the most important aspects of 
residential aged care is the provision 
of a quality meal service that residents 
can look forward to. However when 
patterns of dissatisfaction with meal 
service were anecdotally reported and 
reflected in surveys, feedback forms 
and resident & carer meetings, then the 
organisation needed to respond.   

A catering quality action project 
was initiated. Objectives included 
tasty high quality meals, choice of 
menu reflecting individual dietary 
requirements and cultural preferences, 
and meals served as advertised, of 
acceptable temperature and appealing 
in presentation. 

Hesse CEO Peter Birkett says, ‘It is 
not uncommon in residential aged care 
services to have an outsourced meal 
service in a cook chill or pasteurised 
capacity. Hesse has always been proud 
to have country style meals cooked 
fresh on site. Home baked cooking 
has been something that 
has set us apart. We are 
keen to get this right.’

Catering Consultant 
Mary Whelan was 
engaged to undertake a 

series of workshops with the team of 
cooks to revamp the menu with new 
recipes, seasonal produce, standard 
recipe templates and new ordering 
systems. Feedback systems, internal 
processes, equipment review and 
improving teamwork were also all 
elements of the project.

As part of the project the team 
participated in a Flavour Creations 
Workshop to learn about appealing 
methods of presentation using pureed 
food in silicone moulds. Director of 
Care, Annie Coles, explains that 
swallowing difficulties are common 
in older people, and texture modified 
meals are often required. 

The supplier for non-perishables 
was also changed in line with the 
Health Purchasing Victoria approved 
contract. 

Annie says, ‘we are already starting to 
see some improvements 

with more positive feedback from 
residents and families, but we aim 
to go further’. The service plans to 
showcase achievements in the filming 
of a YouTube clip that really shows the 
Hesse catering difference and sets the 
taste buds watering. 

Improv ing Sati s fa c t ion with the Dining Exper i en c e

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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The establishment of Hesse Rural Health’s internationally recognised dementia 
residential environment has continued to be the source of much interest over the 
past year. Hesse remains willing to showcase its facilities and has developed a finely 
tuned touring schedule. This year visits were received from Otway Health, Cobden 
District Health Services and Beaufort and Skipton Health Service, all keen to apply the 
learnings to their own facilities. 

Groups receive a presentation and overview of the health service followed by a tour 
through the facilities, and return for a group question and answer session. Peter 
Birkett, CEO, says that in the initial years since the Werruna dementia environment 
opened, there was little local interest until the health service began receiving wider 
recognition. The health service has now delivered over eighteen separate conference 
presentations at state, national and international level and the dementia environment 
has featured in journals, newsletters, publications and DVDs since it opened in 2009. 
Of particular interest continues to be the unique layout and design of the environment 
and how it contributes to effective care. Our vast, open and accessible garden spaces 
with pathways for purposeful walking, farm shed and paddocks with animals continues 
to impress. 

Of course there is always plenty of reciprocal learning from the discussion and 
exchange of ideas over many other topics including business, staffing, care models, 
lifestyle, catering and environmental services. ‘There are learnings from the things we 
do well and also from the things we don’t, but most importantly we have a responsibility 
to share.’ 

Peter says when services are designing a new facility there is great potential to discover 
and apply best practice, and he is most willing to pass on organisational knowledge on 
dementia design.

Servi c e s Shar ing Expert i s e

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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Achieving quality outcomes and striving to meet 
expected quality standards has been central to 
Hesse’s identity as a safe and effective health service. 
However, the organisation has not been silent on the 
burden that multiple accreditation systems place 
on small rural health services who deliver many 
programs. 

In 2016 Hesse teamed up with West Wimmera 
Health Service (WWHS) to pilot a joined up quality 
accreditation survey under a set of mapped quality 
standards, proposed by the Australian Aged Care 
Quality Agency (AACQA) and Australian Council on 
Healthcare Standards (ACHS).

From a health service perspective this worked well. 
Hesse received two accreditation reports, a periodic 
review by ACHS and a supported contact report from 
AACQA, all in one site visit from the jointly trained 
external surveyors.  However, for those responsible, 
aligning the regulatory frameworks is a challenge. 

Andrea Dunlop joined Yvonne McCann, ACHS, 
and Darren Welsh, WWHS, in a presentation on 
the project outcome, evaluated by the University of 
Tasmania, at the Victorian Healthcare Association’s 
October 2016 Conference. Significant interest was 
heralded from other Victorian health services keen to 
see the model further explored. 

Peter Birkett along with ACHS, AACQA and WWHS 
participated in a presentation at the International Society 
for Quality in Health Care Conference in Tokyo in October, 
outlining the pilot project achievements to a worldwide 
audience. 

The Australian Commission for Quality and Safety in Health 
Care (ACQSHC) also invited Peter to a forum in Sydney 
discussing accreditation alignment for multi purpose services. 

While the alignment of regulatory frameworks is complex, 
and the introduction of Safer Care Victoria is set to add 

another layer to quality monitoring, Hesse 
will continue to advocate that simplicity 
in quality measurement should remain 
the goal and allow services to focus their 
energies on client care. 

Nick Ryan, Chief Executive Officer  
AACQA, addressed Hesse’s 2016 Annual 
General Meeting and also spoke of the 
benefits of this single accreditation focus 
to free resources for better client care. He 
said the foresight and innovation of two 
highly engaged health service leadership 
teams and two accrediting agencies was 
critical to see the model succeed. 

Advo cat ing for Streaml ined Qual i ty Review
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Barriers to effective communication 
between health care professionals 
and the potential for disastrous 
consequences when things go wrong 
were on display at a whole-of-staff 
forum in November.

Once again Hesse was thrilled to 
host renowned Australian actor Alan 
Hopgood and his cast of four in the 
performance of another of his health 
promoting plays, ‘Hear Me’. Hopgood 
enacted the role of Dr. Henty, a senior 
hospital physician whose unprofessional 
behaviour and irreverent disregard 
for junior colleagues and families was 
called into question in the investigation 
of a young woman’s tragic death.

Based on a true story, the play used the 
unique method of narrative and story 
told from the perspectives of family, 
nursing, medical and management 
staff. It demonstrates the importance 
for health professionals to speak up, 

listen to patients and each other, and for 
management to respond appropriately, 
together ensuring safe and quality 
outcomes.

Uniquely woven into the play were 
themes of quality and safety as 
outlined in the National Safety and 
Quality Health Service Standards. 
These included clinical handover, 
infection control, medication safety, 
open disclosure, responding to patient 
deterioration, effective governance 
and consumer partnerships. Andrea 
Dunlop, Manager for Workforce and 
Service Development, reflected on 
how powerfully the play highlighted 
these critical quality standards and the 
importance of appropriate post incident 
investigation. 

Contributing factors leading up to the 
medication error which led to the young 
woman’s death were explored, and 

staff had the opportunity to respond 
in a facilitated discussion. In feedback 
supplied post forum one staff member 
commented on how many parallels 
could be drawn for her work at Hesse 
and what she might do differently. 

‘ … after watching the play I am 
encouraged to speak up and alert more 
senior staff if I see something that is not 
right. I can now see how this one simple 
action can create a positive outcome for 
others.’ 

The play was auspiced by the Australian 
Institute for Patient and Family Centered 
Care and the Hush Foundation.

Can You Hear Me ?

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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Marjorie began to feel unwell and 
increasingly fatigued. After a series of 
unexplained collapses at home, her 
local GP admitted her to Winchelsea 
Hospital for close monitoring and 
review. After two further falls in hospital, 
a diminishing pulse rate and shoulder 
pain, nursing staff took an ECG, alerted 
the Doctor-on-Call and instigated 
urgent ambulance transfer to St John 
of God Hospital in Geelong. Hours 
later Marjorie underwent successful 
emergency surgery for an artificial 
pacemaker. The next afternoon she 
returned to Winchelsea Hospital to 
recuperate.

Registered Nurse, Shirley, who was 
in-charge on the day was recently 
reunited with her former patient. Shirley 
was pleased to see her looking so well 
and explained that when Marjorie left 

Winchelsea Hospital her 
pulse rate was 40, but 
at the time of surgery 
it had plummeted to a 
dangerous 16. Marjorie 
embraced Shirley with 
a big smile and told 
her, ‘you saved my life’. 
Shirley shares a special 
bond with Marjorie, having 
cared for her late husband 
Barrie with Motor Neurone 
Disease at the hospital 
some years earlier. 

Recognising the key signs 
of a deteriorating patient 
is a critical skill for nurses. 
Quality outcomes depend 
on effective observation 
and documentation 
according to escalation of 

care guidelines.

Discharged into 
the care of Hesse’s 
District Nursing 
Team, Marjorie has 
since re-engaged 
with her former interests such 
as Morning Melodies and scrap 
booking in her home overlooking 
the Barwon River. She cannot 
speak highly enough of the 
hospital and its team of staff. ‘It 
was much better to be in hospital 
than recovering at home alone. 
I was very happy, the staff 
and food were great and I had 
the best room in the house 

overlooking the garden. And almost 
everyone smiled or spoke to me as 
they passed by my room.’ 

She also proudly recounts that all of her 
children were born at the Winchelsea 
Hospital, with her eldest daughter being 
the third baby delivered 60 years ago in 
its first year of opening. 

‘I have no complaints and I could not 
have been better looked after, then and 
now.’

‘You Saved My Life ’ - Importanc e of Loca l Hosp i ta l Care
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2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
Total Expenses 11,618,765 10,809,350 10,495,816 10,106,138 9,805,155
Total Revenue 11,013,258 10,204,047 10,446,496 9,773,155 9,539,908
Other Economic Flows Inc. in Net Result 16,291 5,040 (13,849) 4,049 -
Net Result (589,216) (600,263) (63,169) (332,983) (265,247)
Operating Surplus (deficit) 247,750 333,617 781,888 146,601 354,428
Retained Earnings (accumulated losses) 1,333,230 1,922,445 2,522,708 2,585,877 2,918,860
Total Assets 18,638,397 18,420,672 17,205,956 16,796,166 14,756,484
Total Liabilities 9,223,785 8,416,845 6,601,866 6,128,907 5,350,805
Net Assets 9,414,612 10,003,827 10,604,090 10,667,259 9,405,679
Total Equity 9,414,612 10,003,827 10,604,090 10,667,259 9,405,679

(Refer to consolidated Financial Statements for details.)

Activities 5%

Administration 7%Employees

Environmental 18%

Personal Care 23%

Nursing 39%Allied Health 8%

Child Care 4%

2017 2016 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
Nursing 28.96 29.74 29.26 29.28 28.11 31.22 27.09
Medical Support 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Administration 9.62 9.62 9.62 9.88 9.31 9.50 9.35
Hotel & Allied 39.40 40.66 38.80 39.57 35.69 34.49 32.72
Ancillary (Allied) 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.88
TOTAL 78.82 80.86 78.52 79.58 73.96 76.06 70.04

Cash Management Actuals Target
Creditors 16 < 60 days
Debtors 19 < 60 days

Parent Entity Result Actuals Target
Operating Surplus ($M) 0.23 0.18

Asset Management Actuals Target
Adjusted Current Asset Ratio 0.72 0.70
Days of Available Cash 178.60 14.00
Basic Asset Management Plan Achieved Full Compliance

Information & Communications Technology Actuals
Business as Usual Expense (exc GST) $282,187
Non-Business as Usual Expense (exc GST) $54,567

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

WORKFORCE STATISTICS
June Current Month June Year to Date

PERFORMANCE DATA

Revenue

$ 3,592,252

$ 5,630,452

$ 1,086,965
$ 612,703

$ 90,886

Admitted Patients (Flexible Funding)

Residential Aged Care

Home and 
Community Care

Primary Health

Other
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2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
Bed Days (Consolidated) 19,515 19,431 19,609 19,513 19,417
Separations (Consolidated) 13 21 19 17 20

2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
Urgent Care Presentations 149 138 167 175 216
Community Contact Hours (nursing, allied health, 
planned activity groups, health promotion) 29,310 30,686 26,636 24,585 20,414

SEPARATIONS 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
Acute 63 78 75 59 56
Non-Acute 0 0 0 3 3
Same Day 2 2 3 2 3
Total Hospital Separations 65 80 78 64 62

WEIS Public 73 99 84 73 77
WEIS Private, DVA & TAC 90 55 48 41 36

PATIENT BED DAYS
Acute 1,010 918 948 822 796
Non-Acute 0 0 0 303 207
Same Day 2 2 3 2 3
Total Hospital Patient Days 1,012 920 951 1,127 1,006

ADMITTED PATIENTS

AGED CARE

NON-ADMITTED PATIENTS

Community
Service Provision

2009
2007

2005

29,310

9,427

9,665
11,549

2011

2017

2015
2013

Community Contact Hours

Individual Community Contacts
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Hesse Rural Health (Hesse) confirms that details in respect of the 
items listed have been retained and are available to the relevant 
Ministers, Members of Parliament and the public on request, 
subject to Freedom of Information requirements if applicable.

Board Functions
The Directors contribute to the governance of Hesse collectively 
through attendance at meetings. Individual contribution occurs 
through participation in, or chairmanship of, the various committees 
of the Board. 

Sub-committees include Finance, Resources & Audit, and Clinical 
Governance & Ethics. Board representation exists on the Consumer 
& Community Advisory Committee.

Payment of Board Members
In accordance with the Health Services Act 1988, Board Members 
of rural hospitals are not eligible for payment or sitting fees, but 
may be reimbursed for expenses incurred.

Pecuniary and Conflict of Interest
Board Members must declare a pecuniary and conflict of interest 
in agenda items of Board meetings, where applicable. They leave 
the meeting when the item is under discussion and therefore do not 
participate in proceedings or voting.

No issues of pecuniary or conflict of interest were noted.

Education
Governance education is available to Board Members through 
internal and external sources.

Corporate Risk Management
The Board has policies and procedures in place to ensure that it is 
compliant with the requirements of risk management. 

Clinical Risk Management
All staff are qualified to undertake their roles. Professional registration 
is checked to ensure relevant staff meet the requirements of the 
Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) or other 
recognised bodies.

Hesse is part of a sub-regional approach to medical credentialing 
with access to clinical advice through Colac Area Health. Hesse 
participates in a variety of quality systems ensuring clinical care is 
subject to continuous review.

Fees
All Fees charged by the service are in accordance with the 
Hospitals and Charities (Fees) Regulations 1986 and otherwise 
determined by the Department of Health and Human Services 
and as directed by the Commonwealth Department of Social 
Services.

Feedback and Complaints
Consumer feedback is valued as a guide to the quality of care 
delivered. Feedback, complaints and suggestions are welcomed 
and may be directed to program staff or the Chief Executive 
Officer.  The new Health Complaints Act 2016 provides an avenue 
to escalate unresolved complaints. The Health Complaints 
Commissioner can be contacted on (03) 8601 5200 or Toll Free 
1800 136 066. 

Financial Management Act 1994
The requirements as listed under the Direction for the Minister for 
Finance Part 9.1.3 (iv) are available for scrutiny by the Minister, 
Members of Parliament or consumers on request to the Chief 
Executive Officer. 

Freedom of Information (FOI) Act 1982
The Service operates within the guidelines defined within the 
Freedom of Information Act 1982 and its subsequent amendments.

For access to medical records there is a mandatory application fee 
of $28.40 that must accompany the written charges for searching, 
photocopying and postage.

Consumers wishing to access information should make a written 
request to the Chief Executive Officer, Hesse Rural Health, 8 
Gosney Street, Winchelsea, Vic 3241. 

One request for information was received  during  the  year. 

Privacy
Hesse complies with legislation relating to confidentiality and 
privacy including the Health Services Act 1988, Health Records 
Act 2001, Australian Privacy Act 1988 and Privacy Amendment 
Act 2012. Policies ensure that personal health information remains 
confidential and secure and is accessible under FOI guidelines.

Buildings and Maintenance
Hesse complies with the Building Act 1993, which encompasses 
the Building Code of Australia, under the guidelines for publicly 
owned buildings in all redevelopment and maintenance issues and 
issued by the Minister for Finance in 1994. 

Publications and Information
This Annual Report is distributed widely and is available upon 
request at Hesse Rural Health and on the Hesse website. A range 
of brochures and information pamphlets are freely available for 
consumers and carers. Media clips on selected programs are also 
available to view via the website.

Protective Disclosures Act 2012
Hesse has in place appropriate procedures for disclosures in 
accordance with the Protected Disclosures Act 2012. No protected 
disclosures were made within the Act in 2016-2017.

Industrial Relations
Hesse operates in accordance with the relevant public sector 
enterprise bargaining agreements and is a member of Victorian 
Hospital Industrial Association (VHIA) who negotiates on Hesse’s 
behalf in the formation of new agreements. 

Employment and Conduct Principles
Hesse is committed to the principles of merit and equity in the 
workplace with respect to employment, promotion and opportunity. 
An Employee Code of Conduct guides responsible behaviour in the 
workplace. Employees have been correctly classified in workforce 
data collections.

Victorian Industry Participation Policy
During 2016-2017 no tenders or contracts were let or completed 
with a value greater than $1 Million.

COMPLIANCE
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Reporting Compliance Index
This Report is prepared in accordance with the Financial 
Management Act 1994 and the directions of the Minister for 
Finance, Part 9, for open disclosure about our Service, our people 
and our financial management.

Competitive Neutrality
All competitive neutrality requirements were met in accordance 
with Government costing policies for public hospitals.

External Reviews
There were no external reviews conducted by the health service.

Occupational Health & Safety Act 2004
Policies and procedures provide guidance for safety in the 
workplace. Designated workgroups have been established and 
representatives are elected. No major industrial accidents were 
reported during the year. 

Carers Recognition Act 2012
The Carers Recognition Act 2012 recognises, promotes and 
values the role of people in care relationships. Hesse understands 
the different needs of persons in care relationships and that care 

relationships bring benefits to the patients, their carers and to 
the community. Hesse takes all practicable measures to ensure 
that its employees, agents and carers have an awareness 
and understanding of the care relationship principles and this 
is reflected in our commitment to a model of patient and family 
centred care and to involve carers in the development and delivery 
of our services.

Environmental Impacts
Hesse is committed to minimising environmental impacts and has 
in place effective systems including water harvesting, paper waste 
recycling and reducing energy consumption through reporting and 
monitoring.

Consultancies
There were no consultancies where the total fees payable were 
$10,000 or greater, and 10 where the total fees payable were less 
than $10,000. Total expenditure incurred during 2016-2017 in 
relation to these is $34,835 (excl. GST).

Safe Patient Care Act 2015 
Hesse has no matters to report in relation to its obligations under 
section 40 of the Safe Patient Care Act 2015.

Peter Birkett, Chief Executive Officer
28 August 2017

ATTESTATION ON COMPLIANCE WITH HEALTH PURCHASING VICTORIA (HPV) HEALTH PURCHASING POLICIES
I, Peter Birkett, certify that Hesse Rural Health Service has put in place appropriate internal controls and processes to ensure that it has 
complied with all requirements set out in the HPV Health Purchasing Policies including mandatory HPV collective agreements as required 
by the Health Services Act 1988 (Vic) and has critically reviewed these controls and processes during the year. 

Peter Birkett, Chief Executive Officer
28 August 2017

ATTESTATION FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE MINISTERIAL STANDING DIRECTION 3.7.1 
- RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK AND PROCESSES
I, Peter Birkett, certify that Hesse Rural Health Service has complied with the Ministerial Direction 3.7.1 – Risk Management Framework 
and Processes. The Hesse Rural Health Service’s Finance, Resources and Audit Committee has verified this. 

1. Workcover accepted claims with an occupational violence cause per 100 FTE. 0.00
2. Number of accepted Workcover claims with lost time due to injury with an occupational violence cause per 1,000,000 
hours worked. 0.00

3. Number of occupational violence incidents reported. 4
4. Number of occupational violence incidents reported per 100 FTE. 5.09
5. Percentage of occupational violence incidents resulting in a staff injury, illness or condition. 0.00

Definitions: for the purposes of the above statistics the following definitions apply. 
Occupational Violence: any incident where an employee is abused, threatened or assaulted in circumstances arising out of, or in the course of, their 
employment. Incident: occupational health and safety incidents reported in the health service incident reporting system. Code Grey reporting is not 
included. Accepted Workcover Claims: accepted workcover claims that were lodged in 2016-17. Lost Time: is defined as greater than one day.

Occupational Violence Statistics 2016-17

Kathy Taylor, President
28 August 2017

RESPONSIBLE BODIES DECLARATION
In accordance with the Financial Management Act 1994, I am pleased to present the Report of Operations for Hesse Rural Health Service 
for the year ending 30 June 2017.
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The Statement of Priorities is a key document of accountability between the Department of Health and Human Services 
(DHHS) and Hesse Rural Health as a small rural public health service.  This agreement defines the government’s key priorities 
and required actions, and identifies Hesse’s 2016-2017 deliverables and outcomes.

Priority Action Deliverable Outcome
Quality and 
Safety

Implement systems and processes to recognise 
and support person-centred end of life care in 
all settings, with a focus on providing support for 
people who chose to die at home.

Advance care planning is included as a 
parameter in an assessment of outcomes 
including: mortality and morbidity review reports, 
patient experience and routine data collection.

Progress implementation of a whole-of-hospital 
model for responding to family violence.

Develop a regional leadership culture that 
fosters multidisciplinary and multi organisational 
collaboration to promote learning and the 
provision of safe, quality care across rural and 
regional Victoria.

Use patient feedback, including the Victorian 
Healthcare Experience Survey to drive improved 
health outcomes and experiences through 
a strong focus on person and family centred 
care in the planning, delivery and evaluation of 
services, and the development of new models 
for putting patients first.

Promote existing service capacity for 
palliative care in the home via our Home 
Nursing Service.

Review the terms of reference of the Clinical 
Review Committee to include Advance Care 
Planning as a key performance indicator 
and report to Governance Committees.

Develop a suite of resources for people in 
need of assistance from family violence and 
ensure this is communicated to all registered 
nurses working in an in-charge capacity.

Deliver presentations regarding the outcome 
of the joint national Australian Council on 
Healthcare Standards and Australian Aged 
Care Quality Agency accreditation project 
undertaken by Hesse Rural Health and West 
Wimmera Health Service in 2016 to West 
Division Quality Forums.

Hesse will analyse the resident, staff and 
family data from its international research 
collaboration with La Trobe University, 
University of Oslo and Umea University in 
the first stage   of the development of a new 
model of thriving and person centred public 
residential aged care.

Achieved
Palliative services 
promoted in home 
nursing service 
brochure

Achieved

Achieved  
Regional funding 
received to 
implement SHRVF  
in 2017-2018

Achieved
Presentations 
delivered at state 
and international 
level

Achieved
Data has informed a 
new assessment tool

Access and 
Timelines

Identify opportunities and implement pathways 
to aid prevention and increase care outside 
hospital walls by optimising appropriate use of
existing programs (i.e. the Health Independence 
Program or telemedicine).

Develop and implement a strategy to ensure 
the preparedness of the organisation for the 
National Disability and Insurance Schedule 
(NDIS) and Home and Community Care 
program (HACC) transition and reform, with 
particular consideration to service access, 
service expectations, workforce and financial 
management.

Evaluate the outcome of a wound 
consultancy telehealth project undertaken 
in association with Barwon Health for rural 
clients receiving home nursing services.

Develop a business case to review service 
access and define options for people living 
within the local catchment to receive Home 
and Community Care and National Disability 
Insurance Scheme services and develop 
service growth opportunities.

Achieved
Evaluation Report 
prepared

Achieved
Business Plan 
approved and 
service expansion 
now in progress

Supporting 
Healthy 
Populations

Support shared population health and wellbeing 
planning at a local level - aligning with the 
Local Government Municipal Public Health and 
Wellbeing plan and working with other local 
agencies and Primary Health Networks.

In association with the Local Government 
Areas of Surf Coast Shire, Colac Otway 
and Golden Plains review the municipal 
public health and wellbeing plans to identify 
opportunities for joint initiatives and include 
on Hesse’s Health Promotion Plan.

Achieved
Hesse’s Health 
Promotion Plan 
includes joint 
municipal health 
initiatives of food 
access and active 
living

STATEMENT OF PRIORITIES
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Priority Action Deliverable Outcome
Supporting 
Healthy 
Populations

Focus on primary prevention, including suicide 
prevention activities, and aim to impact on large 
numbers of people in the places where they 
spend their time, adopting a place based, whole 
of population approach to tackle the multiple risk 
factors of poor health.

Develop and implement strategies that 
encourage cultural diversity such as partnering 
with culturally diverse communities, reflecting 
the diversity of your community in the 
organisational governance, and having culturally 
sensitive, safe and inclusive practices.

Improve the health outcomes of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people by establishing 
culturally safe practices which recognise and 
respect their cultural identities and safely meets 
their needs, expectations and rights.

Drive improvements to Victoria’s mental health 
system through focus and engagement in 
activity delivering on the 10 Year Plan for Mental
Health and active input into consultations on 
the Design, Service and infrastructure Plan for 
Victoria’s Clinical mental health system.

Using the Government’s Rainbow eQuality 
Guide, identify and adopt ‘actions for inclusive 
practices’ and be more responsive to the health
and wellbeing of lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and intersex (LGBTI) individuals 
and communities.

Develop a trial electronic media clip that 
focuses on improved chronic disease 
management and primary health prevention 
using local content and talent.

Ensure care planning processes engages 
residents, patients and their families in 
choice for culturally relevant menu options.

Engage the Wathaurong community 
representatives to undertake an 
environmental audit of Hesse Rural Health 
Service hospital and residential facilities 
to ensure they are culturally sensitive and 
welcoming for people of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Island origins.

Provide service location opportunities to the 
regional clinical mental health program on 
a casual basis to improve access to public 
mental health service delivery and formulate 
Memorandums of Understanding where 
appropriate.

Review service data collection 
documentation to ensure they meet the 
requirements of the Rainbow eQuality Guide 
to enable opportunities for discussion of 
inclusive practices.

Achieved

Achieved
Catering Quality 
Action Project 
undertaken 
encompassing 
culturally relevant 
menus

In Progress
Audit to take place in 
2017-2018

Achieved

Achieved
Inclusive Language 
Guide available 
to download from 
Hesse’s website

Governance 
and 
Leadership

Demonstrate implementation of the Victorian 
Clinical Governance Policy Framework: 
Governance for the provision of safe, quality 
healthcare at each level of the organisation, 
with clearly documented and understood 
roles and responsibilities. Ensure effective 
integrated systems, processes, leadership are 
in place to support the provision of safe, quality, 
accountable and person centred healthcare. It 
is an expectation that health services implement 
to best meet their employees’ and community’s 
needs, and that clinical governance 
arrangements undergo frequent and formal 
review, evaluation and amendment to drive 
continuous improvement.

Develop and implement a Clinical 
Governance Policy Framework that includes 
scope of practice for all clinical roles 
relevant to Hesse Rural Health Service 
and clearly defines clinical management 
accountabilities.

In Progress
A scope of practice 
guide has been 
developed and 
multidisciplinary 
VMO clinical review 
committee in place
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Priority Action Deliverable Outcome
Governance 
and 
Leadership

Contribute to the development and 
implementation of Local Region Action Plans 
under the series of statewide design, service 
and infrastructure plans being progressively 
released from 2016-17. Development of Local 
Region Action Plans will require partnerships 
and active collaboration across regions to 
ensure plans meet both regional and local 
service needs, as articulated in the statewide 
design, service and infrastructure plans.

Ensure that an anti-bullying and harassment 
policy exists and includes the identification of 
appropriate behaviour, internal and external 
support mechanisms for staff and a clear 
process for reporting, investigation, feedback, 
consequence and appeal and the policy 
specifies a regular review schedule.

Board and senior management ensure that an 
organisational wide occupational health and 
safety (OHS) risk management approach is in 
place which includes: (1) A focus on prevention 
and the strategies used to manage risks, 
including the regular review of these controls; 
(2) Strategies to improve reporting of OHS 
incidents, risks and controls, with a particular 
focus on prevention of occupational violence 
and bullying and harassment, throughout all 
levels of the organisation, including to the 
Board; and (3) Mechanisms for consulting 
with, debriefing and communicating with all 
staff regarding outcomes of investigations and 
controls following occupational violence and 
bullying and harassment incidents.

Implement and monitor workforce plans that: 
improve industrial relations; promote a learning 
culture; align with the Best Practice Clinical 
Learning Environment Framework; promote 
effective succession planning; increase 
employment opportunities for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people; ensure the 
workforce is appropriately qualified and skilled; 
and support the delivery of high-quality and safe 
person centred care.

Create a workforce culture that: (1) includes 
staff in decision making; (2) promotes and 
supports open communication, raising concerns 
and respectful behaviour across all levels of the 
organisation; and (3) includes consumers and 
the community.

Partner with the Polwarth Alliance to 
identify and improve sub-regional health 
care service efficiencies including the 
joint appointment of a Director of Medical 
Services (DMS).

Review Hesse Rural Health Service 
current anti-bullying and harassment policy 
to ensure all management processes 
are in place and align with public sector 
expectations.

Develop a design brief that allows a safe 
physical space to protect the workforce from 
people presenting to Urgent Care who may 
initiate episodes of occupational violence 
and aggression (OVA).

Evaluate the effectiveness of the 2016 
Human Resource and Workforce 
Framework to meet industrial, Best Practice 
Clinical Learning Environment, cultural 
and skills requirements and implement 
necessary changes.

Review the organisational Employee Code 
of Conduct and use organisational wide 
learning workshop to discuss its application.

Achieved
DMS recruited

Achieved

Achieved
External safety 
audit conducted. 
Application to OVA 
Prevention Funding 
Round 3

Achieved

Achieved 
Learning package 
implemented

STATEMENT OF PRIORITIES
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Priority Action Deliverable Outcome
Governance 
and 
Leadership

Ensure that the Victorian Child Safe Standards 
are embedded in everyday thinking and practice 
to better protect children from abuse, which 
includes the implementation of: strategies to 
embed an organisational culture of child safety; 
a child safe policy or statement of commitment 
to child safety; a code of conduct that 
establishes clear expectations for appropriate 
behaviour with children; screening, supervision, 
training and other human resources practices 
that reduce the risk of child abuse; processes 
for responding to and reporting suspected 
abuse to children; strategies to identify and 
reduce or remove the risk of abuse and 
strategies to promote the participation and 
empowerment of children.

Implement policies and procedures to ensure 
patient facing staff have access to vaccination 
programs and are appropriately vaccinated and/
or immunised to protect staff and prevent the 
transmission of infection to susceptible patients 
or people in their care.

Review relevant organisational policies to 
ensure Child Safe Standards are effectively 
communicated and embedded in relevant 
service areas.

Review the 2016 Influenza Program to 
identify opportunities for improved access 
to vaccination for staff and implement 
recommended strategies.

Achieved

Achieved
Improved access 
and nurse immuniser 
training in progress

Financial 
Sustainability

Further enhance cash management strategies 
to improve cash sustainability and meet financial 
obligations as they are due.

Actively contribute to the development of the 
Victorian Government’s policy to be net zero 
carbon by 2050 and improve environmental 
sustainability by identifying and implementing 
projects, including workforce education, to 
reduce material environmental impacts with 
particular consideration of procurement and 
waste management, and publicly reporting 
environmental performance data, including 
measureable targets related to reduction of 
clinical, sharps and landfill waste, water and 
energy use and improved recycling.

Implement electronic banking procedures 
that reduce timelines from point of 
management approval to creditor payment. 

Link the Winchelsea Hospital site into the 
recently introduced natural gas pipeline to 
achieve carbon and cost efficiencies.

Achieved

In Progress
Pipeline access to 
be connected 
2017-2018
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Building upon 
strengths to 
create a better 
tomorrow ...
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Donald Lang, Chair
Clinical Governance & Ethics

Sub-Committee

Quality Accreditation
Standard Service Assessed Last Accreditation 

Date
Actions / 

Outcomes Achieved Next Accreditation 
Date

National Safety and Quality 
Health Service Standards

Hospital & Community 
Services Jul 2016 256 Mar 2019

Residential Aged Care
Standards Residential Aged Care Jul 2016 44 Oct 2018

Home Care Standards Home Care Services Dec 2016 6 To be Advised

Residential Aged Care 
Standards (Unannounced 

assessment visit)
Residential Aged Care Feb 2017 4 To be Advised

While quality and safety has been 
under the microscope since release 
of the report, Targeting Zero, the 
Review of Hospital Safety and Quality 
Assurance in Victoria, it has been 
business as usual at Hesse. Measuring 
effectiveness remains high on our 
agenda across our primary, residential 
and acute programs and we continue 
to strive for further ways to evaluate 
clinical outcomes.  

Robust data collection is at the core of 
quality measurement and the more we 
monitor the more time it takes. We have 
therefore made available additional 
resources for our Quality Program.

The renamed Clinical Governance and 
Ethics Committee (formerly Quality 
Improvement and Ethics Committee) 
has also used clinical incident single 
case review to place an outcome 
based lens over quality and this has 
allowed for deeper learnings. The 
Consumer and Community Advisory 
Committee went to great lengths to 
explore important issues of consumer 
engagement, hosting a successful 
regional consumer networking event in 
partnership with Colac Area Health.

We continue to enjoy excellent 
results from external quality review. 
The Joint Accreditation Project with 

Australian Council on Healthcare 
Standards (ACHS),  Australian Aged 
Care Quality Agency (AACQA) and 
West Wimmera Health Service in July 
2016 is noteworthy, and conference 
presentations in Melbourne and 
Tokyo have been delivered regarding 
this pilot. All standards were met in 
a Commonwealth Home Support 
Program quality review in December 
and also in an unannounced AACQA 
assessment contact for residential 
aged care in February. 

Hesse remains pragmatic about 
avoiding duplication in external 
quality review for small multi-program 
agencies and continues to advocate for 
change in this area. We have informed 
Victorian Healthcare Association 
discussion papers related to ongoing 
Commonwealth aged care reform. Our 
contribution as a case study was also 
accepted by the National Aged Care 
Alliance in a sector wide submission 
for mutual recognition of common 
quality standards across accreditation 
systems.

Once again I wish to thank all staff for 
their continuing focus on making Hesse 
a quality based organisation, and am 
delighted to introduce this account of 
our quality operations. 

Quality Accreditation Status

Welcome
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A Quality Framework outlines Hesse’s approach to safe and effective care 
across our integrated multi-program organisation. Key elements of the 
Framework include the overarching stewardship accountabilities of the 
Board Clinical Governance and Ethics Committee, operational review and 
decision making functions of the Quality Leadership Committee and key 
planning documents of the Organisational Quality Plan, DHHS Statement 
of Priorities and Domain Action Plans. The Quality Framework is based on 
a model of continuous quality improvement, with the essential platforms 
of consumer experience, audit, external quality review, risk management, 
compliance, incident trending, benchmarking and workforce communication 
loops embedding the model into practice. There was one formal complaint 
received which was effectively resolved. 

The Medication Advisory Committee, Clinical Review Committee, Consumer 
and Community Advisory Committee, Occupational Health and Safety 
Committee and Workgroup meetings feed critical information to Clinical 
Governance and Ethics processes.

The Quality Improvement and Ethics Committee in 2017 was renamed 
as the Clinical Governance and Ethics Committee to better reflect an 
increasing state-wide focus on matters of clinical relevance and patient 
outcome. Individual case review has been increasingly utilised to monitor 
practice outcome where lower volume data performance trending does 
not enable effective scrutiny. Veronica Pavlovic was recruited as our new 
Quality Coordinator and quality reporting arrangements were realigned.

Clinical & Quality Governance

The transfer of information between treating clinicians across shifts is critical for safe and effective care. Clinical 
handover has been restructured to ensure the content is relevant and concise. The proforma layout has been 
revised for improved readability with greater emphasis on planning for acute discharge. A detailed focus on 
selected residents has increased handover participation with greater discussion and sharing of strategies.  
Bedside handovers continue for all acute patients allowing them to be actively involved in their care and to be 
introduced to their allocated nurse.  

Across all programs, referrals for clients and patients over 65 years who require external services must now be 
processed via the My Aged Care website.

Communicating for Safety

QUALITY ACCOUNT
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‘The Consumer Networking Day was 
inspiring. To hear of the potential for 
Consumer and Community Advisory 
Committees (CCACs) was a shot in the 
arm! Not only to hear of the achievements 
but also the spirit with which CCACs 
and their members have grasped the 
opportunities existing for 
consumer participation. I 
note too how supportive 
Hesse’s management 
is of the challenges 
posed by community 
participation.’

- Attendee 

The focus for the Consumer and Community Advisory 
Committee this year has been to achieve a deeper 
understanding of consumer engagement and representation. 
Using art and performance to explore participation in health 
care have been themes with the sponsoring of the Health 
and Wellbeing Award in the Winchelsea Art and Photography 
Show, judging of resident decorated Christmas doors and 
joining staff to view the Hear Me health play highlighting a 
clinical adverse outcome analysis from a family perspective. 

The Committee’s major project to host the regional 
Consumer Networking Forum (p. 10) was time 

intensive, but the gains were worthwhile 
in broadening understanding of ways to 
connect with the consumer experience, 
meeting other consumer representatives, 
sharing advocacy role challenges and 
identifying partnership opportunities. 
Three new representatives, Ingrid, 
Maureen and Pam joined the Committee, 

and we farewelled Shirley Roeszler, an 
inaugural Consumer Representative whose 

editorial of our Annual Report over many years 
has lifted it to exceptional standards.  

Consumer Engagement

There was 11% staff turnover during the year, and 17 new 
employees were recruited across allied health, nursing, 
personal care, activities, childcare and quality roles. No 
budgeted positions remained unfilled at year end. An over 
reliance on labour hire workforce (nursing agency) has 
exceeded budget due to unplanned staff absence. However, 
rates of personal leave remained static at 5% of total hours 
worked. 

The new SWARH Learning Management System provides 
improved opportunity for a progressive monthly approach 
to mandated training. An online Responsible Workplace 
Behaviours program tailored to Hesse’s core values included 
education on bullying and harassment in the 2017 mandatory 
series.  A single day whole-of-staff training forum was held off 
site and provided an enjoyable social networking opportunity 
for our permanent part time workforce.

Employees rated leadership, responsiveness and equal 
opportunity as the highest performing areas, as benchmarked 

against other small rural agencies in the 2016 People Matter 
Survey.

An engaged Workforce was promoted in a YouTube clip 
and will assist with ongoing recruitment. Staff celebrated the 
2016 calendar year with an Op Shop themed fully funded 
Christmas party.

Workforce, Education & Recruitment

Retirement (1)

Travel (1)

Studies (1)

Illness (1)

Reasons
for Staff 
Turnover

Alternative Employment (5)

Casual Not Worked (4)

Temporary Contract (2)
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An extensive Infection Prevention Management Plan 
developed with the support of the Victorian Infection 
Prevention Service guides the controlled approach to 
minimising healthcare associated infections. Key elements 
include; staff and resident influenza vaccinations, staff 
education, internal and external audits for hand hygiene 
compliance, antimicrobial prescription and use of personal 
protective equipment (PPE). Monthly reporting to VICNISS 
monitors occurrences of multi-resistant organisms (MROs). 
There were no outbreaks of gastroenteritis. 

Eighty-five and seventy-seven per cent of staff received 
influenza vaccination in the 2016 and 2017 calendar years 
respectively, exceeding DHHS targets. 

Effective hand hygiene practice reduces the spread of 
infections and this is promoted to all visitors and families with 
hand hygiene stations at facility entrances. Ninety-seven per 
cent of staff completed mandatory hand hygiene education.  

Infection Prevention
Employee
Influenza
Vaccinations

61%

2015

2016
2017

85%
77%

Improvements to the hospital and aged care 
physical external environment have included 
sewerage replacement due to blocked toilets and 
new stormwater drain pipes. LED lighting has been 
upgraded progressively throughout Chelsea, Hesse 
and Werruna providing significant power savings. 

A large number of false fire alarms during the year 
has kept both the CFA and Elliots Fire Services, 
who support the maintenance of our fire systems, 
busy. The identified cause has been the tripping of 
smoke detectors resulting from faulty flow meters. A 
replacement fire panel and detectors will be sought 
from the DHHS Infrastructure Funding Round. 
Unfortunately each false alarm results in a CFA 
emergency call and costs over $2,000, so upgraded 
equipment is critical.

LPG will be replaced with mains pressure natural 
gas at the Winchelsea site following connection to 
the township during the year, and will result in energy 
efficiencies.   

The Rokewood Men’s Shed building has been 
extended by one third, and the adjacent sewerage 
system also upgraded. 

External Services
& Equipment

QUALITY ACCOUNT
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Care is provided in accordance with documented care plans 
in all clinical settings. In residential care a comprehensive 
care plan is implemented for all residents in consultation with 
them and their families. Results of a range of assessments 
including physical health, continence, falls, risk management, 
nutrition, behaviour, skin integrity, hygiene, pain, medication, 
vision, hearing, oral and dental, transfers and mobility inform 
the care plan.

Service improvements in the area of telehealth occurred in 
the acute setting through the facilitation of appointments with 
medical specialists at the Andrew Love Cancer Centre at 
University Hospital, Geelong. The Barwon Health dental van 

has visited for resident assessment and treatment. Externally 
contracted vision, hearing and podiatry assessment and 
care is also received regularly. All clinical staff were provided 
with a copy of A Clinicians Field Guide to Good Practice 
Managing Behavioural and Psychological Symptoms 
of Dementia recommended by the Dementia Behaviour 
Management Advisory Service to guide appropriate response 
to challenging behaviours.

The organisation is participating in the regional quality project 
Reducing Variation in Patient Experience of Discharge to 
improve the continuity of care for patients leaving hospital 
and increase compliance with recommended treatment.

Clinical Assessment & Care Planning

When an elderly gentleman was admitted to Winchelsea Hospital for treatment after a fall it was identified that the 
patient, who had a complex medical history including multiple cancers, would not be able to recover. 

The patient had not yet stated his care wishes in an Advance Care Plan. The nursing care team organised a 
meeting with the patient, family and care team to discuss and formulate a plan that expressed the patient’s wishes 
for their end of life care. 

 When the time came, end-of-life care was given to the patient in accordance with his Advance Care Plan and the 
patient died peacefully at Winchelsea Hospital surrounded by their partner and family. 

Caring Your Way

56%

90%

76%

Under the Victorian Government framework, end-of-life care 
is described as the care needed for people who are likely 
to die in the next 12 months due to progressive, advanced 
or incurable illness, frailty or old age. Hesse is recognised 
for offering respectful end-of-life care in hospital, in home 
settings and in the residential aged care facilities. 

Information on Advance Care Planning is offered to all 
residents and families to help begin purposeful conversations 
on care needs, preferences and values. Hesse is currently 
implementing the Residential Aged Care Palliative Approach 
Toolkit which provides clinical tools and education modules 
to increase the workforce’s understanding and capacity to 
deliver high quality, end-of-life care.

End of Life Care

Overall

Residential
Aged Care

Winchelsea
Hospital

Percentage of patients / residents 
(> 75 years) who have an advance 
care plan in place or have identified 
a substitute decision maker.
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partitioning at the entrance to one 
bedroom providing for greater privacy 
and minimising visual access to a 
utility room. An outcome of a formal 
complaint has seen a successful trial 
of king single beds. The Auxiliary have 

now agreed to fund further 
bed purchases, as wider 
beds are associated with 
reduced falls. 

Dining and lounge chair 
furniture has also been 
reupholstered and new 
tables acquired. With new 
tablecloths and candles, it 
was recently commented 
that the Chelsea Dining 
Room ‘resembled a 
restaurant’. 

Plastering of 1980’s brickwork 
in Chelsea Lodge corridors has 
modernised the aged care living 
environment in preparation for new 
carpet replacement throughout the 
facility.  Building works have provided 

An electronic door has been installed in 
the Chelsea Lodge entrance making it 
easier for residents with mobility aids to 
negotiate.  

The gardens continue to be 
meticulously cared for and the 
courtyard redevelopment resulting from 
the international ‘Thriving Project’  will 
create a welcoming and inviting social 
space for residents and families to 
enjoy (p. 29).

The donated grand piano has been a 
talking (and singing!) point. 

Living Environment

Medication safety is a vital component 
in ensuring quality care. Staff are 
required to report all medication errors 
or near miss incidents. Effectiveness is 
monitored through auditing of medical 
records and medication processes, 

analysing incident trends, monitoring 
polypharmacy use and ensuring care 
staff have completed required annual 
education competencies. Reported 
medication errors reduced to a record 
6 year low this year, with 20 instances 
noted. Widespread use of pharmacist 
pre-allocated Webster packs assists 
to minimise errors in residential care. 
The most commonly reported error was 
a missed dosage (6). No significant 
harm to a patient or resident occurred 
as a result of the reported medication 
incidents.

A focus for the forthcoming year is on 
improved patient understanding of 
prescribed medication schedules upon 
discharge from the acute hospital. 

Consistently low rates of polypharmacy 
continue with 22% of aged care 
residents utilising 9 or more 
medications. Rates of antipsychotic 
medication also remain static at 11%. 

Medication Safety

72

35

21

Medication 
Errors2015

2016

2017

QUALITY ACCOUNT
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Skin integrity lessens as people age 
and appropriate skin maintenance 
and care is critical to health. Injuries 
resulting from pressure, friction or 
rubbing to the skin can cause wounds, 
and once developed can be difficult to 
heal. 

A comprehensive skin assessment is 
completed for each new resident and 

occurs daily for residents and patients 
at greater risk. Comfortable cushioned 
seating can help at risk immobile 
residents and two further pressure 
relieving lounge chairs donated by the 
Auxiliary will greatly assist. For care 
regimes, emollients are preferred to 
harsher soap, and moisturising lotions 
and protection barrier creams can also 
assist. If a skin tear occurs specialised 

wound management practices are 
implemented and progress monitored. 
All tears and pressure injuries are 
reported as a clinical incident. One 
‘non stageable’ and 3 Stage 1 pressure 
injuries were reported across all 
residential areas during the year.

Skin Care

Safety and Quality Target 2016-17 Actuals
Health Service Accreditation Full Compliance Achieved
Residential Aged Care Accreditation Full Compliance Achieved
Cleaning Standards (Overall) Full Compliance Achieved
Cleaning Standards (AQL-A) 90 % Not Applicable
Cleaning Standards (AQL-B) 85 % 97 % / Achieved
Cleaning Standards (AQL-C) 85% 97 % / Achieved
Staphylococcus Aureus Bacteraemia Infection Rate <2 / 10,000 0
Healthcare Worker Immunisation - Influenza 75 % 85 %
Hand Hygiene Compliance 80 % 91 %
Submission of Data to VICNISS Full Compliance Achieved

Public Sector Residential Aged Care
Quality Indicators (per 1,000 bed days)

Overall 
Statewide Rates 2016-17 Actuals

Pressure Injuries - Stages 1 to 4 0.19 0
Unstageable Pressure Injury 0.04 0.12
Use of Physical Restraint 0.52 0
Multiple Medications - 9 or more 4.49 2.46
Falls 7.56 5.39
Falls Related Fractures 0.16 0.12
Unplanned Weight Loss 0.82 0.47

Governance, Leadership and Culture Target 2016-17 Actuals
People Matter Survey - Patient Safety Culture 75 % 96 %

Patient Experience Target 2016-17 Actuals
Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey (VHES) 
- Quarter 1 Data Submission Full Compliance Achieved

Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey (VHES) 
- Quarter 2 Data Submission Full Compliance Achieved

Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey (VHES) 
- Quarter 3 Data Submission Full Compliance Achieved

Interpreter Services NA 4

Hesse has an active Occupational 
Health and Safety (OHS) Committee 
with four Health and Safety 
Representatives (HSRs) across the 
designated work groups. A new primary 
care representative was elected in 
2017 after staff resignation, and the 
appropriate training was undertaken. 

Flowcharting has been strengthened 
for OHS incidents with improved 
processes to ensure appropriate line 
management follow up. There was a 
total of 36 OHS incidents reported, 
with resident behaviours towards 
staff being the most common cause 
(13) followed by manual handling 
(9). Holland Thomas was engaged to 
provide training in the management of 
aggression focussing on avoidance, 
de-escalation and evasion techniques 
(p. 22). 

In accordance with nursing enterprise 
bargaining provisions an Occupational 
Violence Action Plan has been 
prepared, outlining a range of strategies 
to minimise harm from violence at work.  
Funding for the installation of security 
systems including duress alarms was 
sought in the DHHS Occupational 
Violence Prevention Funding Round 3. 
Potential violence in the workplace was 
raised in a meeting with local police. 

Environmental
Safety & Security
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Improving Care after Adverse Events

Strength and mobility reduction, and the unsteady gait associated with 
ageing, place older people at a higher risk of falls. As such, comprehensive 
falls risk assessments are a routine component of the care planning 
process. Falls are also associated with other aspects of the ageing process.   
Effective continence management can reduce incidence of falls, with many 
occurring while accessing bathroom facilities. Bed sensor mats assist as an 
alert to staff. 

Exercise and strength programs, mobility support, keeping bedrooms 
and walkways clear from trip hazards and medication review are also 
important. Falls are the most commonly reported clinical incident across our 
organisation, occurring most often in the residential facility. Comprehensive 
incident analysis and further case review in instances of multiple falls 
can identify contributory factors and support effective individualised 
management. The Board Clinical Governance and Ethics Committee review 
local falls incidents against benchmarked data. Overall falls increased by 
20% since last year but remain consistent with 2015 levels.

A recent improvement in this area is the purchase of Sara Steady mobility 
aid to support resident transfer. 

Preventing Falls & Harm From Falls

Clinical practices undertaken less frequently must be carefully 
monitored for quality and safety. All blood transfusions are 
planned, monitored and supervised by the treating medical 
officer. However, to ensure clinical knowledge is current, 
nurses are required to precede all blood transfusions 
by undertaking the Blood Matters E-learning education, 

regardless of prior completion. Knowledge audits are 
completed annually and file audits are completed on 100% 
of blood transfusions to review practice against clinical 
guidelines. Of the 65 admissions, one blood transfusion 
occurred in the acute setting this year. 

Blood & Blood Products

157

121

152

Falls

Unfortunately undesired outcomes do occur in care settings. When a significant clinical incident results in adverse 
harm to a patient, client or resident, open disclosure is practiced, and an in-depth investigation process is initiated. 
Case reviews identify contributory system level factors that can be improved to reduce the risk of the incident 
occurring again. 

A resident fell on a wet floor and as a result experienced a fractured ankle. A working group of key 
clinicians and quality staff reviewed factors leading up to the incident and identified opportunities for 
change in the current system of continence management. The changes represented best practice, 
and improved outcomes were achieved in both falls prevention and continence care. The Clinical 
Governance and Ethics Committee also reviewed this adverse outcome.

2015

2016

2017

QUALITY ACCOUNT
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A comprehensive population health and demographic data 
analysis across Hesse’s catchment area was internally 
prepared in 2017 to inform Board strategic planning. The 
data was sourced from the ABS, G21 and other sites and was 
utilized during a Board roadshow touring Hesse’s services. 
Data supports Hesse’s focus on services tailored to older 
people with all locations showing a higher percentage of 
seniors and empty nesters compared to greater Melbourne. 
The roadshow was a perfect opportunity for the Men’s Shed 
participants to thank the Board for supporting a recent 
extension to their shed.

The G21 and Central Highlands Primary Care Partnership 
(CHPCP) alliances have been a significant focus for health 
promotion planning in 2017, aligning also with Victorian 
Health and Wellbeing Plan (2015 – 2019) (p. 13).  

With strong connections to its rural communities Hesse is 
uniquely placed to make a difference to health and wellbeing 
through organising various health screening programs, 
hosting community events and supporting a range of existing 
group based programs.  

Tailoring Health Promotion to Population Needs

Across the organisation medical records systems continue to 
operate in hard copy with an objective to transfer to electronic 
patient records for greater efficiencies. Medical record coding 
is contracted from Barwon Health. Improvement has been 
noted in medical admission diagnosis and greater clarity 
regarding purpose of clinical interventions in nursing progress 
notes. Additional ward clerk resources have enabled weekday 
coverage to assist with medical record filing and drafting of 
rosters. 

A Commonwealth Aged Care Funding Instrument (ACFI) 
audit occurred in February to substantiate funding claims with 
a positive outcome, noting clear and concise file presentation 
and no significant changes to care levels or associated 
reductions in funding. 

Clinical Information Systems

Hesse respects diversity for inclusion. An annual Diversity     
Plan is submitted to DHHS for services under the 
Commonwealth Home Support Program and Victorian HACC 
Program for Younger People. Staff attended education on 
lateral violence, GLBTI and Aboriginal culture during the year. 

The Interpreter and Language Services procedure was 
extensively reviewed to ensure clear directions for access in 
accordance with state policy guidance. The Translating and 
Interpreting Services support consumers 
who require information in a 
language of choice. There 
were four occasions of 
interpreter use (German). 

Residents with culturally 
specific dietary needs 
are supported for this 
choice.

Cultural Diversity &
Language Services
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As a part of the Government’s commitment to the prevention 
of family violence following the 2016 Royal Commission, 
Hesse will support the implementation of an integrated service 
response that aligns with the Family Violence Protection Act 
2008. Key Executive personnel have received training and 
been nominated as contact officers. All enterprise bargaining 
agreements now contain provisions for family violence leave 
wherever staff are personally affected by family violence 
or care for someone who is. Along with other local health 
services Hesse will be supported by Barwon Health as the 
lead funded agency to implement an effective family violence 
response. 

Family Violence

Following the Victorian Government’s inquiry into the 
handling of child abuse allegations within religious and 
other non-government organisations, the 2012 final report, 
Betrayal of Trust, made a number of recommendations for 
change. As an organisation that provides services to children 
Hesse is now required under the amended Child Safety and 
Wellbeing Act, 2005, to implement compulsory child safe 

standards to protect children from harm. The Mandatory 
Reporting – Child Safety Policy has been revised and an 
organisational Statement of Commitment to Child Safety 
has been developed along with a discrete Code of Conduct 
pertaining to children. Working with Children Checks are also 
now required by further staff whose roles may involve direct 
contact with children. 

Child Safe Standards

The Leisure and Lifestyle team raised the bar this year with 
impressive initiatives. A combined endeavour along with the 
Nursing and the Catering team was the introduction of the 
BIG BREAKFAST. Held monthly on a Saturday morning the 
event brings together residents, families, friends and staff 
to enjoy a leisurely hot buffet style breakfast with choices 
of eggs, bacon, tomatoes, hash browns, pancakes, waffles, 
fruit and more. There is a great vibe and banter between 
everyone.

The hairdresser’s room is also now regularly transformed 
into a beauty parlour, with treatments from a qualified beauty 
therapist such as facials, waxing and manicures available for 
residents. 

New OSMO kits for iPads (encouraging problem solving and 
hand eye coordination), visiting Delta Dogs, exercise and 
music programs, visits from local primary school children and 
outings are just some of the impressive range of activities and 
events on the calendar. Residents have attended Geelong 
Waterfront, Werribee Zoo, Colac Botanical Gardens, Potato 
Shed theatre performances and local hotels for luncheons. 

All residents have a lifestyle plan tailored to their needs 
which encourages the maintenance of personal interests and 
independence.  

Supporting Individual Needs

QUALITY ACCOUNT
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Services cannot learn, change, or develop without knowing 
if what they are doing is working. Hesse invites written 
feedback following all episodes of care in acute and home 
settings, and feedback forms are readily available across 
the residential and community programs. Other mechanisms 
including verbal, website, letters, cards, focus groups, 
satisfaction surveys and formalised complaints are also 
avenues for feedback. 

Acute and community programs are required to 
participate in the Victorian Health Experience 
Survey (VHES). However, VHES responses have 
not reached adequate levels for analysis and 
clients have voiced dissatisfaction with being ‘over-
surveyed’ given feedback is also requested at the 
local level enabling immediate remedy.  

Registers capture feedback for trend analysis and 
quality improvement. 112 occasions of feedback were 

received with compliments outweighing complaints eight 
fold. The C&CAC reviews all feedback. Acute noise levels, 
Rokewood grounds and food quality have been the most 
significant areas of complaint and have been actioned. There 

was one formal complaint which was 
satisfactorily resolved and 

reviewed by the Board.

Feedback & Complaints

Vigilence in 
the Pursuit of 

Quality Service 
Provision
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A skilled, effective and 
satisfied workforce 

provides a sound basis 
for quality patient 

care outcomes.
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The fiscal governance of our rural enterprise is influenced by 
many factors, but of absolute importance to the Finance, Risk and 
Audit Board Sub-Committee, is the Hesse Rural Health Strategic 
Plan. 

The Plan defines a clear objective that serves us well: ‘Our health 
service must sustain financial practices and strategies that are 
based upon sound, ethical and innovative business principles to 
ensure we remain viable into the future.’ Our blueprint for stable 
financial decisions has long term growth and achievement at its 
foundation.

Our largest revenue to date, at $11,013,258, was achieved in this 
2016/17 year, resulting in a pre-depreciation consolidated (Hesse 
& Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing Home Society Inc.) surplus of 
$247,750. We have operated responsibly as a small rural health 
state public service entity and simultaneously identified strategic 
business opportunity available through Federal Government 
aged care reforms. Growth is forecast in both Residential Aged 
Care and in caring for people as they age at home through the 
Home Care Package program. 

On reflection over my tenure as Treasurer, I take great reward in 
having seen a very small and vulnerable heath service grow into 
what we have today, providing care across our wide geographic 
community.  I have been delighted to report on both our financial 
outcomes and on the robustness of a business system that 
has been built around solid financial values and responsible 
management operations.

As we move forward and fulfil our strategic objective we stand 
community proud knowing that the business model we, along with 
the Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing Home Society Inc., operate, 
prospers into the future.

Keith Leigh
Treasurer

TREASURER’S COMMENT

Our health service 
must sustain 

financial practices 
and strategies that 

are based upon 
sound, ethical 
and innovative 

business principles 
to ensure we 

remain viable into 
the future.
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Financial and Other Information
LEGISLATION REQUIREMENT PAGE
FRD 10A Disclosure Index 60
FRD 11A Disclosure of Ex-Gratia Expenses na
FRD 21C Responsible Person and Executive Officer Disclosures 94 & 95
FRD 22H Application and Operation of Protected Disclosure 2012 38
FRD 22H Application and Operation of Carers Recognition Act 2012 39
FRD 22H Application and Operation of Freedom of Information Act 1982 38
FRD 22H Compliance With Building and Maintenance Provisions of Building Act 1993 38
FRD 22H Details of Consultancies Over $10,000 na
FRD 22H Details of Consultancies Under $10,000 39
FRD 22H Employment and Conduct Principles 38
FRD 22H Information and Communication Technology Expenditure 36
FRD 22H Major Changes or Factors Affecting Performance 2 & 59
FRD 22H Occupational Violence 39
FRD 22H Operational and Budgetary Objectives and Performance Against Objectives 2, 36 & 59
FRD 24C Reporting of Office-Based Environmental Impacts 39
FRD 22H Significant Changes in Financial Position During the Year 2, 36 & 59
FRD 22H Statement on National Competition Policy 39
FRD 22H Subsequent Events 97
FRD 22H Summary of the Financial Results for the Year 36
FRD 22H Additional Information Available on Request 38
FRD 22H Workforce Data Disclosures Including a Statement on the Application

of Employment & Conduct Principles
36 & 38

FRD 25C Victorian Industry Participation Policy Disclosures 38
FRD 29B Workforce Data Disclosures 36, 38 & 47
FRD 103F Non-Financial Physical Assets 78
FRD 110A Cash Flow Statements 67
FRD 112D Defined Benefit Superannuation Obligations 75
SD 5.2.3 Declaration in Report of Operations 39
SD 3.7.1 Risk Management Framework and Processes 39

LEGISLATION PAGE
Freedom of Information Act 1982 38
Protected Disclosure Act 2012 38
Carers Recognition Act 2012 39
Victorian Industry Participation Policy Act 2003 38
Building Act 1993 38
Financial Management Act 1994 38
Safe Patient Care Act 2015 39

Other Requirements Under Standing Directions 5.2
SD 5.2.2 Declaration in Financial Statements 59
SD 5.2.1 (a) Compliance with Australian Accounting Standards and Other 

Authoritative Pronouncements
68

SD 5.2.1 (a) Compliance with Ministerial Directions 68

MINISTERIAL DIRECTIONS

Charter and Purpose
LEGISLATION REQUIREMENT PAGE
FRD 22H Manner of Establishment and the Relevant Ministers 1
FRD 22H Purpose, Functions, Powers and Duties 1 & 2
FRD 22H Initiatives and Key Achievements 2 & 8
FRD 22H Nature and Range of Services Provided Inside Back Cover

Management and Structure
FRD 22H Organisational Structure 6

The annual report of the Hesse Rural Health Service is prepared in accordance with all relevant Victorian legislation. This index has 
been prepared to facilitate identification of the Department’s compliance with statutory disclosure requirements.

Hesse Rural Health Service
DISCLOSURE INDEX
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Independent Auditor’s Report 
To the Board of Hesse Rural Health Service 

Opinion I have audited the consolidated financial report of Hesse Rural Health Service (the health service) 
and its controlled entities (together the consolidated entity), which comprises the: 

 consolidated entity and health service balance sheets as at 30 June 2017 
 consolidated entity and health service comprehensive operating statements for the year then 

ended 
 consolidated entity and health service statements of changes in equity for the year then 

ended 
 consolidated entity and health service cash flow statements for the year then ended 
 notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies 
 board member's, accountable officer's and chief finance & accounting officer's declaration. 

In my opinion, the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial positions of 
the consolidated entity and the health service as at 30 June 2017 and their financial performance 
and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the financial reporting requirements of 
Part 7 of the Financial Management Act 1994 and applicable Australian Accounting Standards. 

Basis for 
Opinion 

I have conducted my audit in accordance with the Audit Act 1994 which incorporates the Australian 
Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under that Act and those standards are further described in 
the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of my report.  

My independence is established by the Constitution Act 1975. My staff and I are independent of the 
health service and the consolidated entity in accordance with the ethical requirements of the 
Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to my audit of the financial report in Australia. My staff 
and I have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.  

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
my opinion. 

Board’s 
responsibilities 
for the 
financial 
report 

The Board of the health service is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the 
financial report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Financial Management 
Act 1994, and for such internal control as the Board determines is necessary to enable the 
preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial report, the Board is responsible for assessing the health service and the 
consolidated entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related 
to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless it is inappropriate to do so. 

Hesse Rural Health Service
INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
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Auditor’s 
responsibilities 
for the audit 
of the financial 
report 

As required by the Audit Act 1994, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report 
based on the audit. My objectives for the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 
the financial report as a whole is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, 
and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of 
assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the Australian Auditing 
Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from 
fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably 
be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of this financial report.  

As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise professional 
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:  

 identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain 
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of 
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting 
from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, 
or the override of internal control. 

 obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the health service and the consolidated entity’s internal 
control 

 evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Board 

 conclude on the appropriateness of the Board's use of the going concern basis of accounting 
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the health service and the 
consolidated entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material 
uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related 
disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my 
opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of my 
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the health service and the 
consolidated entity to cease to continue as a going concern.  

 evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and 
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation 

 obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities 
or business activities within the health service and consolidated entity to express an opinion 
on the financial report. I remain responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of 
the audit of the health service and the consolidated entity. I remain solely responsible for my 
audit opinion. 

I communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that I 
identify during my audit. 

 
  

MELBOURNE 
1 September 2017 

Ron Mak 
as delegate for the Auditor-General of Victoria 

 

Hesse Rural Health Service
INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
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Hesse Rural Health Service
BOARD MEMBER’S, ACCOUNTABLE OFFICER’S AND

CHIEF FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING OFFICER’S DECLARATION

Hesse Rural Health 
has a business model 

built around solid 
financial values 

and responsible 
management 

operations.
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Parent Entity Parent Entity Consolidated Consolidated
Note 2017 2016 2017 2016

$ $ $ $

Revenue from operating activities 2.1 8,038,873      7,422,008        10,774,672      10,052,422       

Revenue from non-operating activities 2.1 15,160           24,021             105,882           91,773              

Employee expenses 3.1 (5,193,479)     (4,737,921)       (7,342,897)       (6,878,464)        

Non salary labour costs 3.1 (269,468)        (230,791)          (347,536)          (291,674)           

Supplies & consumables 3.1 (249,933)        (246,428)          (427,962)          (417,525)           

Other expenses 3.1 (2,108,174)     (1,918,238)       (2,514,409)       (2,222,915)        

232,979         312,651           247,750           333,617            

Capital purpose income 2.1 41,819           56,035             41,819             64,705              

Specific income 2.2 90,886           -                   90,886             -                    

Impairment of non-financial assets 3.1 (2,792)            -                   (2,792)              -                    

Finance lease charges 3.2 (14,897)          (17,299)            (14,897)            (17,299)             

Depreciation and amortisation 4.5 (662,268)        (672,061)          (968,272)          (981,473)           

Share of net result of associates and joint ventures 

accounted for using the Equity Method 4.2 -                     (4,853)              -                       (4,853)               

Net Result after capital and specific items (314,273)        (325,527)          (605,506)          (605,303)           

7.2 (4,217)            12,099             (4,217)              12,099              

20,508           (7,059)              20,508             (7,059)               

16,291           5,040               16,291             5,040                

(297,983)        (320,487)          (589,216)          (600,263)           

Comprehensive result (297,983)        (320,487)          (589,216)          (600,263)           

This statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes

COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING STATEMENT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

HESSE RURAL HEALTH 

Net result before capital & specific items

Other economic flows included in net result

Revaluation of Long Service Leave

Total other economic flows included in net result
NET RESULT FOR THE YEAR

Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets

Page 2

Hesse Rural Health Service
COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING STATEMENT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
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Parent Entity Parent Entity Consolidated Consolidated

Note 2017 2016 2017 2016

$ $ $ $

Current Assets

Cash and cash equivalents 6.2 131,787         148,604           1,777,006        2,307,908         

Receivables 5.1 996,898         724,570           1,034,620        754,954            

Investments and other financial assets 4.1 1,583,763      725,856           2,983,763        1,925,856         

Prepayments and other assets 5.3 11,024           44,755             11,024             44,755              

Total Current Assets 2,723,472      1,643,785        5,806,413        5,033,473         

Non-Current Assets

Receivables 5.1 381,483         302,510           381,483           302,510            

Investments accounted for using the equity method 4.2 -                     (9,068)              -                       (9,068)               

Property, plant & equipment 4.4 8,321,331      8,582,552        12,450,501      13,093,757       

Total Non-Current Assets 8,702,814      8,875,994        12,831,984      13,387,199       

TOTAL ASSETS 11,426,286    10,519,779      18,638,397      18,420,672       

Current Liabilities

Payables 5.4 1,060,525      826,109           1,098,230        880,687            

Borrowings 6.1 109,904         115,691           109,904           115,691            

Provisions 3.3 1,156,439      1,271,446        1,903,373        1,969,245         

Other current liabilities 5.2 2,364,504      1,253,858        5,570,430        4,947,422         

Total Current Liabilities 4,691,372      3,467,104        8,681,937        7,913,045         

Non-Current Liabilities

Borrowings 6.1 133,305         157,487           133,305           157,487            

Provisions 3.3 230,514         226,110           408,543           346,313            

Total Non-Current Liabilities 363,819         383,597           541,848           503,800            

TOTAL LIABILITIES 5,055,191      3,850,702        9,223,785        8,416,845         

NET ASSETS 6,371,095      6,669,077        9,414,612        10,003,827       

EQUITY

Property, plant & equipment revaluation surplus 8.1 1,649,543      1,649,543        3,566,766        3,566,766         

Contributed capital 8.1 3,527,113      3,527,113        4,514,616        4,514,616         

Accumulated surpluses 8.1 1,194,439      1,492,421        1,333,230        1,922,445         

TOTAL EQUITY 6,371,095      6,669,077        9,414,612        10,003,827       

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities 7.3

Commitments 6.3

This statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

HESSE RURAL HEALTH 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2017

Page 3

Hesse Rural Health Service
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2017
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HESSE RURAL HEALTH 

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

Note

 Property, 

Plant & 

Equipment 

Revaluation 

Surplus 

 Contributions 

by Owners 

 Accumulated 

Surpluses Total

Consolidated $ $ $ $

Balance at 1July 2015 3,566,766      4,514,616        2,522,708        10,604,090       

Net Result for the year -                     -                       (600,263)          (600,263)           

Other Comprehensive Income for the year -                     -                       -                       -                        

Balance at 30 June 2016 8.1 3,566,766      4,514,616        1,922,445        10,003,827       

-                     -                       (589,216)          (589,216)           

Other Comprehensive Income for the year -                     -                       -                       -                        

Balance at 30 June 2017 8.1 3,566,766      4,514,616        1,333,230        9,414,612         

 Property, 

Plant & 

Equipment 

Revaluation 

Surplus 

 Contributions 

by Owners 

 Accumulated 

Surpluses Total
Parent $ $ $ $

Balance at 1 July 2015 1,649,543      3,527,113        1,812,908        6,989,564         

Net Result for the year -                     -                       (320,487)          (320,487)           

Other Comprehensive Income for the year -                     -                       -                       -                        

Balance at 30 June 2016 1,649,543      3,527,113        1,492,421        6,669,077         

-                     -                       (297,983)          (297,983)           

Other Comprehensive Income for the year -                     -                       -                       -                        

Balance at 30 June 2017 1,649,543      3,527,113        1,194,439        6,371,095         

This statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

Net Result for the year

Net Result for the year

Page 4

Hesse Rural Health Service
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HESSE RURAL HEALTH

CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

Parent Entity Parent Entity Consolidated Consolidated
Note 2017 2016 2017 2016

$ $ $ $

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Operating grants from government 5,918,837      5,531,926        7,856,676        7,394,651         

Capital grants from government 16,150           56,035             16,150             56,035              

Patient and resident fees received 647,981         698,815           1,451,875        1,472,848         

Donations and bequests received 142,636         22,145             142,636           22,145              

GST received from/(paid to) ATO 114,157         124,312           154,780           154,780            

Interest received 7,261             18,152             99,116             87,037              

Capital donations and bequests received 25,669           8,670               25,669             8,670                

Other receipts 1,012,986      673,991           998,581           686,105            

Total receipts 7,885,677      7,134,046       10,745,483     9,882,271         

Employee expenses paid (5,283,575)     (4,698,224)       (7,326,030)       (6,703,311)        

Non salary labour costs (347,536)        (293,069)          (347,536)          (293,069)           

Payments for supplies & consumables (209,356)        (276,603)          (387,385)          (447,700)           

Finance costs (14,897)          (17,299)            (14,897)            (17,299)             

Other payments (1,890,046)     (1,390,975)       (2,431,845)       (1,744,450)        

Total payments (7,745,410)    (6,676,171)      (10,507,694)    (9,205,829)        

NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 8.2 140,267         457,876           237,789           676,442            

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Payments for non-financial assets (462,233)        (385,129)          (386,202)          (477,190)           

Proceeds from sale of non-financial assets 27,000           20,800             27,000             20,800              

Proceeds/(Payments) for sale of investments 252,738         55,616             (434,900)          1,014,405         

(182,495)        (308,713)          (794,102)          558,015            

(42,229)          149,163           (556,313)          1,234,457         

92,584           (56,579)            2,251,887        1,017,430         

6.2 50,355           92,584             1,695,574        2,251,887         

This statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF 

FINANCIAL YEAR

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF FINANCIAL 

YEAR

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH 

EQUIVALENTS HELD

NET CASH FLOW FROM/(USED IN) INVESTING 

ACTIVITIES

Page 5
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HESSE RURAL HEALTH SERVICE

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
 30 JUNE 2017

Basis of presentation

NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a) Statement of Compliance

The annual financial statements were authorised for issue by the Board of Hesse Rural Health on August 28th, 2017.

(b)  Reporting Entity

The financial statements include all the controlled activities of Hesse Rural Health.

Its principal address is:

8 Gosney Street

WINCHELSEA VIC 3241

Objectives and funding

Hesse Rural Health's overall objective is to improve the quality of life to Victorians.

Hesse Rural Health is funded by accrual based grant funding for the provision of outputs.

These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars and the historical cost convention is used unless a different measurement basis is 

specifically disclosed in the note associated with the item measured on a different basis.

The accrual basis of accounting has been applied in the preparation of these financial statements whereby assets, liabilities, equity, income and 

expenses are recognised in the reporting period to which they relate, regardless of when cash is received or paid.

Consistent with the requirements of AASB 1004 Contributions (that is contributed capital and its repayment) are treated as equity transactions 

and, therefore, do not form part of the income and expenses of the hospital.

Additions to net assets which have been designated as contributions by owners are recognised as contributed capital. Other transfers that are in 

the nature of contributions to or distributions by owners have also been designated as contributions by owners. 

Transfers of net assets arising from administrative restructurings are treated as distributions to or contribution by owners. Transfer of net 

liabilities arising from administrative restructurings are treated as distribution to owners.

Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about financial information being presented. The significant judgements made 

in the preparation of these financial statements are disclosed in the notes where amounts affected by those judgements are disclosed. Estimates 

and associated assumptions are based on professional judgements derived from historical experience and various other factors that are 

believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and also future periods that are affected by the 

revision. Judgements and assumptions made by management in applying the application of AASB that have significant effect on the financial 

statements and estimates are disclosed in the notes under the heading: 'Significant judgement or estimates'.

The Health Service is a not-for profit entity and therefore applies the additional Aus paragraphs applicable to “not-for-profit” Health Services 

under the AAS's.

These annual financial statements represent the audited general purpose financial statements for Hesse Rural Health for the period ending 30 

June 2017.  The purpose of the report is to provide users with information about the Health Service's stewardship of resources entrusted to it.

These financial statements are general purpose financial statements which have been prepared in accordance with the Financial 

Management Act 1994  and applicable Australian Accounting Standards (AASs), which include interpretations issued by the Australian 

Accounting Standards Board (AASB).  They are presented in a manner consistent with the requirements of AASB101 Presentation of 

Financial Statements.

The financial statements also comply with relevant Financial Reporting Directions (FRDs) issued by the Department of Treasury and 

Finance, and relevant Standing Directions (SDs) authorised by the Minister for Finance.

A description of the nature of Hesse Rural Health's operations and its principal activities is included in the report of operations, which does 

not form part of these financial statements.

Page 7
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HESSE RURAL HEALTH SERVICE

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
 30 JUNE 2017

(c) Basis of accounting preparation and measurement

The going concern basis was used to prepare the financial statements.

•   

•   

(d) Principles Of Consolidation

These statements are presented on a consolidated basis in accordance with AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements :

Intersegment Transactions

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the historical cost convention, except for:

non-current physical assets, which subsequent to acquisition, are measured at a revalued amount being their fair value at the date 

of the revaluation less any subsequent accumulated depreciation and subsequent impairment losses. Revaluations are made and 

are re-assessed when new indices are published by the Valuer General to ensure that the carrying amounts do not materially differ 

from their fair values;

Entities consolidated into the Hesse Rural Health reporting entity include the Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing Home Society Inc.

Accounting policies are selected and applied in a manner which ensures that the resulting financial information satisfies the concepts of 

relevance and reliability, thereby ensuring that the substance of the underlying transactions or other events is reported.

The accounting policies set out below have been applied in preparing the financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2017, and the 

comparative information presented in these financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2016. 

These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars, the functional and presentation currency of the Health Service.

The financial statements, except for cash flow information, have been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting. Under the accrual 

basis, items are recognised as assets, liabilities, equity, income or expenses when they satisfy the definitions and recognition criteria for 

those items, that is they are recognised in the reporting period to which they relate, regardless of when cash is received or paid.

The fair value of assets other than land is generally based on their depreciated replacement value.

Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily 

apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on professional judgements derived from historical 

experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Actual results may differ from these 

estimates.

- The consolidated financial statements exclude bodies of Hesse Rural Health that are not controlled by Hesse Rural Health, and therefore 

are not consolidated.

- the consolidated financial statements of Hesse Rural Health include all reporting entities controlled by Hesse Rural Health as at 30 June 

2017; and

Where control of an entity is obtained during the financial period, its results are included in the comprehensive operating statement from the 

date on which control commenced. Where control ceases during a financial period, the entity's results are included for that part of the 

period in which control existed. Where dissimilar accounting policies are adopted by entities and their effect is considered material, 

adjustments are made to ensure consistent policies are adopted in these financial statements.

- Control exists when Hesse Rural Health has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits 

from its activities. In assessing control, potential voting rights that presently are exercisable are taken into account. The consolidated 

financial statements include the audited financial statements of the controlled entities listed in Note 8.10

Transactions between segments within Hesse Rural Health have been eliminated to reflect the extent of Hesse Rural Health's operations 

as a group.

Page 8
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HESSE RURAL HEALTH SERVICE

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017

Note 2:   Funding delivery of our services

Structure

2.1 Analysis of revenue by source

2.2 Specific income

Note 2.1:   Analysis of Revenue by Source Admitted Primary

Patients RAC Aged Care Health Other Total

2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017

$ $ $ $ $ $

Government Grants 2,208,533     4,095,118      996,523          577,103        -                     7,877,277      

87,811          -                     -                      -                    -                     87,811           

-                    -                     -                      -                    

Patient and Resident Fees 64,269          1,400,229      40,934            3,394            -                     1,508,826      

Donations & Bequests (non capital) 142,611        -                     -                      25                 -                     142,636         

SWARH revenue from jointly controlled assets 941,505        -                     -                      -                    -                     941,505         

Other Revenue from Operating Activities 114,319        20,608           49,508            32,181          -                     216,616         

3,559,048     5,515,955      1,086,965       612,703        -                     10,774,671    

Interest 1,535            104,347         -                      -                    -                     105,882         

-                    -                     -                      -                    90,886           90,886           

Other Revenue from Non-Operating Actitivies -                    -                     -                      -                    -                     -                     

Total revenue from Non-Operating Activies 1,535            104,347         -                      -                    90,886           196,768         

Capital Purpose Income (excluding interest) 31,669          10,150           -                      -                    -                     41,819           

Total Capital Purpose Income 31,669          10,150           -                      -                    -                     41,819           

Total Revenue 3,592,252     5,630,452      1,086,965       612,703        90,886           11,013,258    

Admitted Primary

Patients RAC Aged Care Health Other Total

2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016

$ $ $ $ $ $

Government Grants 1,885,349     3,892,473      979,733          590,541        -                     7,348,096      

9,562            -                     -                      -                    -                     9,562             

Patient and Resident Fees 131,936        1,338,669      -                      -                    -                     1,470,605      

Donations & Bequests (non capital) 14,302          3,000             -                      4,843            -                     22,145           

SWARH revenue from jointly controlled assets 933,854        -                     -                      -                    -                     933,854         

Other Revenue from Operating Activities 84,815          7,451             110,438          65,456          -                     268,160         

3,059,818     5,241,593      1,090,171       660,840        -                     10,052,422    

Interest 12,359          79,414           -                      -                    -                     91,773           

Other -                    -                     -                      -                    -                     -                     

Total revenue from Non-Operating Activies 12,359          79,414           -                      -                    -                     91,773           

Capital Purpose Income (excluding interest) 56,035          8,670             -                      -                    -                     64,705           

Total Capital Purpose Income 56,035          8,670             -                      -                    -                     64,705           

Share of net result of Joint Ventures Accounted for

using the Equity Model (refer note 4.2) -                    -                     -                      -                    (4,853)            (4,853)            

Total Revenue 3,128,212     5,329,677      1,090,171       660,840        (4,853)            10,204,047    

Hesse Rural Health's overall objective is to deliver programs and services that support and enhance the wellbeing of all Victorians.

To enable the health service to fulfill its objective it receives income based on parliamentary appropriations.  The health service also receives income from 

the supply of services.

Department of Health and Human Services makes insurance payments on behalf of the Health Service.  These amounts have been brought to account in determining the 

operating result for the year by recording them as revenue and expenses.

Total revenue from Operating Activities

Total revenue from Operating Activities

Indirect Contributions by Department of Health and Human 

Services

Indirect Contributions by Department of Health and Human 

Services

Specific income
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Amounts disclosed as revenue are where applicable, net of returns, allowances and duties and taxes.

Note 2.2: Specific income 2017 2016

$ $

Profit from sale of shares 90,886           -                     

TOTAL 90,886           -                     

Income is recognised in accordance with AASB 118 Revenue and is recognised as to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to 

Hesse Rural Health and the income can be reliably measured at fair value. Unearned income at reporting date is reported as income received in advance.

In accordance with AASB 1004 Contributions, government grants and other transfers of income (other than contributions by owners) are recognised as 

income when the Health Service gains control of the underlying assets irrespective of whether conditions are imposed on the Health Service’s use of the 

contributions.  

Contributions are deferred as income in advance when the Health Service has a present obligation to repay them and the present obligation can be reliably 

measured.

Indirect Contributions from the Department of Health and Human Services

• Insurance is recognised as revenue following advice from the Department of Health and Human Services.

• Long Service Leave (LSL) – Revenue is recognised upon finalisation of movements in LSL liability in line with the arrangements set out in the Metropolitan 

Health and Aged Care Services Division Hospital Circular 04/2017 (update for 2016-17). 

Patient and Resident Fees

Patient fees are recognised as revenue at the time invoices are raised.

Donations and Other Bequests

Donations and bequests are recognised as revenue when received. If donations are for a special purpose, they may be appropriated to a surplus, such as 

the specific restricted purpose surplus.

Interest Revenue

Interest revenue is recognised on a time proportionate basis that takes in account the effective yield of the financial asset, which allocates interest over the 

relevant period.

Sale of Investments

The gain/loss on the sale of investments is recognised when the investment is realised. 

During the reporting period, Hesse Rural Health sold its shareholding in the Winchelsea 

Medical Clinic. 

Other Income

Other income includes non-property rental, dividends, forgiveness of liabilities, and bad debt reversals.

Category Groups

Hesse Rural Health has used the following category groups for reporting purposes for the current and previous financial years.

• Other Services not reported elsewhere - (Other) comprises services not separately classified above, including: Public Health Services including laboratory 

testing, blood borne viruses / sexually transmitted infections clinical services, Kooris liaison officers, immunisation and screening services, drugs services 

including drug withdrawal, counselling and the needle and syringe program, Disability services including aids and equipment and flexible support packages 

to people with a disability, Community Care programs including assault support, early parenting services, parenting assessment and skills development, 

and various support services.  Health and Community Initiatives also falls in this category group.

• Admitted Patient Services (Admitted Patients) comprises all acute and subacute admitted patient services, where services are delivered in public 

hospitals.

• Non Admitted Services comprises acute and subacute non admitted services, where services are delivered in public hospital clinics and provide models of 

integrated community care, which significantly reduces the demand for hospital beds and supports the transition from hospital to home in a safe and timely 

manner.

• Aged Care comprises a range of in home, specialist geriatric, residential care and community based programs and support services, such as Home and 

Community Care (HACC) that are targeted to older people, people with a disability, and their carers.

• Primary, Community and Dental Health comprises a range of home based, community based, community, primary health and dental services including 

health promotion and counselling, physiotherapy, speech therapy, podiatry and occupational therapy.

• Residential Aged Care comprises Commonwealth-licensed residential aged care services in receipt of supplementary funding from the department under 

the mental health program.  
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Note 3: The Cost of delivering services

Structure

3.1 Analysis of expenses by source

3.2 Finance costs

3.3 Employee benefits in the balance sheet

3.4 Superannuation

Note 3.1: Analysis of Expenses by Source Admitted Aged Primary 

Patients RAC Care Health Other Total

2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017

$ $ $ $ $ $

Employee Expenses 1,634,362            4,063,359     557,416          1,087,760     -                     7,342,897       

Non Salary Labour Costs 103,249               233,475        7,371              3,441            -                     347,536          

Supplies & Consumables 109,783               311,414        1,357              5,408            -                     427,962          

Other Expenses 1,249,518            850,362        126,496          288,033        -                     2,514,409       

3,096,912            5,458,610     692,640          1,384,642     -                     10,632,804     

14,897                 -                    -                      -                    -                     14,897            

Other Non-Operating Expenses

Impairment 2,792                   -                    -                      -                    -                     2,792              

662,268               306,004        -                      -                    -                     968,272          

679,957               306,004        -                      -                    -                     985,961          

Total Expenses 3,776,869 5,764,614 692,640 1,384,642 -                     11,618,765

Admitted Aged Primary 

Patients RAC Care Health Other Total

2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016

$ $ $ $ $ $

Employee Benefits 1,254,566            4,041,492     596,591          985,815        -                     6,878,464       

Non Salary Labour Costs 115,010               170,307        4,334              2,023            -                     291,674          

Supplies & Consumables 100,577               307,665        1,492              7,791            -                     417,525          

Other Expenses 1,206,402            666,158        114,263          236,092        -                     2,222,915       

2,676,555            5,185,622     716,680          1,231,721     -                     9,810,578       

17,299                 0 -                      -                    -                     17,299            

Depreciation  & Amortisation (refer note 4.5) 672,061               309,412        -                      -                    -                     981,473          

689,360               309,412        -                      -                    -                     998,772          

Total Expenses 3,365,915            5,495,034     716,680          1,231,721     -                     10,809,350     

Expenses are recognised as they are incurred and reported in the financial year to which they relate.

Employee expenses

Employee expenses include:

• wages and salaries;

• fringe benefits tax;

• leave entitlements;

• termination payments;

• workcover premiums; and

• superannuation expenses which are reported differently depending upon whether employees are members of defined contribution plans.

Other operating expenses

Supplies and consumables

Bad and doubtful debts

Depreciation  & Amortisation (refer note 4.5)

This section provides an account of the expenses incurred by the Hesse Rural Health in delivering services and outputs.  In Section 2, the funds that enable the provision of 

services were disclosed and in this note the costs associated with provision of services are recorded. 

Contributions of resources provided free of charge or for nominal consideration are recognised at their fair value when the transferee obtains control over them, irrespective 

of whether restrictions or conditions are imposed over the use of the contributions, unless received from another agency as a consequence of a restructuring of 

administrative arrangements. In the latter case, such a transfer will be recognised at its carrying value.

Contributions in the form of services are only recognised when a fair value can be reliably determined and the services would have been purchased if not donated.

Supplies and services costs which are recognised as an expense in the reporting period in which they are incurred. The carrying amounts of any inventories held for 

distribution are expensed when distributed.

Other operating expenses generally represent the day-to-day running costs incurred in normal operations and include:

Refer to Note 4.1 Investments and other financial assets.

Fair value of assets, services and resources provided free of charge or for nominal consideration

Total Expenditure from Operating Activities

Total Expenditure from Operating Activities

Finance Lease Costs

Total other expenses

Finance Lease Costs

Total other expenses
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Revaluation gains/(losses) of non-financial assets

Net gain/(loss) on financial instruments

Net gain/(loss) on financial instruments includes:

Amortisation of non-produced intangible assets

Impairment of non-financial assets

Revaluations of financial instrument at fair value

Refer to Note 7.1 Financial instruments.

Share of net profits/ (losses) of associates and jointly controlled entities, excluding dividends.

Refer to Note 1 (d) Basis of consolidation

Other gains/ (losses) from other economic flows

Other gains/ (losses) include:

Note 3.2:   Finance Costs Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

$ $

Finance charges on SWARH finance leases 14,897           17,299            
Total Finance Costs 14,897           17,299            

Finance costs are recognised as expenses in the period in which they are incurred.

Finance costs include:

Refer to Note 4.4 Property plant and equipment

Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets

Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets and liabilities includes realised and unrealised gains and losses as follows:

o realised and unrealised gains and losses from revaluations of financial instruments at fair value;

o impairment and reversal of impairment for financial instruments at amortised cost refer to Note 4.1 Investments and other financial assets ; and

o disposals of financial assets and derecognition of financial liabilities

Intangible non-produced assets with finite lives are amortised as an ‘other economic flow’ on a systematic basis over the asset’s useful life. Amortisation begins when the 

asset is available for use, that is when it is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.

Goodwill and intangible assets with indefinite useful lives (and intangible assets not available for use) are tested annually for impairment and whenever there is an indication 

that the asset may be impaired. Refer to Note 4.1 Investments and other financial assets .

a. the revaluation of the present value of the long service leave liability due to changes in the bond rate movements, inflation rate movements and the impact of changes in 

probability factors; and

b. transfer of amounts from the reserves to accumulated surplus or net result due to disposal or derecognition or reclassification.

– finance charges in respect of finance leases recognised in accordance with AASB 117 Leases.
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Note 3.3:   Employee benefits in the balance sheet Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

Current Provisions $ $

Employee Benefits

Annual Leave

667,620         391,026          

97,305           317,315          

Long Service Leave

103,914         87,902            

561,959         579,096          

Accrued Wages

182,436         274,068          

Accrued Days Off

16,335           23,983            

Provisions related to Employee Benefit On-costs

   - Unconditional and expected to be utilised within 12 months (nominal value) 182,305         201,931          

   - Unconditional and expected to be utilised after 12 months (present value) 91,499           93,924            

Total Current Provisions 1,903,373      1,969,245       

Non-Current Provisions

Long Service Leave (present value) 368,227         311,954          

Provisions related to Employee Benefit On-costs 40,316           34,359            

Total Non-Current Provisions 408,543         346,313          

Total Provisions 2,311,916      2,315,558       

(a) Employee Benefits and Related On-Costs

Current Employee Benefits and related on-costs

Unconditional Long Service Leave Entitlements 741,316         746,694          

Accrued Wages and Salaries 182,436         307,942          

Annual Leave 963,286         890,626          

Accrued Days Off 16,335           23,983            

Non-Current Employee Benefits and related on-costs

Conditional Long Service Leave Entitlements (present value) 408,543         346,313          

Total Employee Benefits and Related On-Costs 2,311,916      2,315,558       

(b) Movements in Provisions:

Movements in Long Service Leave:

Balance at start of year 1,093,007      1,082,225       

Provision made during the year

- Revaluations (20,508)          7,059              

- Expense recognising Employee Service 228,115         131,286          

Settlement made during the year (150,755)        (127,563)        
Balance at end of year 1,149,859      1,093,007       

Provisions

Employee benefits

Wages and salaries, annual leave, sick leave and accrued days off

Long service leave (LSL)

Provisions are recognised when the Health Service has a present obligation, the future sacrifice of economic benefits is probable, and the amount of the provision can be 

measured reliably.

The amount recognised as a liability is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the present obligation at reporting date, taking into account the risks and 

uncertainties surrounding the obligation. Where a provision is measured using the cash flows estimated to settle the present obligation, its carrying amount is the present value 

of those cash flows, using a discount rate that reflects the time value of money and risks specific to the provision.

When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be received from a third party, the receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually 

certain that recovery will be received and the amount of the receivable can be measured reliably.

This provision arises for benefits accruing to employees in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave and long service leave for services rendered to the reporting date.

-Unconditional and expected to be settled wholly within 12 months (nominal value)

-Unconditional and expected to be settled wholly within 12 months (nominal value)

-Unconditional and expected to be settled wholly after 12 months (present value)

-Unconditional and expected to be settled wholly within 12 months (nominal value)

-Unconditional and expected to be settled wholly within 12 months (nominal value)

-Unconditional and expected to be settled wholly after 12 months (present value)

Liabilities for wages and salaries, including non-monetary benefits, annual leave, and accumulating sick leave are all recognised in the provision for employee benefits as 

‘current liabilities’, because the health service does not have an unconditional right to defer settlements of these liabilities.

Depending on the expectation of the timing of settlement, liabilities for wages and salaries, annual leave and sick leave are measured at:

• Undiscounted value – if the health service expects to wholly settle within 12 months; or

• Present value – if the health service does not expect to wholly settle within 12 months.

Liability for LSL is recognised in the provision for employee benefits. 

Unconditional LSL is disclosed in the notes to the financial statements as a current liability, even where the health service does not expect to settle the liability within 12 

months because it will not have the unconditional right to defer the settlement of the entitlement should an employee take leave within 12 months. An unconditional right 

arises after a qualifying period.

The components of this current LSL liability are measured at:

• Undiscounted value – if the health service expects to wholly settle within 12 months; and

• Present value – where the entity does not expect to settle a component of this current liability within 12 months.
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Termination benefits

On-costs related to employee expense

Note 3.4:   Superannuation
Consol'd Consol'd Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016 2017 2016

Defined contribution plans: $ $ $ $

First State Super 599,125          475,977        -                     118,174          

Other 134,117          97,477          -                     23,220            
Total 733,242          573,454        -                     141,394          

Any gain or loss following revaluation of the present value of non-current LSL liability is recognised as a transaction, except to the extent that a gain or loss arises due to 

changes in estimations e.g. bond rate movements, inflation rate movements and changes in probability factors which are then recognised as other economic flow.

Termination benefits are payable when employment is terminated before the normal retirement date or when an employee decides to accept an offer of benefits in 

exchange for the termination of employment.

The health service recognises termination benefits when it is demonstrably committed to either terminating the employment of current employees according to a detailed 

formal plan without possibility of withdrawal or providing termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy. 

Provision for on-costs, such as payroll tax, workers compensation and superannuation are recognised together with provisions for employee benefits.

Paid Contributions Contributions Outstanding

Employees of the Health Service are entitled to receive superannuation benefits and Hesse Rural Health contributes to defined contribution plans. 

Superannuation contributions paid or payable for the reporting period are included as part of employee benefits in the comprehensive operating statement of the Health 

Service. 

Defined contribution superannuation plans

In relation to defined contribution (i.e. accumulation) superannuation plans, the associated expense is simply the employer contributions that are paid or payable in respect 

of employees who are members of these plans during the reporting period. Contributions to defined contribution superannuation plans are expensed when incurred.

Conditional LSL is disclosed as a non-current liability. There is an unconditional right to defer the settlement of the entitlement until the employee has completed the 

requisite years of service. This non-current LSL liability is measured at present value.
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Note 4:   Key Assets to support service delivery

Structure

4.1  Investments and other financial assets

4.2  Investments accounted for using the equity method

4.3  Jointly controlled operations and assets

4.4  Property, plant & equipment

4.5  Depreciation and amortisation

Note 4.1: Investments and other Financial Assets
2017 2016 2017 2016

CURRENT $ $ $ $

Loans and receivables

Term Deposit

Aust. Dollar Term Deposits > 3 months 2,983,763       1,925,856     2,983,763      1,925,856       
TOTAL INVESTMENTS AND OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS 2,983,763       1,925,856     2,983,763      1,925,856       

Represented by:

Accommodation Bonds (Refundable entrance fees) 2,983,763       1,925,856     2,983,763      1,925,856       
2,983,763       1,925,856     2,983,763      1,925,856       

(a) Ageing of Other Financial Assets

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the ageing analysis of investments and other financial assets

(b) Nature and extent of risk arising from other financial assets

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the nature and extent of credit risk arising from investments and other financial assets

Investments and other financial assets

Derecognition of financial assets

• the rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired; or 

• the Health Service has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either: 

(a) has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset; or 

Impairment of financial assets

Doubtful debts

Hesse Rural Health assesses at each balance sheet date whether a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.

All financial assets, except those measured at fair value through profit or loss are subject to annual review for impairment.

A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a group of similar financial assets) is derecognised when: 

• the Health Service retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an obligation to pay them in full without material delay to a third party under a 

‘pass through’ arrangement; or 

Operating Fund Consolidated

Hesse Rural Health classifies its other financial assets between current and non-current assets based on the purpose for which the assets were acquired.  Management 

determines the classification of its other financial assets at initial recognition.

The health service controls infrastructure and other investments that are utilised in fulfilling its objectives and conducting its activities. They represent the key resources that 

have been entrusted to the health service to be utilised for delivery of those outputs.

Hospital investments must be in accordance in Standing Direction 3.7.2 – Treasury and Investment Risk Management. Investments are recognised and derecognised on trade 

date where purchase or sale of an investment is under a contract whose terms require delivery of the investment within the timeframe established by the market concerned, 

and are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction costs. 

Investments are classified in the following categories:

- financial assets at fair value through profit or loss;

- held-to-maturity;

- loans and receivables; and

- available-for-sale financial assets.

At the end of each reporting period Hesse Rural Health assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial asset is impaired. All financial 

instrument assets, except those measured at fair value through profit or loss, are subject to annual review for impairment.

The allowance is the difference between the financial asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the effective interest rate. In 

assessing impairment of statutory (non-contractual) financial assets, which are not financial instruments, professional judgement is applied in assessing materiality using 

estimates, averages and other computational methods in accordance with AASB 136 Impairment of Assets.

Receivables are assessed for bad and doubtful debts on a regular basis. Those bad debts considered as written off by mutual consent are classified as a transaction expense. 

Bad debts not written off by mutual consent and the allowance for doubtful debts are classified as other economic flows in the net result. 

(b) has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, but has transferred control of the asset.

Where the Health Service has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards or transferred control, the asset is recognised to the extent of the Health 

Service’s continuing involvement in the asset.
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Note 4.2: Investments Accounted for Using the Equity Method Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

$ $

Investments in Associates -                     (9,068)            
Total -                     (9,068)            

Country

Name of Entity Principal Activity of 2017 2016 2017 2016

Incorporation % % $ $

Associates

Winchelsea Medical Clinic Pty Ltd Medical Clinic Australia 0.00% 50.00% -                     (9,068)            

Consol'd Consol'd

Summarised Financial Information of Associates 2017 2016

$ $

Current Assets -                     149,840          

Total Assets -                     149,840          

Current Liabilities -                     166,478          

Non-Current Liabilities -                     1,497              

Total Liabilities -                     167,975          

Net Assets -                     (18,135)          

Share of Associates Net Assets -                     (9,068)            

Total Income -                     1,416,158       

Net Result -                     (9,706)            

Share of Associates' Result after Income Tax -                     (4,853)            

Management fee received from Associates 50,000           50,000            

Consol'd Consol'd

Movements in carrying amounts of interests in the associate 2017 2016

$ $

Carrying amount at the beginning of the year (9,068)            (4,215)            

Share of associate's net result after tax -                     (4,853)            

Disposal of shares in the associate 99,954           -                     

Profit on disposal (90,886)          -                     

Carrying amount at the end of the year -                     (9,068)            

Management fees received from Associates

Associates and joint ventures

Associates and joint ventures are accounted for in accordance with the policy outlined below.

Jointly controlled assets or operations

Investments accounted for using the equity method

An associate is an entity over which Hesse Rural Health exercises significant influence, but not control.

Investments in joint operations

During the 2017 financial year, Hesse Rural Health received a management fee of $50,000 from the Winchelsea Medical Clinic (2016, $50,000).

Ownership Interest Published Fair Value

Interests in jointly controlled assets or operations are not consolidated by Hesse Rural Health, but are accounted for in accordance with the policy for investments in joint 

operations as outlined below.

The investment in the associate is accounted for using the equity method of accounting. Under the equity method for accounting, the investment in the associate is recognised 

at cost on initial recognition, and the carrying amount is increased or decreased in subsequent years to recognise Hesse Rural Health's  share of the profits or losses of the 

associates after the date of acquisition. Hesse Rural Health’s share of the associate’s profit or loss is recognised in Hesse Rural Health’s net result as ‘other economic flows’. 

The share of post-acquisition changes in revaluation surpluses and any other reserves, are recognised in both the comprehensive operating statement and the statement of 

changes in equity. The cumulative post acquisition movements are adjusted against the carrying amount of the investment, including dividends received or receivable from the 

associate. 

Joint control is the contractually agreed sharing of control of an arrangement, which exists only when decisions about the relevant activities require the unanimous consent of 

the parties sharing control. Joint ventures are joint arrangements whereby Hesse Rural Health, via its joint control of the arrangement, has rights to the net assets of the 

arrangements.  

Interests in joint ventures are accounted for in the financial statements using the equity method, as applied to investments in associates and are disclosed as required by AASB 

12. 

In respect of any interest in joint operations, Hesse Rural Health recognises in the financial statements: 

• its assets, including its share of any assets held jointly; 

• any liabilities including its share of liabilities that it had incurred; 

• its revenue from the sale of its share of the output from the joint operation;

• its share of the revenue from the sale of the output by the operation; and

• its expenses, including its share of any expenses incurred jointly.
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Note 4.3:  Jointly Controlled Operations and Assets

Interest in Jointly Controlled Operations Principal Activity 2017 2016

% %

South West Alliance of Rural Health (SWARH) Information Technology 4.16% 3.83%

2017 2016

Current Assets $ $

Cash and Cash Equivalents 218,080         78,862            

Receivables 767,062         564,414          

Other Assets 774                13,586            

Total Current Assets 985,916         656,861          

Non-Current Assets

Property, Plant & Equipment 249,584         281,619          

Total Assets 1,235,500      938,480          

Current Liabilities

Payables 878,203         563,849          

Finance lease liabilities 109,904         115,691          

Employee Benefits 71,356           67,987            

Total Current Liabilities 1,059,463      747,527          

Non-Current Liabilities

Finance lease liabilities 133,305         157,487          

Employee Benefits 12,394           13,278            

Total Non Current Liabilities 145,699         170,765          

Total Liabilities 1,205,162      918,292          

Net Assets 30,338           20,188            

Revenues

Revenue from Operating Activities 941,505         933,854          

Revenue from Non-Operating Activities 1,589             -                     

Capital Purpose Income 20,669           -                     

Total Revenue 963,763         933,854          

Expenses

Employee Benefits 270,760         254,476          

Maintenance Contract and IT Support 327,767         491,191          

Operating Lease Costs 19,075           -                     

Other Expenses from Ordinary Activities 168,599         27,714            

Finance Costs 14,897           17,299            

Depreciation 152,883         142,706          

Total Expenses 953,981         933,386          

Net Result 9,782             468                 

Note 4.4: Property, Plant & Equipment Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

(a) Gross carrying amount and accumulated depreciation $ $

Land

Land at fair value 2,059,059      2,050,394       

Total Land 2,059,059      2,050,394       

Buildings

Buildings Under Construction at cost 69,326           -                     

Buildings at Fair Value 11,475,090    11,462,700     

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 2,000,309      1,332,838       

Total Buildings 9,544,107      10,129,862     

Plant and Equipment

Plant and Equipment at fair value 1,519,880      1,404,221       

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 913,137         793,552          

Total Plant and Equipment 606,744         610,669          

Medical Equipment

Medical Equipment at fair value 90,740           90,190            

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 76,798           65,345            

Total Medical Equipment 13,942           24,845            

Leased Assets

Share of SWARH Joint Venture Leased Assets at cost 644,078         542,533          

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 417,429         264,546          

Total Leased Assets 226,649         277,987          

TOTAL 12,450,501    13,093,757     

The Health Service interest in assets employed in the above jointly controlled operations and assets is detailed below. The 

amounts are included in the financial statements under their respective asset categories:

The Health Service interest in revenues and expenses resulting from jointly controlled operations and assets is detailed below, based on 

unaudited figures:
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Plant & Medical Leased Total

Land Buildings Equipment Equipment Assets Consolidated

$ $ $ $ $ $

Balance at 1 July 2015 1,892,243            10,779,606   635,486          33,286          350,487         13,691,108     

Additions 158,151               19,200          136,926          8,340            70,206           392,823          

Disposals -                           -                    (8,701)             -                    -                     (8,701)            

Revaluation Increments/(Decrements) -                           -                      -                    -                     -                     

Depreciation Expense (Note 4.5) -                           (668,944)       (153,042)         (16,781)         (142,706)        (981,473)        
Balance at 1 July 2016 2,050,394            10,129,862   610,669          24,845          277,987         13,093,757     

Additions 8,665                   81,716          163,757          550               101,545         356,233          

Disposals -                           -                    (31,217)           -                    -                     (31,217)          

Revaluation Increments/(Decrements) -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Depreciation Expense (Note 4.5) -                           (667,471)       (136,465)         (11,453)         (152,883)        (968,272)        
Balance at 30 June 2017 2,059,059            9,544,107     606,744          13,942          226,649         12,450,501     

Land and buildings carried at valuation

( c) Fair value measurement hierarchy of assets

Level 1 (i) Level 2 (i) Level 3 (i)

$ $ $ $

Land at fair value

Specialised land 2,059,059       -                    -                     2,059,059       

Total of land at fair value 2,059,059       -                    -                     2,059,059       

Buildings at fair value

Specialised buildings 9,544,107       -                    -                     9,544,107       

Total of buildings at fair value 9,544,107       -                    -                     9,544,107       

Plant and equipment at fair value

Plant equipment and vehicles at fair value

- Vehicles 196,642          -                    196,642         -                     

- Plant and equipment 410,102          -                    -                     410,102          

Total of plant, equipment and vehicles at fair value 606,744          -                    196,642         410,102          

Medical equipment at fair value

- Medical equipment 13,942            -                    -                     13,942            

Total medical equipment at fair value 13,942            -                    -                     13,942            

Leased assets at fair value

- SWARH leased assets 226,649          -                    -                     226,649          

Total  leased assets at fair value 226,649          -                    -                     226,649          

12,450,501     -                    196,642         12,253,859     

Level 1 (i) Level 2 (i) Level 3 (i)

$ $ $ $

Land at fair value

Specialised land 2,050,394       -                    -                     2,050,394       

Total of land at fair value 2,050,394       -                    -                     2,050,394       

Buildings at fair value

Specialised buildings 10,129,862     -                    -                     10,129,862     

Total of buildings at fair value 10,129,862     -                    -                     10,129,862     

Plant and equipment at fair value

Plant equipment and vehicles at fair value

- Vehicles 192,431          -                    192,431         -                     

- Plant and equipment 418,238          -                    -                     418,238          

Total of plant, equipment and vehicles at fair value 610,669          -                    192,431         418,238          

Medical equipment at fair value

- Medical equipment 24,845            -                    -                     24,845            

Total medical equipment at fair value 24,845            -                    -                     24,845            

Leased assets at fair value

- SWARH leased assets 277,987          -                    -                     277,987          

Total  leased assets at fair value 277,987          -                    -                     277,987          

13,093,757     -                    133,304         12,901,326     
Note

(i) Classified in accordance with the fair value hierarchy, 

There have been no transfers between levels during the period.

Carrying amount 

as at 30 June 

2016

Fair value measurement at end of reporting period 

using:

Carrying amount 

as at 30 June 

2017

Fair value measurement at end of reporting period 

using:

(b) Reconciliations of the carrying amounts of each class of asset

An Independent valuation of the Health Service's land and buildings was performed by the Valuer-General Victoria to determine the fair value of the land and buildings. The 

valuation, which conforms to Australian Valuation Standards, was determined by reference to the amounts for which assets could be exchanged between knowledgeable 

willing parties in an arm's length transaction. The valuation was based on independent assessments. The effective date of the valuation is 30 June 2014.
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Fair value measurement

These indicators, as a minimum, include:

External factors:

Valuation hierarchy

For the purpose of fair value disclosures, Hesse Rural Health has determined classes of assets and liabilities on the basis of the nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or 

liability and the level of the fair value hierarchy as explained above

In addition, Hesse Rural Health determines whether transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by re-assessing categorisation (based on the lowest level input 

that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting period.

The Valuer-General Victoria (VGV) is Hesse Rural Health’s independent valuation agency.

Hesse Rural Health, in conjunction with VGV, monitors the changes in the fair value of each asset and liability through relevant data sources to determine whether revaluation 

is required.

In considering the HBU for non-financial physical assets, valuers are probably best placed to determine highest and best use (HBU) in consultation with Health Services. 

Health Services and their valuers therefore need to have a shared understanding of the circumstances of the assets. A Health Service has to form its own view about a valuer’s 

determination, as it is ultimately responsible for what is presented in its audited financial statements.

Judgements about highest and best use must take into account the characteristics of the assets concerned, including restrictions on the use and disposal of assets arising from 

the asset’s physical nature and any applicable legislative/contractual arrangements.

In accordance with paragraph AASB 13.29, Health Services can assume the current use of a non-financial physical asset is its HBU unless market or other factors suggest that 

a different use by market participants would maximise the value of the asset.

Consistent with AASB 13 Fair Value Measurement, Hesse Rural Health determines the policies and procedures for both recurring fair value measurements such as property, 

plant and equipment, investment properties and financial instruments, and for non-recurring fair value measurements such as non-financial physical assets held for sale, in 

accordance with the requirements of AASB 13 and the relevant FRDs.

·         Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities

·         Level 2 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is directly or indirectly observable

·         Level 3 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is unobservable.

The fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into account a market participant’s ability to generate economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best 

use or by selling it to another market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.

Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.

The fair value measurement is based on the following assumptions:

• that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either in the principal market (or the most advantageous market, in the absence of the principal 

market), either of which must be accessible to the Health Service at the measurement date;

• that the Health Service uses the same valuation assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in 

their economic best interest.

In addition, Health Services need to assess the HBU as part of the 5-year review of fair value of non-financial physical assets. This is consistent with the current requirements 

on FRD 103F Non-financial physical assets and FRD 107B Investment properties.

Health Services need to use valuation techniques that are appropriate for the circumstances and where there is sufficient data available to measure fair value, maximising the 

use of relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of unobservable inputs.

All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the fair value hierarchy. It is based on the lowest level 

input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole:

• Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities; 

• Level 2 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is directly or indirectly observable;

• Level 3 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is unobservable.

Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and also in future periods that are affected by the revision. Judgements and 

assumptions made by management in the application of AASBs that have significant effects on the financial statements and estimates relate to: 

Consideration of highest and best use (HBU) for non-financial physical assets

Therefore, an assessment of the HBU will be required when the indicators are triggered within a reporting period, which suggest the market participants would have perceived 

an alternative use of an asset that can generate maximum value. Once identified, Health Services are required to engage with VGV or other independent valuers for formal 

HBU assessment.

• Changed acts, regulations, local law or such instrument which affects or may affect the use or development of the asset;

• Changes in planning scheme, including zones, reservations, overlays that would affect or remove the restrictions imposed on the asset’s use from its past use;

• Evidence that suggest the current use of an asset is no longer core to requirements to deliver a Health Service’s service obligation;

• Evidence that suggests that the asset might be sold or demolished at reaching the late stage of an asset’s life cycle.

• the fair value of land, buildings, infrastructure, plant and equipment, (refer to Note 7.1);

• superannuation expense (refer to Note 3.4); and

• actuarial assumptions for employee benefit provisions based on likely tenure of existing staff, patterns of leave claims, future salary movements and future discount rates 

(refer to Note 3.3).

All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on 

the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole:
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(d) Reconciliation of Level 3 fair value

$ $ $ $ $

Opening Balance 2,050,394     10,129,862     418,238        24,845           277,987          

Purchases (sales) 8,665            81,716            93,843          550                101,545          

Transfers in (out) of Level 3 -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Gains or losses recognised in net result -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

- Depreciation -                    (667,471)         (101,979)       (11,453)          (152,883)        

-                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Subtotal 2,059,059     9,544,107       410,102        13,942           226,649          

2,059,059     9,544,107       410,102        13,942           226,649          

$ $ $ $ $

Opening Balance 1,892,243     10,779,606     502,182        33,286           350,487          

Purchases (sales) 158,151        19,200            24,441          8,340             70,206            

Transfers in (out) of Level 3 -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Gains or losses recognised in net result -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

- Depreciation -                    (668,944)         (108,385)       (16,781)          (142,706)        

-                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Subtotal 2,050,394     10,129,862     418,238        24,845           277,987          

2,050,394     10,129,862     418,238        24,845           277,987          

Identifying unobservable inputs (level 3) fair value measurements

Specialised land and specialised buildings

Vehicles

Plant and equipment

There were no changes in valuation techniques throughout the period to 30 June 2017.

For all assets measured at fair value, the current use is considered to be the highest and best use.

An independent valuation of Hesse Rural Health Services' specialised land and specialised buildings was performed by the Valuer-General Victoria.  The valuation was 

performed using the market approach adjusted for CSO.  The effective date of the valuation is 30 June 2014.

Hesse Rural Health Service acquires new vehicles and at times disposes of them before completion of their economic life.  The process of acquisition, use and disposal in the 

market is managed by Hesse Rural Health Service who set relevant depreciation rates during use to reflect the consumption of the vehicles.  As a result, the fair value of 

vehicles does not differ materially from the carrying value (depreciated cost).

Plant and equipment is held at carrying value (depreciated cost).  When plant and equipment is specialised in use, such that it is rarely sold other than as part of a going 

concern, the depreciated replacement cost is used to estimate the fair value.  Unless there is market evidence that current replacement costs are significantly different from the 

original acquisition cost, it is considered unlikely that depreciated replacement cost will be materially different from the existing carrying value.  

Plant and 

equipment

Medical 

equipment Leased Assets

- Impairment loss

The market approach is also used for specialised land and specialised buildings although is adjusted for the community service obligation (CSO) to reflect the specialised 

nature of the asset being valued.  Specialised assets contain significant, unobservable adjustments; therefore these assets are classified as Level 3 under the market based 

direct comparison approach.  The CSO adjustment is a reflection of the valuer's assessment of the impact of restrictions associated with an asset to the extent that is also 

equally applicable to market participants.  This approach is in light of the highest and best use consideration required for fair value measurement, and takes into account the 

use of the asset that is physically possible, legally permissable and financially feasible.  As adjustments of CSO are considered as significant unobservable inputs, specialised 

land would be classified as Level 3 assets.  For the Health Service, the depreciated replacement cost method is used for the majority of specialised buildings, adjusting for the 

associated depreciation.  As depreciation adjustments are considered as significant and unobservable inputs in nature, specialised buildings are classified as Level 3 for fair 

value measurements.

2017

Land

- Impairment loss

2016

Buildings

Buildings

Land

A Health Service shall develop unobservable inputs using the best information available in the circumstances, which might include the Health Service’s own data. In developing 

unobservable inputs, a Health Service may begin with its own data, but it shall adjust this data if reasonably available information indicates that other market participants would 

use different data or there is something particular to the Health Service that is not available to other market participants. A Health Service need not undertake exhaustive 

efforts to obtain information about other market participant assumptions. However, a Health Service shall take into account all information about market participant 

assumptions that is reasonably available. Unobservable inputs developed in the manner described above are considered market participant assumptions and meet the object 

of a fair value measurement.

Leased Assets

Medical 

equipment

Plant and 

equipment

Unobservable inputs shall be used to measure fair value to the extent that relevant observable inputs are not available, thereby allowing for situations in which there is little, if 

any, market activity for the asset or liability at the measurement date. However, the fair value measurement objective remains the same, i.e., an exit price at the measurement 

date from the perspective of a market participant that holds the asset or owes the liability. Therefore, unobservable inputs shall reflect the assumptions that market participants 

would use when pricing the asset or liability, including assumptions about risk.

Level 3 fair value inputs are unobservable valuation inputs for an asset or liability. These inputs require significant judgement and assumptions in deriving fair value for both 

financial and non-financial assets.

Assumptions about risk include the inherent risk in a particular valuation technique used to measure fair value (such as a pricing risk model) and the risk inherent in the inputs 

to the valuation technique. A measurement that does not include an adjustment for risk would not represent a fair value measurement if market participants would include one 

when pricing the asset or liability i.e., it might be necessary to include a risk adjustment when there is significant measurement uncertainty. For example, when there has been 

a significant decrease in the volume or level of activity when compared with normal market activity for the asset or liability or similar assets or liabilities, and the Health Service 

has determined that the transaction price or quoted price does not represent fair value.
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( e) Description of significant uobservable inputs to Level 3 valuations:

Specialised land

Specialised buildings

Hospital Complex and Nursing Home

Community Health Centres

Plant and equipment at fair value

Vehicles 

Medical equipment at fair value

Property, Plant and Equipment

Revaluations of Non-Current Physical Assets

Plant, Equipment and Vehicles are recognised initially at cost and subsequently measured at fair value less accumulated depreciation and impairment. Depreciated historical 

cost is generally a reasonable proxy for fair value because of the short lives of the assets concerned.

Non-current physical assets are measured at fair value and are revalued in accordance with FRD103F Non-current physical assets .  This revaluation process normally occurs 

at least every five years, based upon the asset's Government Purpose Classification, but may occur more frequently if fair value assessments indicate material changes in 

values. Independent valuers are used to conduct these scheduled revaluations and any interim revaluations are determined in accordance with the requirements of the FRDs. 

Revaluation increments or decrements arise from differences between an asset's carrying value and fair value.

Revaluation increments are recognised in ‘other comprehensive income’ and are credited directly in equity to the asset revaluation surplus, except that, to the extent that an 

increment reverses a revaluation decrement in respect of that same class of asset previously recognised as an expense in net result, the increment is recognised as income in 

the net result.

Revaluation decrements are recognised in ‘other comprehensive income’ to the extent that a credit balance exists in the asset revaluation surplus in respect of the same class 

of property, plant and equipment. 

Revaluation increases and revaluation decreases relating to individual assets within an asset class are offset against one another within that class but are not offset in respect 

of assets in different classes. 

Revaluation surplus is not normally not transferred to accumulated funds on derecognition of the relevant asset.

In accordance with FRD 103F Hesse Rural Health's non-current physical assets were assessed to determine whether revaluation of the non-current physical assets was 

required.  As movements were assessed to be less than 10% no revaluation was required in the current year. 

 Depreciated replacement cost 

 Depreciated replacement cost 

 Depreciated replacement cost    

 Depreciated replacement cost 

More details about the valuation techniques and inputs used in determining the fair value of non-financial physical assets are discussed in Note 4.4 Property, plant and 

equipment.

Crown Land is measured at fair value with regard to the property’s highest and best use after due consideration is made for any legal or physical restrictions imposed on the 

asset, public announcements or commitments made in relation to the intended use of the land. Theoretical opportunities that may be available in relation to the asset(s) are not 

taken into account until it is virtually certain that any restrictions will no longer apply. Therefore, unless otherwise disclosed, the current use of these non-financial physical 

assets will be their highest and best uses.

 Direct cost per square metre 

 Useful life of specialised buildings 

 Cost per unit 

 Useful life of PPE 

 Cost per unit 

 Useful life of vehicles 

 Cost per unit 

Land and Buildings are recognised initially at cost and subsequently measured at fair value less accumulated depreciation and impairment.

Refer to Note 7.4 for guidance on fair value measurement indicative expectations.

 Useful life of medical equipment 

Significant unobservable inputs 

 Community Service Obligation 

(CSO) adjustment 
 Market approach 

All non-current physical assets are measured initially at cost and subsequently revalued at fair value less accumulated depreciation and impairment. Where an asset is 

acquired for no or nominal cost, the cost is its fair value at the date of acquisition. Assets transferred as part of a merger/machinery of government are transferred at their 

carrying amount.

Valuation technique 
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Note 4.5:   Depreciation and Amortisation Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

$ $

Buildings 667,471         668,944          

Plant & Equipment 136,465         153,042          

Medical Equipment 11,453           16,781            

Leased Equipment 152,883         142,706          
Total Depreciation 968,272         981,473          

Depreciation

The following table indicates the expected useful lives of non current assets on which the depreciation charges are based.

2017 2016

Buildings

 - Structure Shell Building Fabric Up to 60 years Up to 60 years

 - Site Engineering Services and Central Plant Up to 30 years Up to 30 years

Central Plant 

 - Fit Out Up to 30 years Up to 30 years

 - Trunk Reticulated Building Systems Up to 40 years Up to 40 years

Plant & Equipment Up to 15 years Up to 15 years

Medical Equipment Up to 15 years Up to 15 years

Computers & Communications Up to 15 years Up to 15 years

Furniture & Fittings Up to 15 years Up to 15 years

Motor Vehicles Up to 7 years Up to 7 years

Leasehold Improvements Up to 10 years Up to 10 years

Assets with a cost in excess of $1,000 are capitalised and depreciation has been provided on depreciable assets so as to allocate their cost or valuation over their estimated 

useful lives. 

Depreciation is generally calculated on a straight line basis, at a rate that allocates the asset value, less any estimated residual value over its estimated useful life.  Estimates 

of the remaining useful lives, residual value and depreciation method for all assets are reviewed at least annually, and adjustments made where appropriate.  This depreciation 

charge is not funded by the Department of Health & Human Services.

All infrastructure assets, buildings, plant and equipment and other non-financial physical assets that have finite useful lives are depreciated (i.e. excludes land assets held for 

sale, and investment properties).  Depreciation begins when the asset is available for use, which is when it is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of 

operating in a manner intended by management.

As part of the Buildings valuation, building values were separated into components and each component assessed for its useful life which is represented above. 
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Note 5: Other Assets and liabilities

This section sets out those assets and liabilities that arose from the health service's operations.

Structure

5.1  Receivables

5.2  Other liabilities

5.3  Prepayments 

5.4  Payables

Note 5.1: Receivables Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

CURRENT $ $

Contractual

Patient Fees 132,791         75,839            

Trade Debtors 779,031         607,118          

Accrued Investment Income 14,601           7,835              

Less Allowance for Doubtful Debts

   Patient Fees (46,812)          (5,709)            

879,611         685,083          

Statutory
GST Receivable 46,749           50,925            

Commonwealth Subsidies 108,260         18,946            

Accrued Revenue - Department of Health -                     -                     

155,009         69,871            

TOTAL CURRENT RECEIVABLES 1,034,620      754,954          

NON-CURRENT

Statutory

 Long Service Leave - Department of Health 381,483         302,510          

TOTAL NON-CURRENT RECEIVABLES 381,483         302,510          

TOTAL RECEIVABLES 1,416,103      1,057,464       

(a) Movement in the Allowance for doubtful debts

Balance at beginning of year (5,709)            (5,709)            

Increase / (decrease) in allowance recognised in net result (41,103)          -                     

Balance at end of year (46,812)          (5,709)            

(b) Ageing of Receivables

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the ageing analysis of contractual receivables

(c) Nature and extent of risk arising from Receivables

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the nature and extent of credit risk arising from contractual receivables

Receivables consist of:

- Contractual receivables, which includes mainly debtors in relation to goods and services, loans to third parties, accrued 

  investment income, and finance lease receivables.

Note 5.2:   Other Liabilities Consol'd Consol'd

CURRENT 2017 2016

Monies Held in Trust $ $

Monies held in Trust 81,432           56,022            

Refundable Entrance Fees 5,488,998      4,891,400       

Total Other Liabilities 5,570,430      4,947,422       

Total Monies Held in Trust

Represented by the following assets:

Cash and Cash Equivalents (refer to Note 6.2) 81,432           56,022            

Term Deposits (refer to Note 4.1) 2,983,763      1,925,856       

Land and Buildings 2,505,235      2,965,544       
TOTAL 5,570,430      4,947,422       

Receivables

Trade debtors are carried at nominal amounts due and are due for settlement within 30 days from the date of recognition.  Collectability of debts is reviewed on an ongoing 

basis, and debts which are known to be uncollectible are written off.  A provision for doubtful debts is recognised when there is objective evidence that the debts may not be 

collected and bad debts are written off when identified.

Receivables that are contractual are classified as financial instruments and categorised as loans and receivables. Statutory receivables are recognised and measured similarly 

to contractual receivables (except for impairment), but are not classified as financial instruments because they do not arise from a contract.

Receivables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method, less any accumulated impairment. 

- Statutory receivables, which includes predominantly amounts owing from the Victorian Government and Goods and Services Tax (GST) input tax credits recoverable; and
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Note 5.3:   Prepayments Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

CURRENT $ $

Prepayments 11,024           44,755            

Total Other Assets 11,024           44,755            

Note 5.4:   Payables Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

CURRENT $ $

Contractual

Trade Creditors 128,784         120,363          

SWARH Payables 831,931         563,849          

Accrued Expenses 57,557           29,400            
Commonwealth subsidies 18,558           47,805            

1,036,830      761,417          

Statutory

Department of Health and Human Services 61,400           119,270          

Total Current 1,098,230      880,687          

TOTAL PAYABLES 1,098,230      880,687          

(a) Maturity analysis of payables

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the ageing analysis of contractual payables

(b) Nature and extent of risk arising from payables

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the nature and extent of risks arising from contractual payables

Payables consist of:

• contractual payables which consist predominantly of accounts payable representing liabilities for goods and services provided to the Health Service prior to the end of the 

financial year that are unpaid, and arise when the health service becomes obliged to make future payments in respect of the purchase of those goods and services.  The 

normal credit terms are usually Net 30 days. 

• statutory payables, such as goods and services tax and fringe benefits tax payables.

Contractual payables are classified as financial instruments and are initially recognised at fair value, and then subsequently carried at amortised cost. Statutory payables are 

recognised and measured similarly to contractual payables, but are not classified as financial instruments and not included in the category of financial liabilities at amortised 

cost, because they do not arise from a contract.

Other non-financial assets include prepayments which represent payments in advance of receipt of goods or services or that part of expenditure made in one accounting period 

covering a term extending beyond that period.

Payables
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Note 6: How we Finance our Operations

Structure

6.1  Borrowings

6.2  Cash and cash equivalents

6.3  Commitments for expenditure

Note 6.1:   Borrowings Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

Current $ $

- Finance Lease Liability (i) 109,904         115,691          

Total Current 109,904         115,691          

Non-Current

- Finance Lease Liability (i) 133,305         157,487          

Total Non-Current 133,305         157,487          

TOTAL BORROWINGS 243,209         273,178          

(i)  Hesse Rural Health's share of finance lease liabilities undertaken by the SWARH joint arrangement (refer to Note 4.3)

(a) Maturity analysis of borrowings

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the ageing analysis of borrowings.

(b) Nature and extent of risk arising from borrowings

Please refer to Note 7.1 for the nature and extent of risks arising from borrowings.

(c ) Defaults and breaches

During the current and prior year, SWARH have not reported any defaults and breaches of any of the borrowings.

Consol'd Consol'd

(a) Finance Lease liabilities (ii) 2017 2016

Share of SWARH finance lease liabilities (refer to Note 4.3) $ $

Not longer than one year 112,674         127,584          

Longer than one year but not longer than five years 142,793         161,494          

Minimum Lease Payments 255,467         289,078          

Less Future Finance Charges 12,258           15,900            

Total Finance Lease liabilities 243,209         273,178          

(i) Minimum future lease payments include the aggregate of all base payments and any guaranteed residual.

Finance Leases

Entity as lessee

Operating Leases

Entity as lessee

 Minimum future lease 

payments (i) 

(ii) Finance lease liabilities include obligations that are recognised on the balance sheet; the future payments related to operating and lease commitments are disclosed in Note 

6.3

This section provides information on the sources of finance utilised by the hospital during its operations, along with interest expenses (the cost of borrowings) and other 

information related to financing activities of the hospital.

This section includes disclosures of balances that are financial instruments (such as borrowings and cash balances).  Note: 7.1 provides additional, specific financial instrument 

disclosures.

Leases of property, plant and equipment are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the 

lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.

A lease is a right to use an asset for an agreed period of time in exchange for payment. Leases are classified at their inception as either operating or finance leases based on 

the economic substance of the agreement so as to reflect the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.

Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities at amounts equal to the fair value of the lease property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payment, 

each determined at the inception of the lease. The lease asset is depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset or the term of the lease. Minimum lease 

payments are apportioned between reduction of the outstanding lease liability, and the periodic finance expense which is calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease, 

and charged directly to the comprehensive operating statement. Contingent rentals associated with finance leases are recognised as an expense in the period in which they 

are incurred.

Operating lease payments, including any contingent rentals, are recognised as an expense in the comprehensive operating statement on a straight line basis over the lease 

term, except where another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the benefits derived from the use of the leased asset. The leased asset is not 

recognised in the balance sheet.
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Note 6.2:   Cash and Cash Equivalents

Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

$ $

Cash on Hand (622)               (621)               

Cash at Bank 1,777,628      2,308,529       
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,777,006      2,307,908       

Represented by:

Cash for Health Service Operations (as per Cash Flow Statement) 1,695,574      2,251,886       

Cash for Monies Held in Trust

    - Deposits at Call 81,432           56,022            
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,777,006      2,307,908       

Note 6.3:   Commitments for Expenditure

(a ) Commitments other than public private partnerships Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

Capital expenditure commitments $ $

Payable:

Land and buildings -                     -                     

Total capital expenditure commitments -                     -                     

Lease commitments

Commitments in relation to leases contracted for at the reporting date:

Operating leases 266,372         280,513          

Finance leases 243,209         273,178          

Total lease commitments 509,581         553,691          

Operating Leases

Non-cancellable 266,372         280,513          

Total Operating Lease commitments          266,372           280,513 

Finance Leases

Current          112,674           127,584 

Non-current          142,793           161,494 

Minimum Lease Payments          255,467           289,078 

Less Future Finance Charges            12,258             15,900 

Total Finance Lease commitments          243,209           273,178 

Total lease commitments          509,581           553,691 

         509,581           553,691 

(b ) Commitments payable Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

Capital Expenditure Commitments $ $

Less than 1 year -                     -                     

Total capital expenditure commitments -                     -                     

Lease commitments payable

Less than 1 year 314,010         323,226          

Longer than 1 year but not longer than 5 years 195,570         230,465          

Total lease commitments 509,581         553,691          

Public private partnership commitments

Less than 1 year -                     -                     

Total public private partnership commitments -                     -                     

509,581         553,691          Total Commitments (inclusive of GST) 

Commitments for future expenditure include operating and capital commitments arising from contracts. These commitments are disclosed by way of a note at their nominal 

value and are inclusive of the GST payable. In addition, where it is considered appropriate and provides additional relevant information to users, the net present values of 

significant individual projects are stated. These future expenditures cease to be disclosed as commitments once the related liabilities are recognised on the balance sheet.

Operating leases relate to motor vehicles used primarily for district nursing services provided by the Health Service with the 

lease terms of three to five years, photocopiers with lease terms of 5 years, and rental of property and office space for the 

delivery of community health services in Moriac and Bannockburn with lease term of 5 years and 3 years respectively:

For the purposes of the cash flow statement, cash assets include cash on hand and in banks, short-term deposits which are readily convertible to cash on hand, and are 

subject to an insignificant risk of change in value, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.

Cash and cash equivalents recognised on the balance sheet comprise cash on hand and cash at bank, deposits at call and highly liquid investments (with an original maturity 

of three months or less), which are held for the purpose of meeting short term cash commitments rather than for investment purposes, which are readily convertible to known 

amounts of cash and are subject to insignificant risk of changes in value.

For the cash flow statement presentation purposes, cash and cash equivalents includes bank overdrafts, which are included as current borrowings in the balance sheet.

Commitments in relation to finance leases are payable as follows:

Total Commitments (inclusive of GST) other than public private partnerships
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Note 7: Risks, Contingencies & Valuation Uncertainties

Introduction

Structure

7.1  Financial instruments

7.2  Net gain / (loss) on disposal of non-financial assets

7.3  Contingent assets and contingent liabilities

7.4  Fair value determination

Note 7.1:   Financial Instruments

Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies

The Health Service's principal financial instruments comprise of:

 - Cash Assets

 - Term Deposits

 - Receivables (excluding statutory receivables)

 - Payables (excluding statutory payables)

 - Accommodation Bonds

Details of the significant accounting policies and methods adopted, including the criteria for recognition, the basis of measurement and the

basis on which income and expenses are recognised, in respect of each class of financial asset, financial liability and equity instrument

are disclosed in this note to the financial statements.

(a ) Categorisation of Financial Instruments

2017 2016

$ $

Financial Assets Loans and receivables

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,777,006      2,307,908       

Loans and Receivables

- Trade Debtors 865,010         677,248          

- Other receivables 14,601           7,835              

Other Financial Assets

- Term deposits 2,983,763      1,925,856       

Total Financial Assets 5,640,380      4,918,847       

Financial Liabilities At Amortised Cost

Payables 1,036,830      761,417          

Borrowings 243,209         273,178          

Other Financial Liabilities

- Accommodation bonds 5,488,998      4,891,400       

- Resident monies held in trust 81,432           56,022            

Total Financial Liabilities 6,850,469      5,982,017

(b) Net holding gain / (loss) on financial instruments by category.

The Health Service uses different methods to measure and manage the different risks to which it is exposed.  Primary responsibility for the identification and management of 

financial risks rests with the finance committee of the Health Service.

Carrying Amount

The Health Service's main financial risks include credit risk, liquidity risk and interest rate risk.  The Health Service manages these financial risks in accordance with its financial 

risk management policy.

No net holding gain or loss was made in respect of any of the above categories of financial instruments with the exception of interest revenue which is disclosed in Note 2.1, 

and finance expense which is disclosed in Note 3.2.

Consolidated

The main purpose in holding financial instruments is to prudentially manage the Health Service's financial risks within the government policy parameters.

The hospital is exposed to risk from its activities and outside factors. In addition, it is often necessary to make judgements and estimates associated with recognition and 

measurement of items in the financial statements. This section sets out financial instrument specific information, (including exposures to financial risks) as well as those items 

that are contingent in nature or require a higher level of judgement to be applied, which for the hospital is related mainly to fair value determination.
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(c) Credit Risk

Credit quality of contractual financial assets that are neither past due nor impaired

Financial Financial Other Total

institutions institutions non-rated

(AA credit (A- credit

rating) rating)

2017 $ $ $ $

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,354,721       422,285        -                     1,777,006       

Loans and Receivables

- Trade Debtors -                      -                    865,010         865,010          

- Other receivables -                      -                    14,601           14,601            

Other Financial Assets

- Term deposits -                      2,983,763     -                     2,983,763       

Total Financial Assets 1,354,721       3,406,048     879,611         5,640,380       

2016

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2,307,908       -                    -                     2,307,908       

Loans and Receivables

- Trade Debtors -                      -                    677,248         677,248          

- Other receivables -                      -                    7,835             7,835              

Other Financial Assets

- Term deposits 1,925,856       -                    -                     1,925,856       

Total Financial Assets 4,233,764       -                    685,083         4,918,847       

Ageing analysis of financial assets as at 30 June 

Not

Consolidated Past Due Less than 1-3 3 Months - 1-5 Over 5 Impaired

Carrying And Not 1 Month Months 1 Year Years Years Financial

Amount Impaired Assets

2017 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,777,006      1,777,006    -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Receivables

 - Trade Debtors 865,010         731,607       58,044                 25,289          50,070            -                    -                     -                     

 - Other Receivables 14,601           14,601         -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Other Financial Assets - Term Deposit 2,983,763      2,983,763    -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Total Financial Assets 5,640,380      5,506,977    58,044                 25,289          50,070            -                    -                     -                     

2016 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2,307,908      2,307,908    -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Receivables

 - Trade Debtors 677,248         616,013       32,578                 9,591            19,066            -                    -                     -                     

 - Other Receivables 7,835             7,835           -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Other Financial Assets - Term Deposit 1,925,856      1,925,856    -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     -                     

Total Financial Assets 4,918,847      4,857,612    32,578                 9,591            19,066            -                    -                     -                     

Contractual financial assets that are either past due or impaired

Past Due But Not Impaired

There are no material financial assets which are individually determined to be impaired. The Health Service does not hold any collateral as security nor credit enhancements 

relating to any of its financial assets.

Credit risk arises from the contractual financial assets of the Health Service, which comprise cash and deposits, non-statutory receivables and available for sale contractual 

financial assets as listed in the table below. The Health Service’s exposure to credit risk arises from the potential default of a counter party on their contractual obligations 

resulting in financial loss to the Health Service. Credit risk is measured at fair value and is monitored on a regular basis.

Credit risk associated with the Health Service’s contractual financial assets is minimal because the main debtor is the Victorian Government. For debtors other than the 

Government, it is the Health Service’s policy to deal where possible with entities with high credit ratings. Trade and Other receivables that are neither past due nor impaired are 

considered to be of high credit quality. 

Provision of impairment for contractual financial assets is recognised when there is objective evidence that the Health Service will not be able to collect a receivable. Objective 

evidence includes financial difficulties of the debtor, default payments, debts which are more than 60 days overdue, and changes in debtor credit ratings.

Except as otherwise detailed in the following table,  the carrying amount of contractual financial assets as recorded in the financial statements, net of any allowance for losses, 

represents Hesse Rural Health's maximum exposure to credit risk without taking into account of the value of any collateral obtained.

In addition, the Health Service does not engage in hedging for its contractual financial assets and mainly obtains contractual financial assets that are on fixed interest, except 

for cash assets, which are mainly cash at bank. As with the policy for debtors, the Health Service’s policy is to only deal with banks with high credit ratings.

There are no financial assets that have had their terms renegotiated so as to prevent them from being past due or impaired, and they are stated at the carrying amounts as 

indicated. The ageing analysis table above discloses the ageing only of contractual financial assets that are past due but not impaired.
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(d) Liquidity Risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Health Service would be unable to meet its financial obligations as and when they fall due.

Maturity Analysis of financial liabilities as at 30 June

Consolidated

Carrying Contractual Less than 1-3 3 Months - 1-5 Over 5

Amount Cash Flows 1 Month Months 1 Year Years Years

2017 $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Payables     1,036,830 1,036,830            1,036,830     -                    -                     -                     

Borrowings        243,209 243,209               -                    -                      -                    243,209         

Accommodation Bonds     5,570,430 5,570,430            -                    -                      -                    5,570,430      -                     

Total Financial Liabilities     6,850,469             6,850,469       1,036,830                      -                     -        5,813,639                      -  

2016

Payables        761,417 761,417               761,417        -                    -                     -                     

Borrowings        273,178 -                           -                    -                      -                    273,178         

Accommodation Bonds     4,947,422 4,947,422            -                    -                      -                    4,947,422      -                     

Total Financial Liabilities     5,982,017             5,708,839          761,417                      -                     -        5,220,600                      -  

(e) Market Risk

The Health Service's exposures to market risk are primarily through interest rate risk with only insignificant exposure to foreign currency and other 

price risks. Objectives, policies and processes used to manage each of these risks are disclosed below.

Currency Risk

The Health Service has no exposure to foreign currency risk.

Interest Rate Risk

Interest Rate Exposure of Financial Assets and Liabilities as at 30 June 

Weighted Interest Rate Exposure

Average Consolidated Fixed Variable Non

Interest Carrying Interest Interest Interest

Rates Amount Rate Rate Bearing

2017 % $ $ $ $

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2.50 1,777,006       -                    1,777,628      (622)               

Receivables

 - Trade Debtors 0.00 865,010          -                    -                     865,010          

 - Other Receivables 0.00 14,601            -                    -                     14,601            

Other Financial Assets - Term Deposit 2.75 2,983,763       2,983,763     -                     -                     

Total Financial Assets 5,640,380       2,983,763     1,777,628      878,989          

Financial Liabilities

Payables 0.00 1,036,830       -                    -                     1,036,830       

Borrowings 9.40 243,209          243,209        -                     -                     

Accommodation Bonds 0.00 5,570,430       -                    -                     5,570,430       

Total Financial Liabilities 6,850,469       243,209        -                     6,607,260       

2016

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2.50 2,307,908       -                    2,308,529      (621)               

Receivables

 - Trade Debtors 0.00 677,248          -                    -                     677,248          

 - Other Receivables 0.00 7,835              -                    -                     7,835              

Other Financial Assets 2.75 1,925,856       1,925,856     -                     -                     

Total Financial Assets 4,918,847       1,925,856     2,308,529      684,462          

Financial Liabilities

Payables 0.00 761,417          -                    -                     761,417          

Borrowings 5.50 273,178          273,178        -                     -                     

Accommodation Bonds 0.00 4,947,422       -                    -                     4,947,422       

Total Financial Liabilities 5,982,017       273,178        -                     5,708,839       

Other Price Risk

The Health Service is exposed to insignificant other price risk.

Exposure to interest rate risk might arise primarily through the Health Service's interest bearing assets and liabilities.  The Health Service currently has no interest bearing 

liabilities and is unlikely to have any into the future as interest bearing liabilities can only be entered into with the approval of the Department of Treasury and Finance. 

Cash flow interest rate risk is the risk that the future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates.  The Health Service has 

minimal exposure to cash flow interest rate risks through its cash and term deposits that are at a floating rate.

The Health Service manages this risk by mainly undertaking fixed rate or non-interest bearing financial instruments with relatively even maturity profiles, with only insignificant 

amounts of financial instruments at floating rate. Management has concluded for cash at bank and bank overdraft, as financial assets that can be left at floating rate without 

necessarily exposing the Health Service to significant bad risk, management monitors movement in interest rates on a daily basis.

The following table discloses the contractual maturity analysis for the Health Service's financial liabilities. For interest rates applicable to each class of liability refer to individual 

notes to the financial statements.

Maturity Dates

The Health Service’s maximum exposure to liquidity risk is the carrying amounts of financial liabilities as disclosed in the face of the balance sheet. The Health Service 

manages its liquidity risk by monitoring forecast cash flows and ensuring that liquid assets are available.
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(e ) Sensitivity Disclosure Analysis

 - A parallel shift of +1% and -1% in market interest rates (AUD) from year-end rates of 2.5%;

 - A parallel shift of +1% and -1% in inflation rate from year-end rates of 2% .

Consolidated

Carrying

Amount Profit Equity Profit Equity

2017 $ $ $ $ $

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 1,777,628     (17,776)           (17,776)         17,776           17,776            

Receivables

 - Trade Debtors 865,010        -                      -                    -                     -                     

 - Other Receivables 14,601          -                      -                    -                     -                     

Other Financial Assets 2,983,763     (29,838)           (29,838)         29,838           29,838            
Total Financial Assets 5,641,002     (47,614)           (47,614)         47,614           47,614            

Financial Liabilities

Payables 1,036,830     -                      -                    -                     -                     

Borrowings 243,209        2,432              2,432            (2,432)            (2,432)            

Accommodation Bonds 5,570,430     -                      -                    -                     -                     
Total Financial Liabilities 6,850,469     2,432              2,432            (2,432)            (2,432)            

2016

Financial Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2,307,908     (23,085)           (23,085)         23,085           23,085            

Receivables

 - Trade Debtors 677,248        -                      -                    -                     -                     

 - Other Receivables 7,835            -                      -                    -                     -                     

Other Financial Assets 1,925,856     (19,259)           (19,259)         19,259           19,259            
Total Financial Assets 4,918,847     (42,344)           (42,344)         42,344           42,344            

Financial Liabilities

Payables 761,417        -                      -                    -                     -                     

Borrowings 273,178        2,732              2,732            (2,732)            (2,732)            

Accommodation Bonds 4,947,422     -                      -                    -                     -                     
Total Financial Liabilities 5,982,017     2,732              2,732            (2,732)            (2,732)            

(f) Fair Value

The fair values and net fair values of financial instrument assets and liabilities are determined as follows:

Categories of non-derivative financial instruments

Loans and receivables

Financial liabilities at amortised cost

Net Gain/(Loss) on financial instruments

Net gain/(loss) on financial instruments includes:

- realised and unrealised gains and losses from revaluations of financial instruments that are designated at fair value through 

  profit or loss or held-for-trading;

- impairment and reversal of impairment for financial instruments at amortised cost; and

- disposals of financial assets.

Revaluations of financial instruments at fair value

Level 3 - the fair value is determined in accordance with generally accepted pricing models based on discounted cash flow analysis using unobservable market inputs.

Level 1 - the fair value of financial instrument with standard terms and conditions and traded in active liquid markets are determined with reference to quoted market prices;

Level 2 - the fair value is determined using inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the financial asset or liability, either directly or indirectly; and

+1%

The following table discloses the impact on net operating result and equity for each category of variable rate financial instruments held by the Health Service at year end as 

presented to key management personnel, if changes in the relevant interest rate risk occur

Taking into account past performance, future expectations, economic forecasts, and management's knowledge and experience of the financial markets, the Health Service 

believes the following movements are 'reasonably possible' over the next 12 months. (Base rates are sourced from the Reserve Bank of Australia).

Interest Rate Risk

-1%

The Health service considers that the carrying amount of financial assets and liabilities recorded in the financial statements to be a fair approximation of their fair values, 

because of the short-term nature of the financial instruments and the expectation that they will be paid in full.

The fair value of the financial assets and liabilities is included at the amount at which the instrument could be exchanged in a current transaction between willing parties, other 

than in a forced or liquidation sale. 

Loans and receivables are financial instrument assets with fixed and determinable payments that are not quoted on an active market. These assets are initially recognised at 

fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial measurement, loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 

method, less any impairment. 

Loans and receivables category includes cash and deposits, term deposits with maturity greater than three months, trade receivables, loans and other receivables, but not 

statutory receivables.

Financial instrument liabilities are initially recognised on the date they are originated. They are initially measured at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. 

Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial instruments are measured at amortised cost with any difference between the initial recognised amount and the redemption 

value being recognised in profit and loss over the period of the interest-bearing liability, using the effective interest rate method.

Financial instrument liabilities measured at amortised cost include all of the Health Service’s contractual payables, deposits held and advances received, and interest-bearing 

arrangements.

The revaluation gain/(loss) on financial instruments at fair value excludes dividends or interest earned on financial assets.
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Note 7.2: Net gain / (loss) on disposal of non-financial assets 2017 2016

$ $

Proceeds from Disposals of Non-Current Assets

Motor Vehicles 27,000           56,400            

Plant and Equipment -                     2,200              

Total Proceeds from Disposal of Assets 27,000           58,600            

  Less: Written-Down Value of Assets Sold

Motor Vehicles 31,217           43,000            

Plant and Equipment -                     -                     

Total Written-Down Value of Assets Sold 31,217           43,000            

Net gain / (loss) on disposal of non-financial assets (4,217)            15,600            

Disposal of non-financial Assets

Impairment of  Assets

Note 7.3:   Contingent Assets and Contingent Liabilities

Financial guarantee

Hesse Rural Health Service has provided a financial guarantee of $100,000 in relation to payroll services.

Note 7.4:  Fair value determination

Asset class

Non-specialised land

Specialised land

Non-specialised buildings

Specialised buildings

Plant and equipment

Vehicles

Vehicles

Level 3  Depreciated replacement cost 

 Cost per square metre / useful 

life 

Specialised items with limited 

alternative uses and/or 

substantial customisation Level 3  Depreciated replacement cost  Cost per unit / useful life 

If there is an active resale 

market available Level 2  Market approach  N/A 

If there is not an active 

resale market available Level 3  Depreciated replacement cost  Cost per unit / useful life 

Land subject to restrictions, 

in areas where there is not 

an active market Level 3 Market approach

 Community Service Obligation 

(CSO) adjustment 

For general commercial 

buildings that are just built Level 2 Market approach

Any gain or loss on the sale of non-financial assets is recognised in the comprehensive operating statement. 

All other non-finanical assets are tested annually for indications of impairment except for non-current physical assets held for sale.

If there is an indication of impairment, the assets concerned are tested as to whether their carrying value exceeds their possible recoverable amount. Where an asset’s 

carrying value exceeds its recoverable amount, the difference is written-off as an expense except to the extent that the write-down can be debited to an asset revaluation 

surplus amount applicable to that same class of asset.

If there is an indication that there has been a reversal in the estimate of an asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognised, the carrying amount 

shall be increased to its recoverable amount. This reversal of the impairment loss occurs only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying 

amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised in prior years. 

It is deemed that, in the event of the loss or destruction of an asset, the future economic benefits arising from the use of the asset will be replaced unless a specific decision to 

the contrary has been made.  The recoverable amount for most assets is measured at the higher of depreciated replacement cost and fair value less costs to sell. Recoverable 

amount for assets held primarily to generate net cash inflows is measured at the higher of the present value of future cash flows expected to be obtained from the asset and 

fair value less costs to sell. 

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised in the balance sheet, but are disclosed by way of note and, if quantifiable, are measured at nominal value. 

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are presented inclusive of GST receivable or payable respectively.

Examples of types of 

assets Expected fair value level

N/A

 Likely valuation approach 

 Significant inputs (level 3 

only) 

Vacant land, land not subject 

to restrictions, in areas 

where there is an active 

market Level 2 Market approach

N/A

Specialised buildings with 

limited alternative uses 

and/or substantial 

customisation e.g. hospitals
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Note 8:  Other Disclosures

Structure

8.1  Equity

8.2  Reconciliation of net result for the year to net cash inflow / (outflow) from operating activities

8.3  Operating segments

8.4  Responsible persons disclosures

8.5  Executive officer disclosures

8.6  Related parties

8.7  Remuneration of auditors

8.8  AASBs issued that are not yet effective

8.9  Events occurring after the balance sheet date

8.10  Controlled entities

8.11  Alternative presentation of comprehensive operating statement

Note 8.1:  Equity Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

(a) Surpluses $ $

Property, Plant & Equipment Revaluation Surplus

Balance at the beginning of the reporting period 3,566,766      3,566,766       

Revaluation Increments/(Decrements)

 - Land -                     -                     

 - Buildings -                     -                     
Balance at the end of the reporting period 3,566,766      3,566,766       

Represented by:

 - Land 947,565         947,565          

 - Buildings 2,619,201      2,619,201       
3,566,766      3,566,766       

(b) Contributed Capital

Balance at the beginning of the reporting period 4,514,616      4,514,616       
Balance at the end of the reporting period 4,514,616      4,514,616       

(c) Accumulated Surpluses/(Deficits)

Retained Surplus at the beginning of the reporting period 1,922,445      2,522,708       

Net Surplus/(Deficit) for the year (589,216)        (600,263)        
Balance at the end of the reporting period 1,333,229      1,922,445       

 Total Equity at end of financial year 9,414,611      10,003,827     

Contributed Capital

 Property, Plant & Equipment Revaluation Surplus

The asset revaluation reserve is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of non-current physical assets.

Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

$ $

Net Result for the Year (589,216)        (600,263)        

Non-Cash Movements

Depreciation 968,272         981,473          

Revaluation of LSL provision (20,508)          7,059              

Movements included in investing and financing activities

Net (gain)/loss from disposal of non financial physical assets 4,217             (12,099)          

Net (gain)/loss from disposal of financial assets -                     -                     

Movements in assets and liabilities:

Change in Operating Assets & Liabilities

Increase/(Decrease) in Payables 192,133         664,619          

Increase/(Decrease) in Employee Entitlements 16,867           175,153          

(Increase)/Decrease in Receivables (358,639)        (524,706)        

(Increase)/Decrease in Other Assets (9,068)            4,853              

(Increase)/Decrease in Prepayments 33,731           (19,647)          

Net Cash Inflow From Operating Activities 237,789         676,442          

Consistent with Australian Accounting Interpretation 1038 Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-Owned Public Sector Entities and FRD 119A Contributions by Owners, 

appropriations for additions to the net asset base have been designated as contributed capital. Other transfers that are in the nature of contributions to or distributions by 

owners that have been designated as contributed capital are also treated as contributed capital.

This section includes additional material disclosures required by accounting standards or otherwise, for the understanding of this financial report.

Note 8.2:   Reconciliation of Net Result for the Year to Net Cash Inflow / (Outflow) from 

Operating Activities
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Note 8.3: Operating Segments
2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

REVENUE

External Segment Revenue 3,590,717      3,120,706    5,526,105            5,250,263     1,699,668       1,746,158     10,907,376    10,117,127     

Total Revenue 3,590,717      3,120,706    5,526,105            5,250,263     1,699,668       1,746,158     10,907,376    10,117,127     

EXPENSES

External Segment expense 3,776,869      3,365,915    5,764,614            5,495,034     2,077,282       1,948,401     11,618,765    10,809,350     

Total Expenses 3,776,869      3,365,915    5,764,614            5,495,034     2,077,282       1,948,401     11,618,765    10,809,350     

Net Result from Ordinary Activities (186,152)        (245,209)      (238,509)              (244,771)       (377,614)         (202,243)       (711,389)        (692,223)        

Interest Income 1,535             12,359         104,347               79,414          -                      -                    105,882         91,773            

Share of net result of Joint Ventures 

using the Equity Method -                     (4,853)          -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     (4,853)            

Net Result for the year (184,617)        (237,703)      (134,162)              (165,357)       (377,614)         (202,243)       (605,507)        (605,303)        

OTHER INFORMATION

Segment Assets 6,328,665      6,152,240    11,342,055          11,322,695   967,677          945,737        18,638,397    18,420,672     

Total Assets 6,328,665      6,152,240    11,342,055          11,322,695   967,677          945,737        18,638,397    18,420,672     

Segment Liabilities 2,191,926      1,577,454    6,993,339            6,449,288     38,520            390,102        9,223,785      8,416,845       

Total Liabilities 2,191,926      1,577,454    6,993,339            6,449,288     38,520            390,102        9,223,785      8,416,845       

-                     (9,068)          -                           -                    -                      -                    -                     (9,068)            

Acquisition of Property Plant & Equipment 190,997         190,997       146,290               182,880        18,946            18,946          356,233         392,823          

Depreciation 662,268         672,061       306,004               309,412        -                      -                    968,272         981,473          

The major products/services from which the above segments derive revenue are:

Business Segments Services

Hospital Acute Care

RACS Residential Aged Care - both high and low level care

Community Health Primary Health and HACC services including district nursing. 

Geographical Segment

The Hesse Rural Health Service operates predominantly in Winchelsea, Victoria. More than 90% of revenue, net surplus from ordinary activities 

and segment assets relate to operations in Winchelsea, Victoria.

Note 8.4:  Responsible Persons Disclosures

From To

Responsible Ministers:

The Honourable Jill Hennessy, Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

The Honourable Martin Foley, Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing, Minister for Mental Health 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

Governing Board

K. Taylor 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

J. Carr 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

D. Kelly 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

K. Leigh 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

P. Benton 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

R. Hanson 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

D. Lang 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

S. Lewis 1/07/2016 20/02/2017

S.Ni Chuinneagain 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

M. Stocks 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

Accountable Officers

P. Birkett 1/07/2016 30/06/2017

Remuneration of Responsible Persons

Remuneration received or receivable by responsible persons was in the range: $220,000 - $229,999 ($210,000 - $219,999 in 2015-16).

Other Transactions of Responsible Persons and their Related Entities

In accordance with the Ministerial Directions issued by the Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act 1994, the following 

disclosures are made regarding responsible persons for the reporting period.

Amounts relating to Repsonsible Ministers are reported in the financial statements of the Department of Premier and Cabinet.  For information regarding related party 

transactions of ministers, the register of members' interests is publicly available from: www.parliament.vic.gov.au/publications/register of interests.

Hospital RACS Consolidated

Investment in Associates and Joint Venture 

Partnership

Period

Community Health

The Chief Financial Officer, Stephen Wight, is a director of Davidsons Accountants and Business Consultants, which provided accounting, bookkeeping and consulting 

services to Hesse Rural Health Service on normal commercial terms and conditions.  Total payments made to Davidsons Accountants and Business Consultants in the 

financial year were $89,540 (2016 $100,449).

Amounts relating to Repsonsible Ministers are reported in the financial statements of the Department of Premier and Cabinet.  For information regarding related party 
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Note 8.5:   Executive Officer Disclosures

Remuneration of Executives

Consol'd

Remuneration 2017

Short-term benefits 139,020

Post-employment benefits 21,375

Other long-term benefits 3,423

Termination benefits 0

Share-based payments 0

Total Remuneration 163,818

Total number of executives 1

1

Notes

(ii) Annualised employee equivalent is based on the time fraction worked over the reporting period.

Note 8.6:   Related parties

·        all key management personnel and their close family members;

·        all cabinet ministers and their close family members; and

·        all hospitals and public sector entities that are controlled and consolidated into the whole of state consolidated financial statements.

All related party transactions have been entered into on an arm’s length basis.

Consol'd

Compensation 2,017              

Short term employee benefits 191,620          

Post-employment benefits 34,706            

Other long-term benefits 5,807              

Termination benefits -                     

Share based payments -                     
Total 232,133          

Transactions with key management personnel and other related parties

Significant transactions with government related entities

During the year, Hesse Rural Health had the following government-related entity transactions which are undertaken on a normal commercial basis: 

- Payroll processing charges paid to Western District Health Service

- Patient transport fees paid to Ambulance Victoria

- Purchase of drugs and medical supplies from Barwon Health.

- Provision of District Nursing services to Barwon Health.

Note 8.7:   Remuneration of Auditors Consol'd Consol'd

2017 2016

Victorian Auditor-General's Office $ $

Audit or review of financial statement 26,658           29,400            

26,658           29,400            

Total annualised employee equivalent (AEE)

(i) No comparatives have been reported because remuneration in the prior year was determined in line with the basis and definition under FRD 21B. Remuneration previously 

excluded non-monetary benefits and comprised any money, consideration or benefit received or receivable, excluding reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses, including any 

amount received or receivable from a related party transaction. Refer to the prior year's financial statements for executive remuneration for the 2015-16 reporting period. 

The health service is a wholly owned and controlled entity of the State of Victoria. Related parties of the health service include:

Key management personnel (KMP) of the hospital include the Portfolio Ministers and Cabinet Ministers and KMP as determined by the hospital and are disclosed in Note 8.4. 

The compensation detailed below excludes the salaries and benefits the Portfolio Ministers receive. The Minister’s remuneration and allowances is set by the Parliamentary 

Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968, and is reported within the Department of Parliamentary Services’ Financial Report.

Given the breadth and depth of State government activities, related parties transact with the Victorian public sector in a manner consistent with other members of the public 

e.g. stamp duty and other government fees and charges. Further employment of processes within the Victorian public sector occur on terms and conditions consistent with the 

Public Administration Act 2004 and Codes of Conduct and Standards issued by the Victorian Public Sector Commission. Procurement processes occur on terms and 

conditions consistent with the Victorian Government Procurement Board requirements. Outside of normal citizen type transactions with the department, there were no related 

party transactions that involved key management personnel and their close family members. No provision has been required, nor any expense recognised, for impairment of 

receivables from related parties. 

Hesse Rural Health received funding from the Department of Health and Human Services of $3.3 million (2016: $4.1 million). 

The number of executive officers, other than Ministers and Accountable Officers, and their total remuneration during the reporting period are shown in the table below. Total 

annualised employee equivalent provides a measure of full time equivalent executive officers over the reporting period.

Remuneration comprises employee benefits in all forms of consideration paid, payable or provided in exchange for services rendered, and is disclosed in the following 

categories. 

Short-term employee benefits include amounts such as wages, salaries, annual leave or sick leave that are usually paid or payable on a regular basis, as well as non-

monetary benefits such as allowances and free or subsidised goods or services.

Post-employment benefits include pensions and other retirement benefits paid or payable on a discrete basis when employment has ceased.

Other long-term benefits include long service leave, other long-service benefit or deferred compensation.

Termination benefits include termination of employment payments, such as severance packages.
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Note 8.8:  AASBs issues that are not yet effective

Applicable for 

annual reporting 

periods 

beginning on 

1-Jan-18

1-Jan-18

1-Jan-18

1-Jan-18

1 Jan 2018

1 Jan 2017, 

except 

amendments to 

AASB 9 (Dec 

2009) and 

AASB 9 (Dec 

2010) apply 

from 1 Jan 

2018

1 Jan 2018AASB 2015-8 Amendments to Australian Accounting 

Standards – Effective Date of AASB 15

This Standard defers the mandatory effective 

date of AASB 15 from 1 January 2017 to 1 

January 2018.

This amending standard will defer the 

application period of AASB 15 for for-profit 

entities to the 2018-19 reporting period in 

accordance with the transition requirements. 

AASB 2014-5 Amendments to Australian Accounting 

Standards arising from AASB 15

Amends the measurement of trade receivables 

and the recognition of dividends.

Trade receivables, that do not have a significant 

financing component, are to be measured at 

their transaction price, at initial recognition. 

Dividends are recognised in the profit and loss 

only when:

• the entity’s right to receive payment of the 

dividend is established; 

• it is probable that the economic benefits 

associated with the dividend will flow to the 

entity; and 

• the amount can be measured reliably.

The assessment has indicated that there will 

be no significant impact for the public sector.

AASB 2010-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting 

Standards arising from AASB 9 (December 2010)

The requirements for classifying and measuring 

financial liabilities were added to AASB 9. The 

existing requirements for the classification of 

financial liabilities and the ability to use the fair 

value option have been retained. However, 

where the fair value option is used for financial 

liabilities the change in fair value is accounted 

for as follows:

• The change in fair value attributable to 

changes in credit risk is presented in other 

comprehensive income (OCI); and 

• Other fair value changes are presented in 

profit and loss. If this approach creates or 

enlarges an accounting mismatch in the profit or 

loss, the effect of the changes in credit risk are 

also presented in profit or loss. 

The assessment has identified that the 

financial impact of available for sale (AFS) 

assets will now be reported through other 

comprehensive income (OCI) and no longer 

recycled to the profit and loss. 

Changes in own credit risk in respect of 

liabilities designated at fair value through 

profit and loss will now be presented within 

other comprehensive income (OCI). 

Hedge accounting will be more closely 

aligned with common risk management 

practices making it easier to have an effective 

hedge. 

For entities with significant lending activities, 

an overhaul of related systems and processes 

may be needed.

AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting 

Standards [Part E Financial Instruments]  

Amends various AASs to reflect the AASB’s 

decision to defer the mandatory application date 

of 

AASB 9 to annual reporting periods beginning 

on or after 1 January 2018 as a consequence of 

Chapter 6 Hedge Accounting, and to amend 

reduced disclosure requirements. 

This amending standard will defer the 

application period of AASB 9 to the 2018-19 

reporting period in accordance with the 

transition requirements. 

AASB 2014-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting 

Standards arising from AASB 9

Amends various AASs to incorporate the 

consequential amendments arising from the 

issuance of AASB 9. 

The assessment has indicated that there will 

be no significant impact for the public sector. 

Certain new accounting standards have been published that are not mandatory for 30 June 2017 reporting period. DTF assesses the impact of all these new standards and 

advises the Health Service of their applicability and early adoption where applicable. 

As at 30 June 2017, the following standards and interpretations had been issued by AASB but were not yet effective.  They become effective for the first financial statements 

for reporting periods commencing after the stated operative dates as detailed in the table below.  Hesse Rural Health has not and does not intend to adopt these standards 

early.

Standard / Interpretation SUMMARY Impact on public sector entity financial statements

AASB 9 Financial instruments The key changes include the simplified 

requirements for the classification and 

measurement of financial assets, a new hedging 

accounting model and a revised impairment loss 

model to recognise impairment losses earlier, as 

opposed to the current approach that 

recognises impairment only when incurred.

The assessment has identified that the 

amendments are likely to result in earlier 

recognition of impairment losses and at more 

regular intervals. 

While there will be no significant impact 

arising from AASB 9, there will be a change to 

the way financial instruments are disclosed. 

AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers The core principle of AASB 15 requires an entity 

to recognise revenue when the entity satisfies a 

performance obligation by transferring a 

promised good or service to a customer.

The changes in revenue recognition 

requirements in AASB 15 may result in 

changes to the timing and amount of revenue 

recorded in the financial statements. The 

Standard will also require additional 

disclosures on service revenue and contract 

modifications. 
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Note 8.9:  Events Occurring after the Balance Date

There are no events occurring since the balance date to the date of this report that would have a material effect on the operations of the health service.

Note 8.10:  Controlled Entities
Equity

Name of Entity Country of Incorporation Holding

Winchelsea Hostel and Nursing Home Inc. 100%

Control is established due to both entities having common Board of Management.

Assets, liabilities, income or expenses arise from past transactions or other past events. Where the transactions result from an agreement between the Health Service and 

other parties, the transactions are only recognised when the agreement is irrevocable at or before the end of the reporting period.

Adjustments are made to amounts recognised in the financial statements for events which occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when the financial 

statements are authorised for issue, where those events provide information about conditions which existed at the reporting date. Note disclosure is made about events 

between the end of the reporting period and the date the financial statements are authorised for issue where the events relate to conditions which arose after the end of the 

reporting period that are considered to be of material interest.

Australia
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Note 8.11:  Alternative presentation of comprehensive operating statement

Parent Entity Parent Entity Consolidated Consolidated

Note 2017 2016 2017 2016

$ $ $ $

Grants

Operating 2.1 6,027,249       5,494,933     7,965,088      7,357,658       

Capital 2.1 16,150            56,035          16,150           56,035            

Interest 2.1 15,160            24,021          105,882         91,773            

Sales of Goods and Services 717,131          706,360        1,508,827      1,470,605       

Other Income 2.1 1,294,493       1,220,715     1,304,974      1,224,159       

Other capital income 2.1 25,669            -                    21,452           8,670              

8,095,852       7,502,064     10,922,373    10,208,900     

Employee Expenses 3.1 5,193,479       4,737,921     7,342,897      6,878,464       

Operating Expenses

Supplies and consumables 3.1 249,933          246,428        427,962         417,525          

Non salary labour costs 3.1 269,468          230,791        347,536         291,674          

Other 3.1 2,108,174       1,918,238     2,514,409      2,222,915       

Non-Operating Expenses

Impairment of non-financial assets 3.1 2,792              -                2,792             -                 

Finance Lease Charges 3.2 14,897            17,299          14,897           17,299            

(90,886)           4,853            (90,886)          4,853              

Depreciation and amortisation 4.5 662,268          672,061        968,272         981,473          

Expenses from transactions 8,410,125       7,827,591     11,527,879    10,814,203     

Net Result from transactions (314,273)         (325,527)       (605,506)        (605,303)        

7.2 (4,217)             12,099          (4,217)            12,099            

20,508            (7,059)           20,508           (7,059)            

16,291            5,040            16,291           5,040              

(297,983)         (320,487)       (589,215)        (600,263)        

Comprehensive result (297,983)         (320,487)       (589,215)        (600,263)        

Revaluation of Long Service Leave

Total other economic flows included in net result

Net result from continuing operations

Share of net result of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the 

Equity Method

Revenue from transactions

Other economic flows included in net result

Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets
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This publication is internally produced and designed, and reflects real stories provided by our staff, clients and their 
families.

The report is available in hard copy or on Hesse’s website.   www.hesseruralhealth.org.au

The Report aims to inform consumers, patients, residents, clients, carers, families, government, interested stakeholders 
and members of the public about the range and quality of our services and Hesse Rural Health’s financial performance 
over the year.

We welcome your feedback on this Report. Please answer the following questions, cut along the dotted line and return 
to Hesse Rural Health using reply paid 84569.

Please circle the answer which best fits your opinion:

Q1. I am a:
a) Consumer (patient, client or aged resident) of the health service
b) Family member, carer or consumer advocate
c) Hesse Rural Health employee, volunteer or Board member
d) Representative of government
e) Other health professional, partner, contractor or stakeholder
f) Member of the public

Q2. After reading this Report I have a good understanding of Hesse Rural Health and the SERVICE it delivers.

Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Q3. After reading the Quality Account section in this report, I have a good understanding of the QUALITY level 
of services provided by Hesse Rural Health. 

Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Q4. What did you like MOST about this  Report?

Q5. What did you like LEAST about this Report?

Q6. Please list any SUGGESTIONS for inclusion in the 2018 Annual Report

Q7. Please include any other COMMENTS about this Report

Thank you for assisting Hesse Rural Health to strive for continued improvement in the quality and range of the 
services provided and in how they are communicated to you.

Peter Birkett
Chief Executive Officer

PLEASE GIVE US FEEDBACK
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Hesse greatly appreciates the help 
received from our community. Financial 
donations assist in the provision of high 
quality health, community and aged care 
services. 

All donations are tax deductible and 
donors will be acknowledged in the 
organisational Annual Report. (see page 
28)

$ ____________.00 enclosed

Would you like a receipt?   Yes  /  No

Contact Details: 

Signature: ____________________

Cheque
Please make your cheque payable to:
Hesse Rural Health
8 Gosney Street
Winchelsea VIC 3241

Direct Deposit
Account Name: 
BSB Number: 
Account Number:
Reference: 

Hesse Rural Health
633 000
1211 20018
[your name] + ‘donation’

Credit Card
Name: (please print) _______________________________
Please Circle:   VISA    /    MASTERCARD
Expiry:  ____/____

‘To all the amazing 
staff at Hesse Rural 
Health, thank you for all 
your care and support 
with taking care of 
my grandmother. You 
have been absolutely 
wonderful and we are 
grateful that Grandma 
had such beautiful 
people to look after her.’ ‘The staff … whether they be nurses, carers, admin, cleaners or catering 

always giving their best ….to my wife. They know her name and mine also 
and always say hello and chat to her when we are walking around. They 
all have her best care and welfare uppermost. I read of other care facilities 
were residents are not treated as well as they are in Werruna and I am 
glad and fortunate that my wife has the best of care … nothing is too much 
for these people. I could not do their job, they all deserve a medal and a 
great deal of thanks.’

‘I would like to thank 
the nurses for their 
care during my stay, 
which was very caring. 
The kitchen staff 
for their wonderful 
cooked meals which 
I thoroughly enjoyed.’

‘On behalf of the Moriac 
and District Senior Citizens 
Club Members, I have much 
pleasure in acknowledging 
and saying thankyou for the 
exemplary meal provided for 
their Christmas Celebration.’

‘Thank you so much 
for all the care you 
gave our Mum.  She 
absolutely loved 
being there, we 
appreciate everything 
you did for mum.’

‘When you come home from hospital after surgery 
… and live 39km from a doctor its pretty hard. But 
on calling Hesse Rural Health I was treated the 
same day with new dressings which were dry and 
comfortable. I’m sure that my peace of mind ... 
was uplifted with my confidence in being looked 
after professionally. I love Hesse Rural Health, 
they are there for me in so many ways.’

‘My experience with your service was truly great. I was well cared for by each 
visiting nurse. I would recommend this service to everyone. I was looked after in a 
very caring and professional manner. I do miss the visits from the nurses. And I am 
now well and back on track. Thanks to your wonderful team. I am very grateful and 
extremely appreciative. A great service – well done.’

EXPRESSIONS OF APPRECIATION



Acute Care
Breakfast Club
Bus to the Hub
Community Nursing
Dementia Care
Diabetes Education
Dietetics
District Nursing
Exercise Groups
Facilitated Play Group
Farm Safety Program
Greet, Eat & Meet
Health Promotion

Home Care Packages
Hospital in the Home
Immunisation Program
Men’s Group
Men’s Shed Program
Nesters Group
No Fall Exercise Program
Occasional Care
Occupational Therapy
Palliative Care
Personal Development
Physiotherapy
Planned Activity Groups 

Podiatry
Post Acute Care
Post Natal Care
Pre-School Health 
Residential Aged Care 
Respite
Urgent Care
Volunteering
Walking Groups
Well Women’s Clinic
Yoga

To access Hesse’s broad range of
services contact Administration:

Phone:    (03) 5267 1200
Mail:    8 Gosney Street
   Winchelsea VIC 3241
E-mail:    hesse@swarh.vic.gov.au
Website: www.hesseruralhealth.org.au
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